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THE COAST ARTILLERY JOURNAL
Volume 73 August, 1930 Number 2

Joint Army and Navy Action in
Coast Defense

By CAPT. W. D. PULESTON, U. S. N.

INMODERN military writings there frequent1;yoccurs a disparagement
of the defensive form of war that is likely to give military students a

\Vl'ongconception of war, that may easily lead them into grave errors dur-
ing future wars. To most high-spirited men the offensivemakes a larger
appeal than the defensive; also, adopting the offensive relieves a loose
reasoner, who can always throw in on the side. of the offensive certain
intangibles, of probing a military problem to its depths. The maxim
",Vhenever in doubt attack," spares the intellectual processes from much
effort; yet it is plain that unless overwhelmingly superior in every par-
ticular, if we desire to take the offensivein utmost strength in one theater
.weshould assume the defensive in others. The larger a state and the more
widely spread its territories the more certain it is to be thrown upon the
defensive in some of its areas.

Nor should officersproperly ambitious for military renown forget that
the defense offers every opportunity for the display of military ability,
for example, it is doubtful if Napoleon's genius ever shone more brilliantly
than when he stood at bay around Paris in 1814. The great danger of the
defensive form of war is that the defenders will relax into a passive de-
fense, and forget that a sound plan of defense must continually con-
template and prepare for the vigorous resumption of the offense; it is ill
this true sense of the term that t~e word defense is used throughout this
article, for only by keeping in mind that the defense is a temporary atti-
tude \vill a clue to proper joint army and nav;r a<:tionin coast defense be
found.

Also, in this paper the term coast defem;eis construed to include the
coasts of our outlying possessionsas well as the coast of continental United
States, and the extent of our responsibilities can be clearly understood by
referring to a chart of the world and considering a broken line running
from lVlaineto St. Thomas,V. I., thence to Panama, thence to Honolulu, to
Samoa, to Guam, to Luzon and ending at Pt. Barrow, Alaska. This is the
perimeter of our coast line.

The subject can be logically approached by commencing with the
permanent defense systems that protect our important harbors and cities.
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such as New York and San Francisco. They include the heavy guns and
mortars, permanently emplaced, the small mobile guns and howitzers, an-
tiaircraft batteries, minefields, defenses :for the minefields, the searchlights
and the range-finding apparatus. For brevity hereafter this concentrated
mass o:f guns and accessories will be called a harbor de:fense. Such a
defense system provides a secure base for any or all o:f the fleet. When
it harbors the whole fleet, it provides the necessary security :for it; and the
fleet so based retains complete freedom of action, and can protect the
remainder of the coast line within its radius of action except against a
superior fleet. These defenses were primarily erected to prevent hostile
fleets and armies from entering port, and to protect certain naval bases.
Speaking generally, forts have been universally successful in defying
fleets, and even the intrepid Nelson, who at Copenhagen engaged forts
and ships simultaneously and, thanks to his personal genius, successfully,
warned all naval officers that ships were not built to fight forts.

It is perfectly obvious, however, that the strongest :fort in the world, by
itsel:f, cannot protect the coast line beyond the range o:f its guns; nor can
it protect itsel:f :from land attack unless its fortifications extend around
the land side and sufficient soldiers are in garrison to man them; even this
is not enough to guarantee its permanent security :for it must be regularly
supplied and therefore its communication with the remainder o:f the. coun-
try must be kept open, else its strength will depart. These disabilities of
a :fort are not mentioned in order to deprecate the :fort, but to establish
at once the :fact that like all other instruments o:fwar, forts have definite
limitations.

Some of the so-called "Blue "Water" schools of Navalists have em-
phasized the limitations of :forts and carefully ignoring the limitations o:f
the fleets have advocated doing away with forts and confiding the defense
of the coast to the fleet alone. This would be :fully as criminal as trusting
to forts alone, for fleets have as crippling limitations as :forts. On account
of fueling, and the necessity for regular overhauls, fleets have a decidedly
limited period o:faction. They must return to port to refuel, must arrange
for periodic overhauls to keep the machinery in shape and to make repairs
that result from the natural wear and tear of service. The problem of
joint army and navy action in coast defense then resolves itself primarily
into adjusting the loads on the :for:ts and the fle!lt, neither of which can
undertake the burden alone. But the forts must be protected on the land
side and that involves the mobile army so the burden o:f coast defense is
really laid upon three instruments, the fleet, the forts and the mobile army.

Forts repulsed fleets with such monotonous regularity that joint expedi-
tions were organized; in these the fleet would land an army beyond the
range o:f the defenses, to invest the forts on the shore side, then itsel:f
blockade them on the sea side and by siege operations, accomplish what
neither the fleet nor army could do by direct assault. The prompt and
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natural reply to this threat of an overseas expedition was to secure the fort
with a mobile army to prevent its investment. So in the many maritime
wars that have regularly recurred, on the offensive was usually found a
superior fleet, and an expeditionary force against which was pitted the
forts, an inferior naval force, and a mobile army, usually, but not always,
inferior to the invading army. In modern wars and in civilized states, the
mobile army has had a network of roads or railways at its service, which
gave it a mobility comparable to that of the attacking force embarked in
transports. Also in states with compulsory military service so many
trained soldiers have been made available for defense that it has become
practically impossible for an expeditionary force to make a successful
invasion.

The importance of the problem af coast defense to England has caused
that country to. give it. much study; as usual with all military problems
two schaals af thought have developed, the "Blue "Vater" school, who. held
that invasion was impossible as long as the British navy was in superiar
strength, and the "Bolt from the Blue" -school, who. thaught the fleet might
be evaded or even neutralized and a hastile army landed. The position of
the British government oscillated between these two schoalsand in 1907
a committee under Lord Marley re-examined the problem. The army, while
admitting that the navy was the first line af defense, held that the problem
invalved so many uncertain factars that naval pratection alone cauld nat
be relied upon. This view abtained and, in 1909, Mr .. Asquith announced,
in the House of Cammons, that it was essential to. maintain a home army
of such strength that an enemy contemplating hostilities would be compelled
to come in such a considerable force as to make it practically impossible
far them to evade the fleet.

In 1909, the British government estimated that the strength of pos-
sible invading farces would not exceed seventy thousand, and the War
Office undertook to. have' ready at all times a force capable of meeting and
defeating this force. Without attempting to. pass judgment on the ac-
curacy of the estimated numbers, it seems perfectly clear that the Committee
of Imperial Defense proceeded alang sound lines to reach this conclusian
and praperly appreciated the important factars available. However, in
using this data in the "Vorld "Val', it was forgatten that the rule was de-
vised to cover the case of England alone vs. a Continental Power with a
superior army. As a result, in August, 1914, two. divisions of the British
Expeditionary Farce were temporarily detained in England as a defense
against German invasion when every German soldier was sorely needed
in Belgium, France 0.1' East Prussia, and when the whale British fleet
dispased to. caver the passage af the British Army to France was in excel-
lent pasitian to. intercept a German expeditianary farce.

The situatian in August, 1914, was a peculiar and critical one. Both
sides were straining their military and naval resaurces, neither the Cen-
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tral Po\Yel'~nor tho .\llios couid maintain the terrific pace, nor could :fleets
and armies endure without respite the strains set up. Therefore, in con-
sidering the availabilit;y of the Grand Fleet to assist the British Home
Army in coast defensethroughout the 'Vorld War, it should be remembered
that the paramount task of the British Fleet was to contain or defeat the
German High Seas Fleet. To prevent the German :fleetescaping through
the northern exits of the North Sea it became necessary for the Grand
Fleet to base at Scapa Flow and to make arrangements to continue in-
definitely this long-distance blockade. The relative distances from Scapa
Flow and Heligoland to the east coast of England are such that granted a
reasonable start, by the Germans, and any delay of the British :fleetdue
to low visibility or bad weather, it was quite possible to effect a raid or
even a small landing. The Germans were aware of these possibilities and
made several raids with their battle cruiser squadron in the hope of in-
ducing the Admiralty to make a regrouping of the :fleetthat would have
increased the security of the coast but would have reduced its ability to
contain the German Fleet. The Admiralt;y wisely adhered to its original
dispositions and by keeping the British people informed of the reasons for
its procedure avoided any pressure from public opinion.

In 1916,when Verdun was absorbing the German armies and the British
army in France was preparing to take the offensive,the British army and
navy authorities l'evised the estimate of invaders upwards and assumed
(1) that Germany could dispatch ten divisions, one hundred and sixty
thousand men, to the northeast coast of England, (2) that the navy could
not guarantee to interrupt this landing within twenty-four hours. On
these two assumptions, Lord French, C. in C. of the Home Forces, esti-
mated that he would need nine territorial divisions, seventeen mounted
brigades, ten independent brigades, and twenty-three cyclist battalions, a
field army of two hundred and thilt;y thousand men: in addition, galTisons
for defended ports, vulnerable points, and antiaircraft absorbed two hun-
dred and twenty thousand men, a grand total in England of four hundred
and fifty thousand men. His demands were never entirely met but the
British kept too many men in EngJand to resist an invasion which Ger-
many never seriously considered. Even after our entr;y into the war had
reinforced the British Fleet, the British Admiralt;\,still considered it pos-
sible for German;}'to land se,enty thousand men in England.

In addition to adding to the difficulty of evading a defending :fleetthe
existence of a defending mobile al'IllJ'compelsthe enemy to come in such
strength that the port facilities of a large, well developedharbor are neces-
sary to disembark the invader's impediments; practically all such harbors
are protected by harbor defenses that defJ- a. frontal attack, so the com-
bination of forts and mobile armies force an invading army to make the
first landing in an open roadstead with all the attendant difficulties. Thi"
accomplished,the invaders are still under the immediate necessity of seiz-
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ing a harbor that will supply the necessary port facilities. These two
factors alone would have made it impossible for Germany to successfully
invade England even if she could have spared the troops.

In general the British authorities during the '.Vorld '.Yar held an un-
necessarily large number of soldiers in their Home Defense armies, and
whilemany of these were unfit for active duty in the front line in France,
they could have performed many of the duties back of the line and re-
leased more active soldiers for combat dut;r. In 1917 and 1918 Lloyd
George,according to Field Marshal Robertson, detained an excessivenum-
ber in England in order to prevent Haig using them on an offensive in
France. At other times during the Wodd War it was necessary to hold
men in England in readiness for emergency calls from remote parts of the
empire. Even making allowance for these factors, there were too many
men retained in England. This was not in accord with old English cus-
tom, for in the past -the)' usually preferred to defend their frontiers by
fighting abroad and long ago embodiedthis idea in robust proverb, "Better
a disastrous campaign in the low countries than a successful one in Kent
or Sussex." The British emplo)Tmentof their fleet was sound and gave
the army maximum support consistent with its other and more important
duties.

The British gradually organized their defenses against air raids and al-
though harassed both by Zeppelins and airplanes, they resisted the tempta-
tion to withdraw the air forces from the army in France to defend their
coast, and only under extreme provocation and then for a short time only,
they borrowed some of Haig's squadrons for defense. These successfully
repelled the next German raid and were shortly after l'eturned to France.

The Turkish defense of the Dardanelles region is an excellent example
of correct joint arm~;and navy action in the defense of a limited but vital
coastal area. The Turks, under German leadership, employed the small
Turkish Navy, the Dardanelles Fortress and the 5th Turkish Army to pro-
tect the Aegean approaches to Constantinople. The small Turkish Navy
operated energetically against allied transport, combat vessels, and the
submarines that entered J,larmora. The Dardanelles forts, including the
minefields,prevented the fleet from entering Marmora via the Dardanelles
to operate against the communications of the Turkish Field Army. The
Turkish Field Army, originall." of six divisions, eventuall)Treinforced to
twent.'--two,protected the land sides of the Dardanelles forts from invest-
ment and by continually interposing itself between the Allied Expedi-
tionarJ' Force and the dominent strategical points on Gallipoli, became
the decisive £actor in the campaign.

The Turks possessedan unusually strong position that greatly favored
the defense, but more yaluable still, they were able to set up a situation
so that unless the invaders were victorious, all the fruits of a victory went
to the deienders. The Turks did not have to resort to a counter-offensive:
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by merely closing the Dardanelles, they isolated Russia, and unless the
Allies could break through, an almost intolerable handicap was imposed
upon Russia.

Wrong methods of employing joint army-navy forces in coast defense
sometimesreveal certain factors that are obscuredor smothered in victory.
For this purpose the disposition of the Russian Fleets in the Russo-
Japanese war will be recalled and to obtain the background, remember
that just prior to the war England and Japan had formed an alliance
as a counterpoise to the Russo-French alliance, and that the foreign
policies of Russia and England pivoted around their mutual antagonisms.
To meet the potential threat of England in the Baltic and the actual
threat of Japan and Korea in Manchuria, Russia depended upon two
principal forts, Cronstadt in the Baltic and Port Arthur in Manchuria.
She divided her navy into two fleets, the Baltic Fleet and the Fat' East
Fleet, and assigned one to each fort. Mahan referred to these two fleets
as "fortress fleets." Their missionsin both caseswere to assist the garri-
sons in defending the forts. The'results of this vicious arrangement were
the loss of one fortress and the two fleets in succession. The tragic part of
the sacrifice of the two fleets is that neither one assisted the defense of
Port Arthur except by the addition of a few naval guns removedfrom the
ships and mounted ashore. Lest this case be considered exceptional and
not likely to recur, it should be remembered that the French Commander
at Louisborg in 1758 made the same use of his fleet, and that even the
superb soldier Montcalm for the sake of obtaining a few sailors to assist
to man the guns at Quebec,dismantled his small fleet.

Similarly in campaigns ashore the temptation sometimesarises to lock
up an army in a fort; if not resisted, this almost inevitably results in the
eventual loss of the fort plus the army. During the war of 1870, the
French lost two armies in fortresses, McMahonat Sedan, and Bazaine at
Metz. In the retreat from Mons, Lord French very properly refused to
avail himself of the temporary succor affordedby Mauberge. It can there-
fore be said quite positively that an army or a fleet should never be tied
to a fort.

On the other hand, a relatively inferior fleet, no matter what its ab-
solute strength, may be driven to accept the refuge affordedby a defended
harbor. The German Fleet over-matched every other fleet in the world
except the British, yet it was driven to seek refuge in .its defended ports.
While Germany's geographical situation and the neutrality of the Scan-
dinavian states gave its fleet command of the Baltic, and the existence of
this fleet forced England to maintain the Grand Fleet and afforded assist-
ance to its Submarine Fleet, it was powerless to effect the naval issue in
any other part of the high seas. To the credit of the German High Seas
Fleet must be placed its several sorties in the North Sea, one of which led
to the battle of Jutland. In spite of certain tactical successes,the results
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of Jutland convinced the Germans that the Grand Fleet could not be
beaten. Unless the German High Seas Fleet could defeat the Grand Fleet
or the GermanArmy win the war on the land or the submarines on the sea,
the GermanFleet was bound to decay.

After Jutland, except for two minor sweeps and the Oesel Island ex-
pedition, the High Seas Fleet relapsed into inactivity, the submarine
service drew heavily upon the best personnel of the fleet, whose morale
diminished and eventually it abjectly surrendered. Unquestionably the
GermanHigh Seas Fleet in August, 1914,was in a high state of efficiency,
and its fighting edge was keen; it was condemnedto inactivity at that time
to defend the coast of Germany in order to release a few reserve army
divisions for the offensivein Belgium. Considering the problem in the
light of after events, it seemscertain that the best opportunity for employ-
ing the High Seas Fleet was in an attack in force on the Grand Fleet when
it was covering the crossing of the channel by the British Expeditionary
Force; at no subsequent period was the High Seas Fleet relatively as
strong.

The decisionof the British Governmentto undertake the passage of the
channel in the presence of the undefeated but inferior German fleet, fol-
lowed exactly the Japanese procedure in the Manchurian-campaign, and
should disposeof another hoary naval myth, namely, that an inferior fleet
can, by its very existence,deter a determined enemy from moving soldiers
overseas.

Modern ship building is about at a parity in first-classnations; the gun
and armor are approximately the same; naval gunnery and tactics are
diligently practiced by the leading navies; so that the relative efficienc~T
of the fleets of first rate powers are approximately equal; therefore, a
numerically inferior fleet is almost beaten before the action. A decisive
naval action has such far-reaching consequencesthat weaker fleets are
very apt to deny action, lulling themselves into a fatal inaction with
delusive dreams of reducing the- enemy's naval superiority by minor
attacks. This inaction tends to complete paralysis as witnessed by the
supine surrender of the same German Fleet that so gallantly contested the
battle of Jutland with the Grand Fleet. Kelson, when pondering over
the possibility of fighting a greatly superior French Fleet, said "If we get
close alongside, by the time they have beaten us soundly, they will do us
no harm this year," and decided to attack if favorable opportunity
afforded. But behind Nelson's squadron were several other British
squadrons, whereas the German admiral commandedtheir only fleet.

The commander of a weaker fleet has a difficult choice; if he accepts
battle he risks annihilation with little opportunity to inflict serious loss
Ouhis enemy; if he accepts the security of a well-defendedbase, his fleet
gradually loses its skill and daring. -His one hope is to be eternally alert
and vigilant and ready to take immediateadvantage of any mistakes of his
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enemy, or favors of fortune. And if in spite of his efforts he is "soundly
beaten," he may hope by skillful tactics to inflict such damage that the
enemy can do "no harm this year."

We are mainly interested in the historical examples cited because they
throw somelight on the problem of our own coast defense. The principal
factors in our problem are, that our Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific coasts and
insular possessionsare widely separated, and are open to raids, and om
commercein our own coastal and connecting waters is exposed to attack
Somemay smile in a superior manner at British apprehensions of invasion
during the World War but many of us can remember the alarm along our
Atlantic coast during the Spanish "vVarlest the Spanish Fleet raid our
coast and the bad effect it had on the disposition of our fleet. In any
major war it would be essential to keep the fleet concentrated in one ocean,
this would leave to the Army and local naval defense forces the coast de-
fense of our possessionsin the other ocean,plus the Panama Canal. Thus,
with the fleet in the Pacific, the Army plus local naval forces will have to
protect our Atlantic coast, Cuba, Porto Rico, the Virgin Islands and
Panama; with the fleet in the Atlantic the Army will have to take over
the defense of Alaska, the Pacific Coast, Honolulu, Guam and the Philip-
pines. As long as we hold Panama, the fleet can return to either ocean
to assist the Army if the situation demanded it, but for long periods of
time the Army must be prepared to undertake the major share of the coast
defense on one ocean front.

We hear much about the dependence of the British Empire on the
British Navy, but we rarely hear about the British fortified bases and
the British Army garrisons that hold them in the absence of the British
Fleet. Yet without these bases and their garrisons the British Fleet would
be impotent. It was a British First Lord of the Admiralty that reminded
Rodney that the British Fleet could not be present everywhere, and that
in its absence garrisons must be depended upon. 'Ye instinctively associ-
ate Nelsonwith sea fights but his first important servicewas fighting ashore
in Central America, and before losing his life on the deck of the Victory,
he lost an arm ashore seekingto capture Teneriffe, and an eye at the siege
of Calvi in Corsica. Nelson realized t.he importance of bases to the fleet
and continually called the attention of the Admiralty to the value of Malta
and was always willing to fight for a base.

To the uninit.iated the possessionof fortified bases is a harmless, peace-
able custom; no band of pacifists are continually urging a limitation of
bases; no peace society advocates reducing the number of first-class dock-
yards securely held; yet the possessionof suitably placed and adequately
protected bases enables a powerful fleet to protect its own coasts and com-
merce and to vigorously attack the commerce and exposed coasts of its
opponent. The fortified base, at home or abroad, is in itself peaceful and
defensive looking, but when it shelters a fleet second to no other it is the
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catapult that speeds an irresistible projectile. The combination of a proper
fleet basing on a well equipped, properly defended base enables them both
to reach their utmost development.

Since the capture of Gibraltar the British Army has always been pre-
pared to hold it in the absence of the fleet, and the British Fleet in its
many wars with the French, with the army holding Gibraltar, could throw
its fleet into the Atlantic or Mediterranean at will. The Canal Zone offers
us similar facility in passing onr fleet from one ocean into the other, pro-
vided the Army secures it properly.

We do not yet sufficiently realize that :frequently the best method o:f
defending a coast is to heavily :fortify an outlying island. Thus, with the
fleet capable of maintaining its communication with the fortifications of
the homeland, Oahu protects our entire west coast; similarly Porto Rico,
Haiti and Cuba can be better protected by fortifying the Virgin Islands
than by local defenses; in addition the Virgin Islands securely held, would
do much to safeguard the approaches to the canal from any Europea.n
attack.

The Philippines are our most exposed possessions, their extent and
configuration make it well-nigh impossible to hold them by local defense
except at prohibitive cost, obviously if we could not keep open the com-
munications of the Islands of the United States, by the fleet, the Islands
can be taken. The fleet cannot be tied to the Philippines. We should take
another lesson from Great Britain in her conduct of the several sieges of
Gibraltar and so strengthen the local defenses of the Philippines that the
Army plus local naval forces can hold Luzon until the arrival of the fleet.
Then our position in the Far East can be assured.

The optimists may say that we 'are never likely to be threatened in both
oceans,and that the presence of the fleet in the theater of operations wiII
insure the coast defense; actually during our War of 1812, we came near
to finding olU'Selvesat war with all of England's European Allies, in our
Civil War, Lincoln was continuously faced with war with England and
France; and after the battle of Manila we came close to war with Ger-
many. In a war with one belligerent with an inferior navy, if we em-
ployed our seapower vigorously we would be constantly risking war with
neutrals, for Sir Edward Grey is an expert and unimpeachable witness
that trade of neutrals cannot be interfered "ith except at a definite risk
of bringing them into the war, so even if we were only involved with a
small nation we should at once plan and dispose our Army and Navy 011

the theory that the war will probably spread.
The two latest weapons, the airplane and submarine, have some inter-

esting characteristics in common: (1) They are difficult to discover and
destroy. (2) Under :favorable conditions they ean be very destructive.
(3) They can be advantageously employedin coast defense. (4) Each can
be em-ployedto advantage against the other. In faet. the submarine is the
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only naval craft that can remain in waters where the enemy's all' is in
great superiority.

If the improvement in planes is not matched by improvements in de-
fense against air attack, even the splendidly isolated United States will
have to extend its fortified frontiers in order to prevent air raids reaching
valuable and vulnerable cities. The probable development of planes .is
an additional reason strengthening our frontiers by fortifying outlying
islands, so that our shore based aircraft and fleet may be employed at a
distance from our coasts.

The extreme mobility of aircraft, shore and sea, make them particularly
valuable in coast defense, directly in attacking the enemy vessels and in-
directly by scouting.

In conclusionthe Army should remember that in addition to assisting
it in coast defense,the Navy has three other tasks: (1) Most important of
all, defeat or contain the enemy fleet; (2) To defend the sea-borne trade;
a.nd (3) To attack the enemy's sea-bornetrade. It is apparent that if the
enemy fleet can be defeated or contained our coasts are protected except
from minor raids of a hit-and-run nature. Until the enemy fleet is de-
feated, the major energies of the Navy will be absorbed in the first task,
and it will have little force to spare for either the second or third tasks.
So the Army will have to undertake a greater burden. During war we
will need a few strategic raw materials, so the fleet would probably be un-
der necessity of protecting certain trade routes before it could assume the
offensiveon a large scale against the enemy sea-borne trade. In their
plans for coast defense, the Army should bear in mind these fundamental
navall>esponsibilities.

Finally, in defending our coastswe may becomeinvolved in joint over-
:'leasexpeditionswith all their attendant difficulties. This problem 'with its
many aspects is beyond the scope of this paper, but it will have to he
reckonedwith in forecasting joint Army-Navyaction in coast defense. For
it is very probable that on the outbreak of war the Navy will be required
to escort reinforcements to certain of our outlying possessions,and if the
enemy anticipates their arrival, we may be confronted with one of the
most difficult tasks in war, namely, to effect.a landing in force on a de-
fended shore.



More About Probable Error
By 1STLIEUT.PHILIPSCHWARTZ,Ord. Dept.

UP TO 1917, light, heavy, and Coast Artillery used the yard as a unit
of measure in adjusting fire. Since then in guns up to 6-inch in

caliber, the probable error or a multiple of it has been much used in secUl'-
ing adjustment. Within the last few years the probable error has also
been adopted as an important yardstick in the scoring of Coast Artillery
target practice. Before 1917 hits per gun per minute and penetration in
armor were considered to be of interest in measuring the efficiencyof a
shoot, and probable error or mean error was used comparatively little.
Attention has recently been paid to this subject in several numbers of the
COASTARTILLERYJOURNALas well as in the Field Artillery Joul'nal and
the U. S. Naval Instit1~te P1'oceedings.

The following quotations from various published articles show a trend
of thought toward a critical examination of the vagaries of the probable
error.

"The differenre between accidental errors, systematic errors and errors
caused by some law of retardation must be understood so clearly that an
improper aujustment method will never be followed."

.... * ..
"This faulty analysis has resulteu in excessive 'developed armament

probable errors' and it explains also why the probable error developed at
one practice was different from the probable error developed at another
practice at the same battery, The effect of the unknown wind has been
included in the armament error and of course the effect of the unknown
'windis different for each practice."... * •

"When bm;edon eonsideration of the mean squared residual the expres-

sion for the probable error of the probable error is V .4~r ; when based on

'd . l' III h ... 5101'"eonSIeratIOn01- t Ie mean a )soute error t e expreSSlOnlsV-n- .
.. '1< * ..

"For the purpose of analysis there is a very simple method whereb.y
the constant and variable errors may be practically eliminated and a fairly
accurate Talue for the accidental er1'ormay be obtained. This can be done
l)y taking the differences between the corrected fall of successive shots,
and using these differences, instead of the deviations of the individual
shots from the center of impact, as the basis for computing the probable
error" .. *. In 1!ecomputingthe probable error of a great number of prac-
tices held in the past by the method outlined above it has been discovered
that almost invariably the probable armament errors as shown in the orig-
inal analysis have been too large. In most cases the constant or variable
errors entering therein becomeplainly evident. Especially inmortar prac-
tices were variable errors encountered in somecases reaching in magnitude
fift~-yards per minute 4 4 4 • .rl.S a result of experiments along this line
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the conclusionis reached that in all of our armament we have been assign-
ing too large a value for the probable error."

••••
"..A. careful study of past practices showsthe probable errors developed

by the same butteries and manned by the same personnel to be extremely
varied when fired on different days.• ' «< • A study of the graphs of target
practice for 1927 and of those received to date this year shows, in many
cases that the general trend of stripped impacts is decidedly toward or
away from the line AB. In such cases adjustment is more difficult ior
the battery commander than it is when the general trend of stripped im-
pacts follow the line AB. This oblique trend is due to unkno.wncauses,
probabl;r atmospheric, over:which the battery commander has no controL"

«< • '*' «<

"Just what is a D. P. A. E. anyhow? How and by what procsss of
reasoning are we justified in plotting shots fired at different elevations,
different times, different azimuths as though they were all fired at a singh>
fixed point?"

"The Navy uses two lUlits. One is the 'pattern,' which is the distance
in yards between the shot with the shortest range and the shot with the
longest range. New regulations for our branch soon to be published will
llse this term."

'*' «< ,., ;;.

,. The probable error and the fork are quantities which can cause the
artilleryman considerableworry becanse of their behavior."

It appears desirable to reconsider probability theory taking from it
only those results which are directly applicable to artillery fire. The
mathematical theory can be found in detail by cOllSultingsome of the
works listed in the hibliography appended to this article, but it is not be-
lieved that the proper place for a discussion of these detailR is in these
pages.

Let a number of projectiles n be fired from a gun G, the first one strik-
ing at range R1, the second projectile striking at range R.~,etc., and the
last at Rn. (See figure 1)... Assumethat no change in elev3.tion,azimuth,
ammunition, gun, gun cre.w,and atmosphere occurs. If n is large enough
and the projectiles do not explode or rebound, they will pile up in such a
manner that the curve at the end of the trajector~' will envelop a cross
section of the pile made by the vertical plane of the line of falL

The range at which the maximum ordinate of this curve occurs is called
the 11wde. l\![oreprojectiles .willpile up at this range than at any other.

If iprojectiles lie to the left of a particular point on the line (tC and

~ lie to the right of this point, the l'allge of this point is the median range.

- .. ' - Rl+~+R3+ ... +RnThe mean range R IS the ra11.o'efor whIChR --- ----------~~ ~~
o n

'l'his is the range which can replaee each individual range -withoutchanging
the sum of the ranges.
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If the mode, median, and mean occur at the same point 0 then the dis-
tribution of projectiles is said to be normal.

It is possible to have a distribution occur which is not normal. In such
a case the mode, median, and mean points, will not coincide in general.
(See figure 2.) The enveloping curve is not symmetrical with respect to
the mode or point corresponding to the maximum ordinate. This situation
may occur, for example, if a projectile has a poorly designed rotating band
which causes occasionalshort ranges. If such a distribution does occur it
is an immediate indication that some feature of design of gun, ammuni-
tion, or instruments needs improvement.

FIG. I

fiG. e

The actual distribution of projectiles in artillery fire is probably suffi-
ciently close to normal that it is justifiable to assume the normal distribu-
tion because of the many applications and uses of results which comefrom
an analysis of such a distribution. Assuming the normal distribution of
figure 1, the probable' error in range is equal to OD or OB if with 0 as
the mean range, the area DEAFBC contains the equivalent of fifty per

cent of the number of projectiles fired, that is n. The distance DB which
2

is qual to two probable errors is sometimescalled the fifty per cent zone in
range. With this picture of the probable error as a basis it is possible to
developseveral formulae which can be used to calculate the probable error
of a series of ranges. The following six methods are knOv,'ll for calculating
the result from a consideration of this distribution.
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n. _ / .8451)l(RI-R) + (R2-R) + (R3-R)+,..+(Hh-H)]
vn(n-

.675 .I - - - -
b. vn-11/ (RI-R)2+ (R2-R)2+ (R3-R)2+ ... + (Rn-R)2

.598c. -- (RI-R2) + (R2-RJ + (R3-R4) + ... + (Rn-1.-Rh)
n-1

d. Arrange the errors (RI - R) in order of absolute magnitude. If the

number of errors is odd the middle error is the probable error. If
the number of errors is even the mean of the two middle errors is the
probable error.

e. Subtract the greatest R from the least R. Divide the difference by
8. This quotient is the probable error.

f. Plot the ranges against the number of rounds or time of firing. Draw
a line on the plot which represents the approximate mean Tange.
Outline the area closest to the mean range line which contains fifty
per cent of the points. Measure the width of this area parallel to
the range axis. This width divided by two is the probable error.

Method a is generally used for the calculation of probable errors in
artillery fire. The denominator Vn(n-l) is usually replaced by n.
This is quite accurate if n is large but if n is small an appreeiable errol'
may be introduced. If n is equal to 10 an error of approximately five pel'
cent is introduced by the simplification. If n is equal to 5 an error of ap-
proximately eleven per cent is introduced. The simplification may result in
a smaller value of the probable error than the one computed by the more
exact formula of method b.

Method b is not often used in analysis of artillery fire but is usually
preferred for scientific work where the greatest accuracy is required.

Method c is not used generally but it may be of considerable value in
certain cases. It may happen that during a firing some variable dis-
turbance is at work causing the mean point of impact to alter its position,
or effecting a continuous change of the arithmetic mean. Thus the tempera-
ture ma~' rise, the bore ma~' become heated or the speed and direction of
the wind may change. In lmch a case the methods of calculating from the
arithmetic mean, methods a and b, would give unsatisfactor~' results and
unless the whole series of observations is to be abandoned, recourse must
be had to this method of successive differences. In such cases the acci-
dental errors of the normal distribution have superimposed upon them a
more or less uniformly variable error.

l\Iethod d gives rough values only, and dQes not have a very high order
of accuracy.

1Iethod e makes use of the assumption that approximately ninety-nine
per cent of the projectiles fall in a zone eight probable errors in length.
Unless a very large number of projectiles have been fired vcr)' little ac-
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curacy is to be expected from this method. Its values are generally lower
than those obtained by other methods because the extreme ranges do not
often occur in the :first ten or twenty rounds. This ninety-nine per cent
zone is sometimescalled the pattern.

Method f is the graphical equivalent of method d. These represent an-
other way of expressing the definition of the probable error originally
given when considering the pile of projectiles.

It can be shown by mathematical considerations that the order of ac-
curacy of the methods (1, to d is as follows: b, c, '(1, and d. The probable
errors in per cent of the values determined from-

Method a =
Method b=

Method d=

51Vn
48Vn
79Vn

when n is very large.
An example of the calculation by the various methods follows.

Sum
Mean

~'[ethod

Successive
R Error E1T01.2 Difference

10110 - 15 225
10360 +235 55225 +250
10310 +185 34225 - 50
10060 - 65 4225 -250

9940 -185 34225 -120
10190 + 65 4225 +250
10240 +115 13225 + 50

9990 ~135 18225 -250
9910 -215 46225 - 80

10140 + 15 225 +230

101250 1230 210250 1530
10125

.845 ~(Rl _ R) = .845 1230=110
a. Vn(n-1) Vl0X9

.675 ~ / --; .675 _ ~I,.Vn-l V~(Ri-R)2= V9 v 210250=103

.598 ~(Ri -Ri + 1) = .598 1530=102c. n-1 9
. 115+135d. Two mIddle errors are 115, 135, 2 125
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e. 10360- 9910= 450 450 = 56
8

200f. From plot, 50% zone= 200,2 = 100

It can be seen that methods band c give results which agree the best.
Method d as is to be expected on account of the small number of ranges
considered gives a value which is very small. Method e gives a high value
and method f aecidentallr gives a value which appeal'Sto be good although
based on estimated figures. If in method a, vn(n-l) were replaced by
n the value optained would be 103, which in this case would be an im-
provement.

Now suppose that we rearrange the ten ranges used in the previous
example, so as to give a situation which indicated the existence of a chang-
ing unknown variable in the developed ranges. Such an arrangement and
the calculation of probable errors by the various methods follows.

Successive
R En'or E1'nn.2 Difference
9910 -215 46225
9940 -185 34225 +30
9990 -135 18225 +50

10060 65 4225 +70
10110 15 225 +50
10140 + 15 225 +30
10190 + 65 4225 +50
10240 +115 13225 +50
10310 +185 34225 +70
10360 +235 55225 +50

Sum 101250 1230 210250 450
:l\fean 10125

Method a.. V108~ 9 1230=110

" b. .675v'9 V210250 = 103

" c. .598 450=30
9

" d. 115+135-125
2

« 10360-9910 =568.
8

" f. 200 =100
2
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illcthod c now gi\"cs (} \"aluc which is vcry much smaller than all other
IIIcthods. Evcn if it had not been obserYCd that the ranges increased
steadily, the resulting small probable errol' fl'om the mcthod of successivc
differences would immediately bring this situation to attention. It can
sufclJ' he said that only method c applies to this case and that other
methods gi\"e values which are far too great. If the cause of the steady
increase can be determined and each range correctcd for the effect of this
cause other methods may be made to apply.

A graph of range and deflection plotted against time of day is shown in
figure 3. The firings were made in the 155 m/m gun, and no change in
elevation or azimuth of gun was permitted during the firings. This graph
gives an example of a steady variation in the position of the points of fall
of p"rojectiles. This steady variation was probably caused by a change in
the speed or direction of the wind.

In general it can be said that a test for the existence of an unknown
variable which affects the r311ge is to calculate the probable error by
methods a or band c. If a or b agree with" c then no variation has oc-
curred. If the difference between a or band c is greater than twenty per
cent, it should be assumed that an unknown variable was entering into the
situation.
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The above considerations concerning methods of calculating the prob-
able error in range apply equally well to the probable error in deflection.

The method of successive differences (method c) can be applied to
analysis of target practice by making' a few simple additions to forms 22
and 23. In addition to obtaining the data on lines 20, 21, 22 and 23 of
form 22,calculate also on line 26 the differences corresponding to the suc-
cessive values on line 19. On line 27 obtain the mean of the figures on
line 26 without regard to sign. On line 28 tabulate the product of the
mean difference on line 27 by .598. Compare the value given on line 28
with that shown on line 23 and draw conclusions. Make similar changes
on form 23. The following is an example of the method.

R01tnd
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

-60 -10 -60 -110 -140 -190 -240 -310 -360
Line 1
19 - 90
20 -125
21 215 185 135 65 15 15 65 115 185 235
22
23
26
27
28

123
104

30
50
30

50 70 50 30 50 50 70 50

Vallier
K

2.27
2.43
3.25
3.45

3.60
3.69
3.84---------
4.00
4.49

Chauvenet
K

2.27
2.43
2.56
2.66
2.77
2.83
2.92
3.02
3.33

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
20

Since this is the same problem as the one previously considered the
same conclusions regarding the inaccuracy of the values given on line 23
may be reached, and the value shown on line 28 should be accepted.

.Consideration of wild or rejected ranges appears to be desirable at this
point.

An observation may be rejected ,,,hen its deviation from the arithmetic
mean is greater than K times the probable error. The values of K have
been investigated, and are given by two investigators in the following
table. Chauvenet's figures are usually considered the better.

Number of
Observations

n
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A. large error is as likely to occur early in a series of observations as
late. Consequentlythe limited series of observationstaken in pl'actice, fre-
quently contain abnormally large errors. This is not due to a departure
from the law of errors but to a lack of sufficientobservations to fulfill the
theoretical conditions. In such cases there are not enough observations
with normal errors to balance those with abnormally large ones. Conse-
quently a closer approximation to the arithmetic mean as well as the mean
error that would have been obtained with a more extended series of obsel'-
vatioll is obtained ",vhenthe abnormal observations are rejected from the
series before taking the mean.

An observatiollmay be rejected because it unduly affects the calculated
mean, but it does not follow that it should also be rejected in calculating
the probable error. Rejection of abnormal observations will decrease the
calculated one hmldred per cent zone and consequently the probable error.
It is true! that the error of the rejected observation affects the mean error
unduly but in general it may be said that mean errors are more likely to
be too small than too large if the rejection of observations is permitted.
Therefore in somework both the total dispersion and the mean or probable
errors are listed, great weight being of course given to the mean error
since it is based on mathematical consideration of all observations. The
calculated one hundred per cent zone is affected only by the largest and
smallest observations. The probable error calculated from the mean error
has greater accuracy than the probable error calculated by dividing the
one hundred per cent zone by eight because the latter is based on only two
observations, the largest and the smallest.

It has been pointed out in the above that the method of successive
differencesmay be used to:

(a) Help determine whether or not an unknown variable such as vary-
ing retardation was affectingthe firing.

(b) Calculate more accurate values of the probable error.
(c) Determine more accurately whether or not the firing ,vas adjusted.
(d) Calculate more accurate scores.

In conclusion it may be said that some of the present difficulties in
handling the probable error may be due to a lack of understanding of all
phases of the subject. A better value of the probable error should result
from having available the various methods of calculation. Under some
conditionsone of the methodsmay give much better results than an:r of the
othel'S. The above study and analysis should also help to eA-plainsome
of the vagaries of the probable error which have caused discussion.
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Sidelights on Caretaking
By CAPT. HARRY R. PIERCE, C. A. C.

A FE\Y years ago an. up and coming 'Officeror soldier had a tendency
to shun the caretaking establishments and, perhaps, rightly. Care-

taking was not emphasized then as it is today. For one to be detailed 011

this kind of a job meant that he would, before long, be a back number.
The loss of contact with active firings and drills made him feel that he
was slipping, so to speak, and rendered these jobs less attractive ac-
C'ordingly.

"Withinthe last year and with the reorganization 'Ofthe Coast Artillery
Corps the policy which govel'l1Sour activities has so changed that con-
ditions affecting the caretaking posts have changed also. The object of the
work itself, has not altered but the fact that today caretaking is more gen-
eral and not an incident has given rise to a new feeling with regard to
tl1iswork. No longer is it a shelf upon which one must sit until he is
again picked for foreign service and active duty. No longer is he slipping.
For to keep up with our policy regarding National Defense and pre-
paredness the caretaker now has a very important duty and a well marked
place in the scheme of things.

Any job is interesting and romantic depending entirely upon the point
of view. This new policy in the Coast has put interest into caretaking.
If one has the proper frame of mind he will find as much interest, and
romance, too, as he will on any other work. This is especially true in
Portland, Maine, on account of the National Guard firings each year. They
liven things up a bit and permit the caretaking officer'Oncea year to hear
the big guns speak once again.

This article is intended to give a few sidelights on the caretaking game,
to show a few of the problems which may occur and to present. solutions
adopted in one particular situation.

In the first place, a Coast Artillery post placed on a caretaking status
is not to be considered as being out of commissionor 011 the shelf. If the
job is done satisfactorily every element of the command should be ready
for almost instant use and the only requisite .needed to go into action is
manpower.

In Portland the caretaking company consists of two officers.and forty-
seven men. 'Vithin the jurisdiction of the Portland command are also
the Harbor Defenses of Portsmouth ,,-jth 'a detail of one officerand twelve
men. Actually there are only five men at Portsmouth due to quartering
conditions, the other seven men being in Portland. \Yithin the geograph-
icallimits of the Harbor Defenses is a full regiment of Infantry, the 5th.
Stationed in :Maineis a full regiment of National Guard Coast Artillery,
the 24Oth. This latter is assigned to the Harbor Defenses of Portland for
active duty and becomes,in reality, our first lin(' of defense.

121
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Of the various elements of a Harbor Defense perhaps t.he most im-
pOl'tant are the guns themselves. It takes months to make a gun. It
takes days to train a soldier. But it is not with the procurement of per-
sonnel that the caretaking officeris concerned or even with the procUl'e-
ment of guns. It is his business to see that the guns on hand are ready to
use when the personnel to man them arrives.

The Ordnance pamphletFlgo into sufficient detail regarding the care
of guns but they always contemplate a full complementof men. This is
a conditionnever existing at a caretaking post and whichunder the present
circumstances, requires considerable study and ironing out. The ideal
condition, therefore, cannot ordinarily be reached due to lack of men.
This requires local expedients which must be fully utilized to accomplish
the mission,and offersthe caretaking officerample opportunity to plan his
line of action and exercise his ingenuity. To begin with the bores of the
gUIL"!,it may be stated that they require little care. They should be
properly clea.nedin the beginning and coated with a mixture of three
parts preserving compoundand one part white lead. This mixture is used
extensively here and has been found to answer nearly all of lthe require-
ments to which it has been put. It will keep the bore in good condition
almost indefinitely with little or no additional labor. The one objection
to the mixture is the difficultywith which it is removed. However, this
is exactly the reason it is so effective. It will not melt and run off,neither
will rain wash it offwhen used in the open.. When used on projectiles even
the alkaline droppings from ceilings of magazines have little effect on
it. T-oremove this dope from the bore of a gun takes one man two to
three hours. Gasoline is an excellent solvent.

In general, the breech blocks are best cared for by removal from the
guns and storage in the magazines. They are disassembledand all parts
coated with the white lead mixture. Some objection may be offered to
this procedure. The principal objection seems to be the possibility of
losing some of the small parts. Of course, if any such parts were lost it
would be serious since they are finely machined and made special. This
is one of the problems of caretaking, howeycr, and precautions must be
taken lest these parts be lost. There is little danger of this with we11-
trained personnel. Another objection is that the guns are not ready
for use. This is true but on the other hand it is customary and required
that breech blocks be disassembledand cleaned before firing so this ojec-
!ion shouldnot be givengreat weight.

The recoil cylinders are kept filled at all tImes. The biggest enemy
here is rust. They cannot be coated inside with the white lead mixture
on account of the great amount of work necessary to put them back in
shape for firing. If coated with this mixture the guns would be out of
commissionwhich is not in accordancewith the mission. At this station
all cylinders are being completelytaken down and cleaned this summer as
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well as those at Portsmouth. The entire job will take all available men
three months. Although Ordnance regulations require this cleaning to
be done each year it becomesan impossibility with the limited caretaking
personnel available. Experience has shown, however, and observation of
conditionsin cylinders that have not been cleaned for a considerableperiod
has verified the fact, that here, at least, a cleaning once a year is not
neeessary although, perhaps, desirable. In the future, eylinders will not
be allowed to go for as long a time as heretofore but those at one fort
only will be dismantled each year. This distributes this operation over
a period of time, allowing a complete cleaning onee each five years. This
may be shortened slightly to, say, once each four years, if preferred.

In further eontemplation of the cylinders it is noted that, in general,
the filling plugs are below the high point of the cylinders. This is an
intentional feature of the design of the recoil system and prevents difficulty
in tripping and firing. On the other hand, this design leaves an air space
abovethe oil. Such an air space allows rust to form. A possible solution
of this is to bore a hole in the high point of each cylinder and fill it witl1
oil at that point. An automatic filler with a small reservoir may be placed
over this hole to insure that tll(' c~"linderis always full. This will eliminate
the air space and prevent rust from forming. The deRignof each different
type of cylinder must be taken into eonsideration in order that such a
hole will, when plugged, in no way interfere with or ehange the manner
of operation of the recoil system. It has been noted that in some D. C.
systems such a hole once existed but has sinee been plugt:;edand the filling
hole placed at the other end. This idea merely means reopening this hole.
Of course, the gun cannot be fired or even tripped with the cylinder in thiR
condition. It would, however, require anI)' a few minuteg to remove the
reservoir, plug the hole, open the regular filling 1101eand anow the excess
oil to drain out, when the cylinder would be in the same condition as
intended. This h; an example of one of the earetaking expedients.

Where breech bloekRhave bren removed a hrrecll cover may he made
of burlap, Reeurely Rewedonto the hree('h and thoroughly impregnated
and coyered "Withthe whit~ lead mixturl.'. All gl.'al'R.1'011 erR a11(lrollN'
pathR are also coated 'with.thr mixtlll'l'. In fa('t. wherew}' ther(' is un-
painted steel tlIis mixture iRUS('l1. Guns ar(' il1spe('tec1frE'ql1cntl.\-.tripped
periodiean~-and ehanged in azimuth often. It is belicyed t11atguns so
cared for will remain in serviceable eondition indefinitel.\". Praetieally
the only attention needed is a touching-up now and then 'with the preserva-
tive.

Brass parts are coated with 'yaseline. This is desirable as it allows for
ease in removing same and polishing. 'Where stations are inspected fre-
quently a little brass polish goes a long ways towards presenting a good
appearance, especially when easy to apply. Lacquer is not recommended
for brass. If applied, it will turn dark within six months and its removal
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then becomesa tremendous job. Vaseline will wash off in a heavy rain
and must be touched up immediately after a rainstorm and thereafter
once a month.

Next to the guns themselvesthe most important element is the fire con-
trol system. Each harbor defense is well supplied with electricians. Their
principal duty is to see that the communicationsystem is always in order.
In fact, the caretaking of this elementis little different from what it would
be under active conditions. Maintenance tests are made monthly and
trouble showingup is corrected immediately. This insures that the lines
are always in goodshape. The Signal Corps inspector, each )Tear,actually
talks over each line. This insures that once each year, as least, the tele-
phones themselves are workable. In general, it has been found that any
defects noted by this inspector can be corrected hefore he leaves.

\Var Department policy requires that all telephones be in place. In
general, this offersno obstacle. There are locations,howeverLparticularly
in batteries, where telephones so installed will go out of order in a short
time due to dampness. Such telephones should be removed and placed in
dry storage, but authority for the removal of each such telephone must
be obtained from higher authority.

One of the best assets of a harbor defense on caretaking status is a
cable splicer. While all graduates of the schoolhave had instruction hI
cable splicing they are not all proficient. Submarine cable is kept in 1'0-

pair, supposedly,by the cable ship. There are, nevertheless, circumstances
where such work must be done at once. No doubt less deterioration re-
sults if breaks are repaired as soon as possible.

If the National Guard utilizes part of the defenses for their annual
encampment such visits should be welcomed. It not only puts the care-
takers on their toes to have everything in readiness by a certain time but
also furnishes a test as to the efficiencyof their work. In Portland the
National Guard holds its camp in JuIJT. During their stay of two week~
they man two forts and fire five major calibre batteries. Mutual respect
and assistance between these two elements of our National Defense has
becomea matter of course. The Regulars lookupon the National Guard as
the first increment that would report in case of an emergency and each
such annual camp is a test mobilization. Every effort possible is made
by all to make this camp a success. On the other hand, not all the work
is done by the Regulars. Each year prior to their camp the National
Guard sends fift;y or more men, generally on a Sunday, to test communica-
tions. This is done in their ov."lltime and without pay but does help
greatly toward insuring that communicationsare in order for the coming
camps.

And now to return to the job. If the guns are in goodshape and ready
to use, if the communicationsare in order and if there is sufficient am-
munition the defensesare, broadly speaking,ready for 'war and our mission
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But there are a thousand and one other things con-
into the daily routine or whatever program may have

is accomplished.
~tantly breaking
heen laid out.

Caretaking posts, as well as others, are constantly being inspected.
Store rooms are always open for comment. It has been found practicable
and advantageous to collect the majority of stores at one post, preferably
a centrally lcated one. Only a small quantity of spare parts and expend-
able articles are kept on the shelves locally. A three months' supply is
gellerally C'Oncededto be sufficient. Unnecessary supplies and obsolete or
unserviceable articles are reduced to a minimum. Extra supplies and
spare parts that happen to be on hand and pertain to the particular post
but are not immediately needed are packed and boxed, inventoried by an
officerand sealed. The inventory is signed and attached to the outside of
the box and such boxes stored in one place. It is not necessary to count
the articles in the boxes UpOll annual inventory but to check from the lists
on record and from the numbers 011 the boxes. Generally all of the boxes
are of the samesize to facilitate storage. Armament chests and spare part
boxespertaining to searchlights and motor-generator sets are collected in
one store-roomat each fort. Tools that may be/needed are carried around
from place to place in a tool bag. Thus, tools may be painted and as they
arc not used they may be kept lookingwell.

The care of ammunition causes a great deal of work if done properly.
Powder cans must be tested and painted. The Ordnance personnel super-
vise this work assisted by extra artillel'JJl1en. Projectiles need scraping
and a preserving compound applied. It has been found that the white
lead mixture previously mentioned is the best thing to use. Paint has no
use except to designate by its color the kind of projectile. The 'alkaline
drops from the ceilings and walls of the magazines quickly; eat through
paint. The white lead mixture, on the other hand, stands up very well.

A recent tes.t to determine how much of the Harbor Defenses could
be placed in a combat condition in one month by the present caretaking
detachment was conducted in the Harbor Defenses of Portland. The
month of June was selected for the test.

These Harbor Defenses were handicapped in several ways. In the
first place it had been 011 a real caretaking status for several months only
and the work had not been reduced to a routine basis. In the sceondplace,
the National Guard eneampme1ltwas due to commenceon July 5. In the
third place, on account of the Infantry organization having' left for the
field it was necessary to conduct a mess. Other matters broke in fre-
quentl;r during the test, such-,asshipments of ammunition, but the fore-
going were the principal hardships.

The largest single job was the work on the l'eeoil cylinders. None of
them had been properly cleaned for several years and this had to be dOlle
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in order to rate one hundred per cent on the test. Upon checkup of per-
sonnel it was found that there were only six men available for this work.
These were assigned to work on the mortars, in fact, had been working
on a mortar battery before the test was commenced. In the normal run
of eventRit had been estimated that it would take from o-neto two years
to go over all the guns in the harbor defense. Under the conditions of the
test it has required that this work be done in one month. In addition
there was other work to do. The first problem to solve, then, was that
concernedwith manpower.

Practically the only source of pe1'l:;onnelresulted from cutting the
overhead. The manning table was scanned and certain cuts made. It was
scanned again and more cuts made. Of the two night watchmenwho were
doing guard duty only one was retained, he alternating with the other
every week instead of every other night. The animals were all sent to
other posts, eliminating stable hands. One man was taken from the boat
crews. One radio operator was taken off and replaced by an infantryman.
One clerk from the sergeant major's officeand one from the artillery en-
gineer's officewere taken for gun details. The fatigue detail was cut to
a minimum. In place of animals we had obtailwd a three-quarter ton
G. 1\1. 0. truck. ThiHtl'lH'k and driver, a provost sergeant and one other
man did an the transportation, police amI sanital'.'-work. Prisoners were
turned over to Fort 'Williams.

In this manner thirteen men were obtained who were set to work at
once on the recoil cylinders at Fort 'Williams. At the end of two weeks
the cylinders there had all been cleaned except the three-indl. Three men
were left there to finish thm;e and the detail, or flying squadron, sent to
Fort Levett. By the end of another week an the guns had been finished
there and the detail sent on to Fort McKinley. This latter fort was 'not
completedbefore the end of June. It was estimated that between!sixty
and seventy per cent of this work had been done. Or, to state it otherwise,
the test would have taken a month with twice tIle Rtrength of the harbor
or two months with the present detac1lmel1t.

All plotting hoards ,yere put in place, all telescopeswere mounted and
oriented and all comnnmicationswere overhauled.

As a result. of the test it ,yas found that sewral lines or telephones
refused to function. It was estimated tllat three weeks would be required
to correct the deficiencies. \Yith the exception of a change in submarine
cable, none of the deficiencies'wereimportant or difficult to couect . .All
searchlights were in excellent condition and all controllers but one func-
tioned. All power plants ,vere in operation but one and that one was out
of service awaiting a part from the factory.

The following table shows the general assignment of personnel during
tIle test:
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Furlough h..h m mh 3
Sick mm h hm.h 2
Post Headquarters:

Sergeant Major h 1
A. E. Clerk h h 1
Engineer Clerk h 1
Master Gunner h 1
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~} In winter no mess is contemplateq
1 and these men would have been
1 available.
1

Battery:
1st Sergeant h m : .
Mess and Supply Sergeant
Cooks h h h h ..
Dining Room Orderly ..
Kitchen Police ..
Latrine Orderly .h ..

Post:
Radio Operator m 1

Switchboard Operators ...... 2

Provost Sergeant '",h""..h m 1
Chauffeur mh 1
Fatigue Detail h m 1
'\Vatchman h h h 1
Post Exchange Steward : 1

Submarine Mine S;ystem:
Storekeepers mm m h.. 0
Caretakers two L-Boats.'h"'" 4

Artillery Engineer:
Electricians _uu_n m ••• •• mn •• 7
Assistants _.n nm _m h .. _ 3

Detail on mortars.n m _ 6
Detail on guns-Major CaL 10
Detail on guns-Minor CaL 3

Total __nn..__n h 57

Alternate, operator obtained from
Infantry ..

In winter, one is furnished by In-
fantry:

Ordinarily two.
Ordinarily five-One boat in 'oper-

ation daily.

In spite of cutting down it may appear that a large overhead. still
remains. One of the first questions asked regarding the test was the ex-
tent of which it was desired to push this work. In ease of actual hostilities
it might have been possible to cut out all clerks, the Post Exchange Steward
and all police and to :work everyone at least twelve hours a day. The
harbor defense commander \vas infol'IIIed that it was not desired to go to
such extremes. Consequently the above list was an attempt .at. a reason-
able compromise.

As a direct reslllt of the .test the auestion may be asked: _How many
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men are actually needed at this station for caretaking work~ Based on
the requirement that conditions in the harbor defense be such that every-
thing can be placed in combat condition in one month, it is imperative
that all elementsbe in commissionat all times. To accomplishthis mission
it is estimated that the Harbor Defenses of Portland would require not
forty-seven men but approximately one hundred.

The method of arriving at this figure is as follows: First consider the
noncommissionedstaff, mostly electricians. They have their duties well
cut out for them. The fire control system must be tested and repaired
constantly. The post telephone system is in constant use by a full garrison
of Infantry.

Second: Consider post headquarters, post and company overhead. A
mess is necessary in the summer if not in the winter (when it is conducted
by the Infantry). The post must be fairly well policed at all times and
guarded at night. Radio and switchboard operators must be on duty. It
has been suggested that the headquarters' be eliminated. This cannot be
done while the present amount of correspondenceand records exist.

Third-Caretakers. A detachment consisting of one man per gun, one
man per active storehouse and a minimum of five men for two L-BoatR
are consideredessential.

Fourth-A flying squadron of ten to fifteen men for special job:;.
Some of these are found in recoil cylinders, somein cleaning and slushing
projectiles, and others in care and testing of powder cans.

If these are totalled the sum will reach approximately one hundred
men.

It is estimated that under present caretaking condition:;with no train-
ing the present detachment of forty-seven men can accomplish, in four
months, more than was done previously in a :rear by more than a hundred
men. It is now possible to undertake jobs that could not have been done
before due to the fact that training tDokup all the good summer weather.

From a scrutin;r of the manning table it can be seen that there are no
men available for assignment as caretakers to gmu;. This will be true
until the special jobs are taken care of. These special jobs will extend
throug'h the winter, at least.

In addition to the C-oastArtillery men there are also stationed here
three ordnance machinists and twelve men of the Ordnance Department.
Two Ordnance men are utilized as machinist's helpers, one as chief clerk,
one as clerk, four ordnance storekeepers and four a,<; caretakers.

There are six permanent engineer civil service emplDyeeswho take care
of all the painting and repair to fortifications.. Extra men are employed
as needed.

Th~ foregoing article was prepared in order to present a picture of
conditions existing at one of the harbor defenses on caretaking status. It
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is realized that other harbor defenses will be confronted with different
problems requiring different methods of solution.

Under any conditions it is desirable that caretaking personnel be re-
duced to the minimum consistent with the maintenance of materiel as re-
quired by War Department instructions. "The War Department considers
the primary mission of the troops of the Coast Artillery Corps in the con-
tinental United States is the maintenance of the armament of the harbor
defenses in a condition to permit its effective employment in the early
phases of any major emergency. This consideration is based on the sup-
position that making the maintenance of such armament the primary mis-
sion of these troops will not retard the development of the art of serving
harbor defense armament." It is obvious that armament in the hands
of caretaking detachments will always require the performance of some
preliminary operations and labor before it can be definitely designated as
ready to be turned over to a National Guard organization for immediate
service. Certain caretaking duties become routine, such as: the cleaning
of recoil cylinders, doping of bright metal pal'ts, electrical repairs, tests
and painting. The number of men required for these duties can be deter-
mined by computation or experience. The additional personnel necessary
to place the entire armament in condition for actual firing will depend
greatly upon the length of time considered available after a state of emer-
gency exists. A detachment of one hundred men should require only half
the time allowed one of fifty men. It would seem that caretaking per-
sonnel are concerned with two kinds of duties: those of a routine nature
which are performed to maintaining the armament in the state of readiness
required hy the "\Yar Department and the additional duties required at the
time when an emergency exists or when tests, simulating emergency con-
ditions, are conducted. These considerations affect the strength of the care-
taking detachment and, no doubt, will be considered by higher authority
in fixing the allotments or personnel.

The officer in charge of a caretaking detachment is offered an exceptional
opportunity to exhibit any talent for organization he may possess. It is cer-
tain that economy in personnel may be accomplished by study and experi-
ment. Labor saving devices and methods are of particular value to care-
takers.

It is hoped that this al'ticle may be of value to- other {)fficel'son this
duty or to officers about to be detailed on the duty. It is also hoped that
other officers on the same duty may be induced to write of their care-
taking problems where conditions al'e somewhat different. With many
harbor defenses arid batteries in the hands of caretakers this duty has be-
come one of the highest importance and has acquired some of the char-
acteristics of a specialty. While some will miss the activities of a fully
manned post the duty has its compensations and can be very pleasant.



The March of the Sixty-Third
FOR some time prior to the receipt of orders for the move of the 63rd

C. A. (AA) from Fort Winfield Scott to Fort MacArthur, the usual
rumOl'Shad been floating around and the Commanding Officer and P. &
1'. O. had been considering what should be done if the rumors came true.
When the record of the march of the 62nd C. A. appeared in the Journal
for January; 1930, it 'was studied carefully for pointers which might be of
benefit to us. However, because of differences in organization, road and
traffic conditions, available points for purchasing supplies, etc., the only
commonfactor' being the antiquated transportation, it became evident that'
our p'roblem was quite a distinct one and would require its own solution.
And as soon as instructions were received we began to get busy.

The two most important preliminary considerations were the time to be
allowed for the march and route to be traversed. As to the first, it was
finally decided that by taking two weeks for the trip current requirements
would be complied with, obviating a subsequent march out from Mac-
Arthur. We had the choice of two main highways from San Francisco to
Los Angeles-the Valley Route and the Coast Route. The former follow-
ing the San Joaquin Valley is practically len~lfor the grl'ater part of t.he,vay
hut has one long, crooked and steep grade over the Tehachal)i mountains.
The latter generally parallels the coast and lJas three fairly long and I:lteep
grades. During the Christmas period, before orders were received, the regi-
mental commander made a trip to Los Angeles over one route and returned
over the other. And when the word came to move the decision was given
in favor of the C03,stRoute.

Upon receipt of the letter directing the move, orders were ohtained
for Maj. F. E. Gross, Reg't. Executive and P. & T. O. to make a road
recOllllaissance. He was accompanied by the Regimental Supply Officer,
Capt. Don R. Norris. Before the reconnaissance started, it was decided
to leave Fort Scott on Monday, March 3, march two days, layover Wednes-
day and Thursday, march two days and layover Sunday. The second
weekwas to be the same, Fort MacArthur being reached about noon, Satur-
day, March 15. This program 'vas based primaril~' upon the location of
towns of sufficient size to afford a real:lonablcmarket for supplies. The
reconnaissance made by Major Gross was detailed and complete. Notes ,vere
made concerning conditions of roads, bridges, g'rades, railroad crossings, etc.
Camp sites were- arranged for and tentative arra}lgements made for the
purchase of supplies.

ShOl'tly befOl'e the order for the move was received, twent~~-tlll'eeof
our F. W. D. truckS wel'e placed on I & I report, having been in the serv-
ice so long that' parts for repair- could not be obtained. HO"\'reverbecause

.' ,
of the necessity for transportatiOli for the move ten o{ these trucks were..
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not condemned,and we were required to place them in condition by utiliz-
ing parts from those that were. These trucks gave comparatively little
trouble on the march. Vle were still far below our normal strength in
transportation having a total of only twenty-two F. W. D. trucks and to
help out we were loaned fourteen Type "B" trucks from the Ninth Corps
Area Pool.

As this was to be a permanent change of station there was a consider-
able amount of equipment and battery property to be shipped by freight
and only the field equipment was taken with the column. This, however,
made up full loads for all our trucks. Each man was permitted to take
a barrack bag with extra blanket, overcoat, shoes,etc., and one locker was
carried for each foul' men. This locker was principally for the purpose
of carrying a gooduniform and the beneficialeffecton the morale was well
worthwhile.

In view of the length of time involved and the fact that road and
weather conditions would probably make it impracticable to start at the
samehour each morning, it was decided to issue a field order at Fort Scott
and one at each stop-over point, each covering two days' march; and to
cover details of supply an~ administration in an administrative order
which would cover the entire march. This plan workedvery satisfactorily.

A march graph was prepared for each two-day march and placed on
the bulletin board at the time of issuance of the field order. From this
the battery commanderstook off sufficientcheckingpoints to govern their
march. Accompanyingthe field order was a march table for the two days
and a road bulletin which was prepared as a result of the reconnaissance
previously made. This bulletin gave complete information as to grades,
railroad crossings,turns, etc.

For the march the regiment was formed into five serials; Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4
included all the transportation, respectively, of Hq. Battery and Batteries
"A," "B" and "E," except the searchlights of Battery "A" which
formed serial No.5. As this was not a forced march, the rate was fixed
well within the vehicle limits, and the column movedwith almost railroad
precision. At the end of the march each battery commander submitted a
log of each day's march, and a study of these shows that seldom was a
serial more than ten minutes off schedule.

Experience had convinced us that the old system of marching fifty
minutes and resting ten out of each hour was not the best for our men or
transportation. During a rest of ten minutes, the driver, if he inspects his
truck and puts in water, which is generally necessary, gets very little rest;
and frequently adjustments are required which can not be made in this
time. So that we generally marched an hour and forty minutes and halted
for twenty minutes, although this was varied according to the roads. At
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noon a halt of one hour was made. At this halt all serials closed on
No.1 and were gassed and oiled when necessary. Serial No.5 which had
been left behind with a police party for the final clean up of the camp
joined here and from here was sent on to the next camp to make necessary
preparations. An eight-hour driving day was adhered to as closely as
possible; and those who have driven trucks in convoy know that this was
enough.

Certain staple ration articles for the entire trip were carried from Fort
Winfield Scott. Meat, fresh vegetables, etc., were purchased in local
markets. Before leaving camp each morning each battery commander gave
to the supply officeran order for such supplies as he wished delivered at
the next camp. The supply officer went ahead each day and arranged
for deliveries of these supplies, as well as of gasoline and oil. Generall~'
all supplies ordered were on hand upon the arrival of the troops and the
evening meal was always served before dark.

The distance marched each day with stopping place is shown below:

Fort Winfield Scott to Edenvale __.__ __ 63.6-overnight
Edenvale to Salinas .. . m __ __ .. __ m.mm. .. _m.m 71.6-two days
Salinas to San Ardo.__ ____..__.__.__.m.__..__ 70.1-overnight
San Ardo to San Luis Obispo.__ __.. . 69.4-one day
San Luis Obispo to Buellton __.mm .. • __ __ .... 68.5-overnight
Buellton to Ventura .....__..__ mm __ .. __ mm __ __ .m 78.5--two days
Ventura to San Monica __ __m.mmmm __ __ 62.7-overnight
Santa Monica to Fort MacArthur ......m __ __ m 31.8

At each stopping place a good camp site had been selected; but we were
unfortunate in our selection of the weather so that in only three places
out of seven were we able to occupy the place selected.

The Regimental Executive says that the C. O. wanted to put on some
"dramatics," and the C. O. would perhaps plead guilty; so that instead
of breaking out of Fort Scott at daybreak, 8 :00 a. m. was selected as march-
ing time. As this was a change of station and many were leaving for
goodthis late hour was selected in order that our friends could turn out to
say boodbye. Thorugh the courtesy of the Harbor Defense Commander the
6th C. A. Band was there to play us off. But, alas for the dramatics! Just
as the first serial moved out it began to rain; and not only did it rain but
nature, as if to celebrate our departure, put on a regular thunder storm-a
very rare thing in San Francisco. The band had to take cover and all our
friends took to their automobilesand watched us from there. The effeetwas
::;poiled.

Except for a short interval at noon, the rain continued aUday. At Eden-
vale, our first stop, our camp site was a lake. The trucks were left in column
on the hard shoulders of the highway and served for sleeping quarters. The
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next day it still rained, stopping only just before we reached Salinas. Again
the trucks were parked on the side of the road where they remained for two
days.. Before we left Salinas it had cleared and the next seven days were all
that could be desired. I.JeavingVentura the rain began again-a horizontal
rain which made driving extremely difficult and dangerous. Thanks to the
alertness of the drivers, however, all reached Santa Monica without incident
other than one serial narrowly missing a landslide, and everybody getting
wet. At. Santa Monica a camp was impossible, but th~ mayor and chief of
police were on the job and provided quarters in the American Legion Hall
which had formerly been 11church and provided enough room. This wa..'l
the only time we had shelter except of our own providing.

The next g.ayit was again clear, and though the road in many places was
covered with water, all went well except that the C. 0., the Exec., and the
Adjutant all got in d~ep.water and had to be pulled out; and we were just
ahead of a small tornado which did considerable damage behind us. The
weather man seemed to be celebrating our arrival at MacArthur as he had
celebrated our departure from Fort Winfield Scott. Later we were assured
that the weather was unusual. On the outskirts of Sari Pedro we were met
by the commanding officerof Fort MacArthur and many officialsand dis-
tinguished citizens of the city. The column was closedup and under a bril-
liant clear sky we made our march thro:ughthe main street of the city to our
new home-Fort MacArthur.

Field Orders No.1 with Annex No.1 (March Table), Administrative Or-
ders No.1 and the Road Bulletin for that part of the route between San Luis
Obispoand Buellton are included in this article as typical of the instructions
governing the conduct of the march and for the benefit of those interested in
further details.

63rd Coast Artillery (AA)
FORT WINFIELD SCOTT, CALIF

1 March, 1930,9 :00a. m.
FIELD ORDERS

No.1
MAPS: California State Auto Association. San Francisco and Oakland to

Salinas, IN = 14.5miles approx., and Automobile Club of Southern
California ]\I[apshowing principal routes between Los Angeles and
San Francisco, IN = 15 miles approx.

1. The reorganization of the Coast Artjliery requires that this regiment
change station from FORT WIl\TF.IELDSCOTT, CALIFORNIA, to FORT
MACARTHUR, CALIFORi'\TJA.

2. This regiment with detachments of the Ordnance and Medical De-
partments, will march on SALINAS, CALIFDRNIA, at 8:00 a. m., 3
March, 1930.
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3. a. For details of the movement see Annex No. 1 MARCH TABLE.

x. Halts will be made as follows:
3 March, 1930.

9 :40 to 10 :00a. m., Serials Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 for inspection and
service of vehicles.

Noon halt: Serial No. 1 will halt at 11:30 a. m. Following
serials will closeon Serial No.1. Searchlights will join Bat-
tery " A." by 12 :00noon. Searchlights will moveout at 12 :30
p. m. followed immediately by Serial No.1. Other serials
will follow at 10-minute intervals.

2 :30to 2 :50p. m.: Serials Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 for in~pection and
service of vehicles.

4 March, 1930.
9 :00to 9 :30a. m.: Serials Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 for inspection and

service of vehicles.
10:45 to 11:00 a. m.: Serial No.5, for inspection and service

of vehicles.
Noon halt: Same as for 3 March, 1930.

4. See Administrative Ordel's No.1.

5. Command Posts:
Regimental: 3 March: Closes at FORT WINFIELD SCOTT at

9 :00 a. m. En route until 3 :00p. m. Thereafter at
EDENVALE.

4 March: Closes at EDENV ALE at 8 :00 a. m. En
route until 2 :00p. m. Thereafter at SALINAS.

WALLER,
Commanding.

DISTRIBUTION:
9th CAD All officers63rd C. A. (AA)
HDSF Burgeon
HQ Btry. File
Btry. "A"
Btry. "B"
Btry. "E"
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ANNEX NO.1 TO FIELD ORDERS NO.1, 63RD COAST
ARTILLERY (AA), 1 MARCH, 1930

MARCH TABLE
MAPS: California State Auto Association-San Francisco and Oakland to

Salinas, 1" = 14.5 miles approx. Automobile Club of Southern Cali-
fornia Map showing principal routes between Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, 1¥ = 15 miles approx.

LOCATION LOCATION
SER- ORGANIZA- BY 5:80 p.Ill, 4:00 p. Ill. REMARKS
IAL TION AND ROUTE 8 March 4 March--

I. Head- FT. WINFIELD EDENVALE SALINAS March: 8 March, 1980. Head of column will
quartel'S SCOTT- (San Jose (Rodeo Ipass upper gate of the BAKERS BEACH RoadBattery BAKERS BEACH Camp Site) Grounds) I at 8 :00 a. Ill.and will pass the followingroad-24th Ipoints within 5 minutes of the hours stated:AVE.-GOLDEN , (a.Ill.)GATEPARK-- ,19TH AVE. &SLOAT BLVD .., 5.8Mi. 8 :8219th AVE.- CYPRESS LAWN CEMETERY 10.5" 9:08

JUNIPERO ISAN BRUNO ................ 15.1 " 9 :80
SERRA BLVD.-- !SAN MATEO ................ 21.8 " 10 :81
COLMA-U.S. ,BELMONT 4 •••••••••••••••••• 26.0 " 10 :56
101 to Palo IREDWOOD CITY (5 pts.) ....

80.5 " 11:23
Alto-LOS (p.rn..)ALTOS- IPALO ALTO ................ 84.7 " 12:47
CUPERTINO-

ILOS ALTOS ............,.... 41.0 "

1:24
SAN JOSE- CUPERTINO •.....,.......... 48.6" 2 :09
EDENVALE- LINCOLN AVE. (SAN JOSE), 55.8" 3:12GILROY-SAR- March: 4 March, 1930. Column will clearGENT-CHIT- I 'camp siteat 7 :00 a. m. and will pass the fol-TENDEN- lowing points within 5 minutes of the hours
WATSONVILLE-

I
stated:

SALINAS. (a. m.)
COYOTE ...................... 6.4Mi. 7:82
MADlWNE ..................12.5 .. 8:03
GILROY ..................... 24.5 " 9:33
JUNCTION CHITTENDEN

PASS Road ................. 84.2 " 10:21
CHITTENDEN ................ ~.38.5 " 10:43
WATSONVILLE ............. 49.0 " 12:35.. (p.m.)CASTROVILLE .............. 61.5 1:88

2. Battery Same as Same as Sarneas March: 3-4 March, 1930. Follow Serial No.
.~A'J SerialNo. 1 SerialNo. 1 SerialNo. 1 1 at 1IJ-.minuteintervals.

(lessSIts,)
8. Battery I Sarneas Semeas Sarneas March: 3-4 March. 1no. Follow Serial No.

"E" SerialNo. 1 BePa1No.1 SerialNo. 1 2 at 10-minute intervals.
4. Battery I Same as Same as Same as March: 3-4 March, 1930. Follow Serial No.

"B" SerialNo.1 SerialNo.1 SerialNo. 1 3 at 10-minute intervals.
5. Battery

I
Sarneas Sarneas Same as March: 3 March, 1980. Column will clear

"A" SerialNo. 1 SerialNo. I, SerialNo. 1 upper gate BAKERS BEACH Road at 10 :30
(Search- a. m. and pass the following points at hourslight stated:

only) I COLMA ...•............. 9.0Mi. 10 :56a.m.
i SAN MATEO ..•..••..•. 21.8 " 11:33 a. Ill.

! CUPERTINO ........... 48.6 .. 1:18p. m.
I , March, 4 March. 1980. Column will clear

I camp site at 9 :45 a. m. and will pass the fo1-I

I
lowing points at hours stated:MADRONE ............. 12.5Mi. 10 :16a.1l1.Junction CHITTENDENPASS-fWad ..•...•..•. 34.2 " 11:25 a.1l1.CASTROVILLE ..•...... 61.5 " 1,04p.1l1.

\
C. W. WALLER,

Commanding_
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63RD COAST ARTILLERY (AA)
FORT WINFIELD SCOTT, CALIF.

ll\Iarch, 1930, 9 :00 a. m.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS

NO.1
),fAPS: California State Auto Association (six road maps of Coast Route) ,

San Francisco and Oakland to Salinas, Salinas to King City, King
City to San Luis Obispo, San Luis Obispo to Las Cruces, Las
Cruces to Ventura. Ventura to Los Angeles and Long Beach.
Scale various. Automobile Club of Southern California map,
showing principal routes between Los Angeles and San Francisco,
I"= 15 miles approx.

1. SUPPLY.
a.. Capt. Don R. Norris, 63rd Coast Artillery (AA), Regimental

Supply officer, assisted by the personnel of the Supply Section,
Headquarters Battery, will arrange for all supplies, including
rations.

b. Staff Sgt. Frank Murphy will take orders for rations to be sup-
plied en route, from all organizations.

c. Staff Sgt. James R. Lodge, with the mobile ordnance repair shop,
tools and a stock of spare parts, will accompany Battery" E."

d. Battery Commanders will submit ration returns prior to depar-
ture from Fort Winfield Scott, for the period March l~t to 15th
inclusive. They will turn over to the Regimental Supply officer
sufficient funds with which to make necessary purchases en route.

e. Battery Commanders will carry sufficient staple ra,tions for the
entire march period upon leaving Fort Winfield Scott, and suffi~
cient meat, vegetables and bread for two (2) days. Before leav~
ing Ventura information will be furnished the Regimental Supply
officer of rations desired to be drawn upon arrival at Fort Mae-
Arthur.

f. Gasoline and Oil: The gasoline tank truck will accompany Bat-
tery HE." Opportunity will be taken during the noon halt to
fill truck."!with gasoline. The gasoline truck will not be used for
towing.
At camp sites where camp is made for one night only, gasoline
tanks of all motor vehicles will be filled upon arrival in camp.
Battery Commanders will issue instructions directing all drivers
of motor vehicles to stand by their vehicles upon arrival in camp
until vehicles have been filled for the following day's march.
At camp sites where camp is made for more than one night, gaso-
line tanks of motor vehicles will be filled during the forenoon fol-
lowing arrival in camp.
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g. Fuel: Wood for rolling kitchens will be supplied en route at
Salinas, San Luis Obispo and Ventul'a. Upon departure from
Fort Winfield Scott and points of supply named above, Hattery
Commanders will carry sufficient fuel for the rolling kitchens for
two days.

2. EVACUATION.
a. The Medical officer and enlisted personnel of the Medical Depart-

ment with the ambulance will follow the last serial of the regiment
on the march.

b. Evacuation will normally be to the nearest Army Post. Emer-
gency casCflwill be sent to the nearest hospital.

a. TRi\.FFIC.
a. Convoy regulations as prescribed by this headquarters in Memo-

randum No.7, 24 May, 1929, will be observed.
b. The repair section, Staff Sgt. James R. Lodge in charge, will

effect repairs of all vehicles that cannot be repaired by the bat-
teries. If repair cannot be effected en route, the vehicle will be
towed to the end of the march. No vehicle wHI be left behind.

4. PERSOJ\1NEL.
a. For equipment to be taken see Memorandum No. 2 this head-

quarters dated February 24th, 1930.
b .. Mail will be received and delivered at:

(1) Fort Winfield Scott, up to 8 :30 a. m., 3 ~'[arch.
(2) Salinas, up to 8 :00 p. m., 6 March.
(3) San Luis Obispo, up to 8 :00 a. m., 10 March.
(4) Ventura, up to 8:00 a. m., 14 March.

Staff Sgt. H. 1\1. Kieve is charged with collection and delivery
of mail.

c. Camp sites occupied en route have been made available through
the courtesy and generosity of local governments or of indi-
viduals. Battery Commanders will see that property, in and in
the vicinity of camp sites, is in no way molested, _and that the
behavior and dress of the enlisted men is such that no unfavor-
able comments, concerning this commapd, will be made.

5. MISCELLANEOUS.
u. 1Iaj. Felix E. Gross, 63rd C. A. (AA), is hereb;y appointed In-

vestigating officerfor motor accidents occurring to vehicles of thix
regiment. He is in addition appointed Investigating offieerto in-
vestigate any complaints received concerning damages to private
or public property and to assess damages against organizations or
individuals of this command, before leaving any camp site.
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0. Camp and motor park guards will be established upon arrival at
any camp site and will continue until 6 :00 a. m. of the morning
of departure from that camp site.

c. On nights when marches 'are to be made on the day following, taps
will be sounded at 10 :00 p. m., at which time a check roll call will
be taken in each organization, and all enlisted men will be re-
quired to be in bed. Report of the roll call will be made by first
sergeants to the officer of the day.

d. For the purpose of securing data of future use, commanders of
all units will maintain a log of the march and submit a written
report covering adherence to the march table, break down, motor
trouble, gasoline and oil consumption and traffic difficulties by
noon March 22, 1930. Matters of importance that may occur dur-
ing any day's march will be reported to the Regimental Executive
at the end of that day's march.

e. Radio communication will be established daily with the Presidio
of San Francisco and Fort 1'IacArthur as follows:
(a) At 3 :00 p. m. on days when the regiment is on the march.
(b) At 9 :00 a. m. and 1 :00 p. m. on days when regiment is in

camp-except Sunday. On that day, one schedule at 9 :00
a. m.

"'\VALLER,

Commanding.
DI~TRIBUTIOX :

9th CAD
HDSF
HQBtry.
Btry. "A"
Btry. "B"
Btry. "E"

AU Officers 63rd C. A. (AA)
Surgeon
File

ROAD BULLETIN
8AN LL'IS OBISPO (Camp Site) to BUELI1TOK (Camp Site)

Route-l'. Fi. 10l.
Distancel:! and Xotes.

SAX LUIS OBISPO (Camp Site)m ....h..m.m.. .h__. u__u.__.h.h.__. . w.m.wh. 0.0
Dirt road-turn left into highway aLh h__U__. h. U__h__U hhh__. . 0.5
R. R. crossing m.m__h h__um. . h.__hu. .u.__.hm W__hmhUh.h.__..__.__m.Uh. . .h.w__. 0.9
Bridge-SAN LeIS OBISPO CREEK.h. __h. .__. uh.u .h__U.h h. h. 3.7
R. R. crossing .m__h__um .__h.__U.m.m.__u__h . h. .h .__. mh.m__.h.w__.h__U .h .u. 4.0
up grade begin."l at __u.__.u_h__.UU.W__U__U.Uhh h__hUh.h__hh__. . m.__h__.u__.m.u__.u.u.__ 6.7
Bridge--SAX L'CIS OBISPO CREEK-IO tonsu uh ..W.__. h__W__W 7.3
Up grade begins Uh h. hU__U.UhUU__.__..__.hm h.hWhU ,h__. .u__m__.umu. 7.6
Top of grade .uu .__.__mh U uu. _.u._uu._.__.__.__..u .u ..__..uum__.__u . h U. 8.1
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PISMO BEACH-Hotel Olsen 12.5
Bridge-VILLA CREEK :._ 12.7
Railroad-Passover 13.0

ARROYO GRANDE-White church-sharp tuI'llrighL 16.4
Bridge 16.5
R. R. crossing (narrow gauge) 17.0
Bridge-LOS BERROR CREEK 21.4

NIPOMO-Church _ 25.3
Long down grade-sharp curves at 27.8

sharp curves at _ 28.3
Bridge-SANTA M~i\.RIARIVER. : 29.9
Bridge-SANTA lVIARIARIVER-10 tons 30.6

SANTA MARIA-Flag pole and sign 32.8
R. R. crossing (narrow gauge) : 33.3
R. R. crossing (narrow gauge) 34.4
Sharp tUI'llright at foot of long hilL 39.1

ORCUTT-Sharp tlU'n left 39.8
Long grade np to top at 42.4
Long grade to R. R. crossing (narrow gauge) and sharp turn Jeft 44.6

HARRISTON-Post Office 47.4
Curves and hills to R. R. crossing (narrow gauge) at 48.6
Bridge-LOS ~\LAl\mS CREEK 49.3

LOS ..clLAMOS 56.4
R. R. crossing _ 57.0
R. l~. crossing 64.0

('.nrp SITE (Count~rAuto Camp) ..__ _ _ 68.5

;';;OTES: From San Luis Obispo to Pismo Beach there is a short grade up
and then down to the oeean. From Pismo Beach to Orcutt while
the road i"lhill~' and winding there are no long 1101' bad grades.
From Orcutt to Harriston there is a long easy grade up and down.
For about five miles before arriving at camp site the road again
becomeshilly and winding. Generally-there are a number of
sharp right and left tUl'llSall the route that should be looked for.



The Role of Aircraft in Coast Defence
By WING-COMMANDER C. J. MACKAY, M. C., D. F. C., R. A. F.

Motto:
"The race is not to him that has the longest legs to run;
nor the battle to the people that slwot the biggest gun,"

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article won the Gold Medal awarded by the
Royal United Service Institution for the year 1929 and appeared in the May
number of its journal. It is an excellent article and presents logically the view-
point of an officer of the British Royal Air Force on a subject with wMch the
Coast Artillery Corps is closely concerned. The author's tranquillity of expres-
~ionand tolerance of opinion is especially pleasing.

I. INTRODUCTION

ITIS natural that the first big war of the mechanical age should have
raised many problems which its abrupt termination has left unsolved.

All wars teach many lessons,but the last enjoys the distinction of having
left as many problems to be solved as there are lessons to be learned. It
has confirmed the eternity of the principles of war, the dominant role of
the foot soldier, and of the battleship as the unit of sea power. It has
demonstrated the capabilities of the machine gun and the power of artillery
scientifically applied; but equally it has left such queries as whether the
tank is the answer to the machine gun; whether the aeroplane can subdue
the civil will; and so forth.

The great war asks innumerable questions and raises many controversies.
Many of these concern aircraft, and it is one of them that it is our task
to examine; moreover, it happens to be one on which the last war throws
littl~ light. Coast defence is, moreover, a subject which has..alwaJ's pro-
vided a wide and fertile field for controversy. In the past its protagonists
urged its importance at the expense of the seagoing fleet, and with some
success, as the coasts of Britain still bear mute witness.

Today the problem is not to what extent should coast defence works
be established, but rather, ~withwhat weapon should coast defence be
equipped. If, however, the ensuing investigation reveals the aeroplane as
an adequate weapon for the defence of ce:tiain bases, it doesnot necessarily
follow that it is the propel' weapon for the defence of each and every
naval base in the British Empire, whatever its geographical position, and
whatever the scale of attack to which it may be exposed. It is, therefore,
proposed, at any rate in the first instance, to narrow this investigation into
an enquiry as to whether the aeroplane is an efficient substitute for the
15-inch gun. But before doj.ngso, it is necessary briefly to consider coast
defence in its relation to imperial defence, the importance of bases gen-
erally and the methods by which the scale of their defence is assessed. It
is not proposed in any part of this paper to study the question of an in-
vasion of our coasts. Invasion, as distinct from raids, pre-supposes a

141
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British uefeat at sea. Defeat at sea would be the prelude, not to a dis-
cussion {)n resisting invasion, but to negotiations for the best terms of
peace which could be obtained.

II. THE RELATION OF COAST DEFENCE TO IMPERIAL DEFENCE

Unle::;sthe coast defences of a maritime country fit into the general
schemeof preparation for war, they becomea source of weaknessby divert-
ing expenditure from essential requirements. However obvious this may
appear to be, it is a fact frequently overlooked,and it is one requiring
special emphasisat the present time, since there has alwaysbeen a tendency
for coast defence expenditure to vary inversely to naval strength. That
the United States spend generously on both proves nothing except their
wealth. Coast fortification on a vast scale is a luxury in which that coun-
try has always indulged since the French engineer, General Bernard, ar-
rived in America in 1816. Since the days when the American Board on
Fortifications proposed to spend twenty-two million dollars on fortifying
the relatively unassailable port of San Francisco, American public opinion
has always been satisfied with the sight of immense fortifications-tech-
nically bad in their day and now worthless-while the American sea-going
fleet was often deprived, in consequence,of its essential requirements. But,
while American professional opinion continues to be that "coast artillery
holds the front line, the seacoastt," the correct relation of coast defence
expenditure to national defence expenditure in that country is not likely
to be appreciated.

It is upon the fleet and not upon coast fortification that the security of
the British Empire rests. The importance of coast fortification lies only
in providing-secure bases for the fleet, from which it can operate with
freedom.

III. BASES

The security of bases for the fleet is essential in order that, as Presi-
dent Taft onceput it, the Navy shall be "foot-loose." A fleet is essentially
an offensiveweapon, one of whose main assets is mobility; if tied to the
protection of a base its mobility must be sacrificed. It was the lack of
defences at Trincomali that handicapped Sir Edward Hughes' fleet, and
thus eventually led to the capture of the port by Admiral Suffren in 1782.

It is clear, therefore, that those posts or bases ,vhich the Admiralt-)Tmay
define as essential to "the operations of the fleet must be adequately de-
fended. But hitherto, when the scale of defence has been fixed its pro-
vision has been largely a matter for the War. Office,and this part of the
army's contribution to sea power has provided some of the finest pages in
the history of the British ..Army.

1COAST :ARTILLERY JOURNAL; March, "1920; June; 1921.
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The probable forms of attack on bases in the future can be summarized
as follows:

(I) A landing in force to capture a base.
(II) A raid by land forces to destroy its naval facilities.

(III) Bombardment by a battle-fleet.
(IV) Bombardment by cruisers or smaller craft.
(V) Land-based ail' attack, if within range.

(VI) Carrier-borne air attack.

The Navy assists directly in meeting the above by the prOVISIonof
mines, nets and booms. In parentheses it should be noted that in May,
1918, the Italians crossed the boom at Pola by means of a motor boat
fitted with tracks. The submarine is not suitable for -coast defence pur-
poses: a fact not fully recognized before the war, its limitations detract
from its deterrent power in coast defence and, in any event, the submarine
is part of the mobile forces of a fleet and so cannot be tied down to the
defence of particular places.

Apart, therefore, from infantry, whose presence will always be essential
to the protection of a base of first-class importance, there comes next for
consideration: the gun.

IV. THE GUN-YESTERDAY

Since Nelson, before Calvi in 1794, wrote to Lord Hood that "the busi-
ness of laying wood before walls was much altered of late.," the coast de-
fence gun has been recognized as superior in fire power to the bombarding
ship. There have been two minor exceptions which will be mentioned, but
it is unnecessary to go back (beyond 1806) to prove the a~curacy of Lord
Nelson's foresight.

At Cape Licosa in that year a single gun successfully opposed an eighty-
gun British ship and two frigates, which expended most- of their ammuni-
tion without effect. In 1793 a redoubt in Corsica, .mounting two 18-
pounders and one 9-pounder, repulsed the three-line-of-battle -ships, Alcide~
Courageux and Ardent~ with loss.

In 1794 a tower in Martello Bay, Corsica, drove off two ships, the
Fortitude and J1LnO. It was, incidentally, this action which led: to the-
erection of Martello towers all over Great Britain; an excellent example
of losing sight of the relation -of coast defence to naval strength:

The Wasp and Telegraph batteries at Seva-stapol put six British
ships out of action.

IIi May, 1898, Admiral Sampson's fleet of seventy~two guns, varying-
from 13-inch down to 4-inch, bombarded San Juan without injury to-the-
f6rts: At Santiago the _American- flee.t bombarded the' shore batterieS. on
ten occasions; killing in all:ten SpaniaTds and demolishing ,one' gUll, -while-
two of their ships, I-ndiama and Texas~ were hit.
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In 1894 the Japanese never exposed their ships to the fire of the
Chinese shore batteries, but at Wei-hai-wei the Japanese most effectively
used the captured coast defences against the Chinese ships which had Yen-
tured within range. At Port Arthur in 1904 the Japanese avoided risk
to their ships by opening fire between thirteen thousand and fourteen thou-
sand yards, with the result that they achievednothing.

The two instances in which ships' guns were successful against shore
batteries were Alexandria and Sfax. In the fomer the Egyptians were
ignorant of the use of heavy-rifled guns; in the latter the defences were
negligible.

This brief review of the history of the coast defence gun brings us to
the last war, in which its superiority was confirmed. It is unnecessary to
disturb the soil of a separate controversy, the Dardanelles; it will suffice
to say that the ships, admittedly handicapped by the presence of mines,
were unable to quarrel on equal termg with the forts, and that Admiral
Duckworth's views on ships versus the Dardanelles defences, written one
hundred and eight years pl'eviously,were confirmed.

Experience off the Belgian coast were a further recognition of the in-
ability of sea-goingships to dispute with shore batteries. After the bom-
bardment of the Belgian coast batteries on 7th September, 1915, Admiral
Bacon wrote: "The net results of the day were one or more hits OIl

Ostende dockyard, while the Westende batteries were also annoyed. My
views as to the uselessness-of ships bombarding under modern heavy gun-
fire, which previously had been theoretical, were confirmed. The German
communique, for once, was correct when it stated that our ships were
driven offby the shore batteries."

Later still, the fire of the French and Spanish ships against the hastily
improvised Riff coast defel1cesat Alhucemas in September, 1925, were
wholly unproductive.

Apart from the Dardanelles and the Belgian coast, the great war
affordsno examplesof the predominance of the shore gun over tbe floating
gun, nor, with one isolated exception in the Indian Ocean, is there any
example of attack on British coast defences.This, however,is no argument
against the gun. On the contrary, it proves our coast defences to have
been adequate for their purpose, that is to say, they were a successful
deterrent. "The primary object of coast defense artillery," writes Gen-
eral Brind, "is to deter the enemy from bombardiug or attacking the
vulnerable points it is designed to protect, in fact to make the game not
worth the candle, and the existence of the defences is fully justified if the
enemy is prevented from even attempting to damage the ports and bases
they are there to defend."

The reason for the superiority of the shore gun is not far to seek. It
has been admirably summarised by Admiral Mahan when he says that
"ships are unequally matched against forts in the particular sphere of the
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fort. The quality of one is ponderousnessenabling great passive strength;
that of the other is mobility." The relative merit of the two has not al-
tered throughout naval history, and there is no reason to suppose that
it will in the future. "As the range of the ship's gun has increased, so
has that of the shore gun; the relative power of each is unchanged, whether
they are 12-pounders, 42-pounders or 15-inch. The shore gun then had
the advantage in laying, so it has today. The targets which must be hit
are still the gun on shore: a very small object, and the whole ship at sea:
a very big one."

The foregoing examination and the opinions of those qualifiedto judge
reveal that the shore gun has proved adequate to the task of resisting bom-
bardment from the sea, and is, therefore, an effectivedeterrent.

V. THE GUN-TODAY

If, then, history proves the gun to be adequate, why seek a substitute?
Briefly, the answer lies, primarily in terms of money and, secondly, in
terms of mobility and new forms of attack.

But before examining the limitations of the heavy coast defence gun
it is necessary to dispose of the contention, by no means uncommon,that
modern coast defence artillery is incapable of hitting the target. Up to
1918 this contention had never arisen, nor could it reasonably have done
so in the face of history. Since the war, however, experiments have been
carried out which at first sight appear to reflect adversely on the accuracy
of the shore' gun. These experiments, however, have really proved that
with a modernized system of fire control the coast defence gun will be
efficient.

But though the 15-inch gun can certainly hit its target, if applied by
proper methods, it has certain limitations involving further expense.
Prominent among these is the fact that it has outrun local eyesight and,
therefore, aircraft observationhas becomeessentialto hitting at long ranges.

Again, the entire tendency of modern armaments is towards increased
mobility; this is plainly to be seen on land, on sea and in the air. To
such tendency the big coast defence gun with its concrete emplacement
runs counter, for it is the antithesis of mobility. This fact alone demands
serious consideration before large sums of money are invested in weapons
whichmay never be used, or of which, perhaps, it would be more accurate
to say, they may never have the opportunity of exercising their deterrent
influence.

Another example of the difficulties to which the big gun may lead is
afforded by the defences of the Firth of Forth. The guns were installed
in the vicinity of the bridge, but as the fleet grew in size it became ap-
parent that there was insufficient room on the inner side of the Firth,
i. e., above the bridge. In spite of this, the Government, in 1912, refused
on the grounds of expense, to sanction the movement of the guns. This
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decisionleft the fleet unprotected, and the money spent on the gun defences
totally wasted.

Thirty years ago the British Empire could have afforded to lock up
money on defences which might never deter, and to indulge in similar
comparative extravagances. Today, if a mobile alternative can be found,
economydemands that it be employed. The money required for modernisa-
tion of coast defence would be welcometo the War Officefor experiments
in mechanization, or to the Admiralty for fleet purposes, if some cheaper
form of defence can be found: a form of defence which can be relied
upon as a deterrent against attack in time of need, and which can be moved
elsewhere for the defence of other bases in the event of war with some
other Power in another ,part of the globe. Whether such an alternative
exists or not it is our purpose to enquire.

Meantime, there remains for examination a third limitation to the big
gun, namely, that it can be confronted by a form of attack against which
it is ineffective, i. e., air attack. If a base is defended by I5-inch guns
it is reasonable to suppose.that hostile vessels of every class will give it a
wide berth, but there is no reason to suppose that an attack or series
of attacks will not be launched from aircraft carriers cruising one hundred
miles out at sea. The only risk which will deter a hostile fleet from this
form of attack is risk to tIle carriers, and no such risk exists in the cir-
cumstancesoutlined. That there is risk to the attacking aircraft from anti-
aircraft fire is unquestionable, but it is more than justified by the possible
results of the attack or attacks.

Examination so far, then, leads to the fonowing conclusions. Ristor."
supports the view that the big coast defence gun is an effective deterrent
against most forms of attack. Against air attack, however, it is powerless.
It requires air observation to be effectiveagainst ships, and, in that it is
immobile,it is liable to lock up large sums of money in a distant part of
the world which may never be the scene of a war in which the British
Empire is involved. Whatever the conditions of the past, the state of our
financestoday forbids the erection, in numerous parts of the world, of steel
and concrete monuments to our determination to deter.

Before passing to the potentialities of the aeroplane in coast defence
it is necessary to consider another form of gun defence which must play
an important part in the coast defence of the future :.-theantiaircraft gun.

VI. THE ANTIAffiCRAFT GUN

Since the war great stri<;les4ave been m~de in the development of air-
craft for military, pl,lrposes,but for obviousreasons less has been heard of
tl).e, develop1Il:entof the antiaircraft gup.. Statistics concerning antiaircraft
fire based on'the experience of the last 1\ar are, unless carefully examined,
liable to mislead, in that they frequently do not differentiate between bar-
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rage :fireand aimed fire.2 There is little doubt that since the war, and par-
ticularly in the last few years, under the influence of new height, speed,
and direction-finding instruments, immense strides have been made in the
scienceof antiaircraft gunnery. On the other hand, it is reasonable to as-
sumethat a target capable of three-dimensionalmovementwill always have
an advantage over a semi-fixedgun, and that therefore, the antiaircraft
gun alone, although it will undoubtedly account for aircraft, is unlikely
ever to prevent air attack. In a word it lacks deterrent power, for it is
an axiom of air power that antiaircraft fire alone will not prevent a deter-
mined attack from reaching its objective.

VII. THE AEROPLANE

It has been shown that the scale of attack to which a port is exposed
fixes the degree of forti:ficaticmaccording to its importance. But if an
authority declares the fortification of any port to be insufficient,it is much
harder to prove that it is sufficient than that it is insufficient, for, as Ad-
miral Colombwrote, "there is nothing between a light battery and a :first-
class fortress." How much harder a task is it to prove that the aeroplane,
untried in coast defence under war conditions, is sufficient, when some
authorities declare it to be insufficient! Trial under war conditions is the
only real proof; without it, at best, a logical argument is all that can be
presented. But, on the other hand, it would be not unfair to quote the
case of Iraq, where today the country is controlled by a military and air
garrison which is less than half that originally thought to be fantastic
This fact, and others which could be quoted, admittedly do not prove the
question now at issue, but they are encouraging.

Before examining the part of the aeroplane in coast defence it is neces-
sary to be clear on certain points which affect the argument, namely:

(I) That the role of aircraft in coast defence is not necessarily uni-
versal; what might apply, for example, to Singapore would not necessarily
apply to Malta.

(II) That it is no part of the ensuing argument to prove that the
aeroplane is a substitute for the small armament of all bases.

(III) That the ideal deterrent is the big gun and the aeroplane, and
that but for the urgency of economyit would be unnecessary to suggest
the substitution of the one for the other.

•It has been stated that in the German air raids on England in 1917 and
1918 it took eleven thousand seven hundred and twenty-four shells to bring down
one aeroplane. But this figure ignored the fact that the fire in question was
usually barrage, and not aimed fire. A more accurate picture can be obtained
from the following figures based on antiaircraft fire in France in 1918:

British: One aeroplane brought down per four thousand five hundred and
fifty rounds.

French: One aeroplane brought down per seven thousand rounds. (This
figure probably includes the barrage fire of the Paris defences.)

American: One aeroplane per six hundred and five rounds. (This figure
is that for the best battery in the A. E. F., even so it is somewhat remarkable.)
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The big gun in coast defencehas a range of about nineteen miles,within
which distance, with air observation, it acts as a successful deterrent
against bombardmentby hostile vessels. The aeroplane in coast defencecan
be regarded as a gun with a still larger range, capable of delivering a
projectile against hostile vessels up to a range of, at present, some two
hundred miles. Up to this point there exists no difference of opinion. It
is on a question, first, of the accuracy of the aeroplane that difference of
opinionhas arisen. If the sceptic can be convincedon this point, however,
the argument is by no means over, for it is then argued that, even if the
aeroplane can drop its projectile with accuracy, it will have little effecton
the ship.

Now, unless it can, first be proved that the air projectile can be dis-
charged with reasonable accuracy against the target, there are no grounds
for the belief that the presence of aircraft at a naval base will deter an
enemy from attack. In the late war, the bomb, the natural weapon of the
aeroplane, was not accurate. This must be admitted; but it must equally
be admitted that bombinghad not been scientificallystudied and that there
was, therefore, little more reason to expect accuracy in an aircraft bomb
in 1916than there was to expect accuracy in an arquebus in the sixteenth
century. As a consequenceof this inaccuracy the tendency after the war,
in fleet aviation, was to abandon the bombin favour of the torpedo. That
this has been done with considerable success is clear from the results of
air torpedo attacks on the fleet carried out since 1921. The percentage of
hits obtained compares reasonably even with those secured by the German
submarines in their attacks on merchant ships. Theseexercises,carried out
under peace conditions, suggests that the aircraft torpedo can be dis-
charged with considerable accuracy, and that if, as is the accepted figure,
six hits will put a battleship out of action, there is every reason to suppose
the torpedo-bomberto be a deterrent in coast defence. There is, however,
a grave objection to accepting these figures as conclusive,namely, that the
ships attacked could only exercisepassive defencemeasures such as turning
away. If the ships had been able to use their H. A. armament the figures
would doubtless require considerable modification. Against this, on the
other hand, it must be remembered that the surprise factor was denied to
the aircraft, and that, given surprise, the ships would have but a short
time in which to bring the H. A. armament into action. 'For example,even
if the attackers are sighted ten miles away, the ships have but five minutes
in which to engagethem; moreover,the aircraft will be within range of the
H. A. armament for not more than sixty seconds.

The real objection to the torpedo as the weapon of air attack at sea is
that, in order to deliver the projectile against the target, the aeroplane is
compelledto descendalmost to the level of the sea, and in so doing it sacri-
fices the princip3l advantage that the aeroplane enjoys: its three di-
mensional mobility. For a moment in torpedo attack, however short, the
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aeroplane becomesa two-dimensionalweapon, and is, therefore, reduced to
almost equal terms, in space, with its adversary, and this is the period
during which the H. A. armament is expected to operate effectively.

The possibilities of torpedo attack on a fleet at sea is a subject for
further investigation of which space forbids. The fact that in peacetime
the fleet is unable to defend itself will always lead to differenceof opinion
as to whether or not a reasonable percentage of hits can be obtained under
war conditions. The matter is one which can only be decided in war;
meantime, individuals will cling to their own conclusions. The writer be-
lieves that torpedo aircraft, though they will suffer casualties, have the
ability to score such a percentage of hits that any admiral would hesitate
to take his ships within their radius of action for the purpose of bombard-
ing a base. Risk in bombarding a base and risk in a fleet action are two
totally different things.

But, though it is believed that the torpedo would prove an effective
deterrent in coast defence, it is considered that the true weapon of the
aeroplane in this role, as in others, is the bomb. It is argued that it can
be developed into a more effective deterrent, and that it can be employed
with less risk to the aeroplane and greater effectagainst the ship. In using
it the aeroplane retains its three-dimensional advantage, and presents a
difficult target to the antiaircraft guns of the ships :firing from unstable
platforms. In destructive power, too, the bomb enjoys distinct advantage~
over the torpedo. Six of the latter are required to put a battleship out
of action; three two thousand-pound A. P. bombs can achieve the same
effect. Bombs of this size do not exist at the moment, but their design
offers no difficulties; much larger bombs were produced during the war.
An aircraft exists capable of carrying twenty two thousand-pound A. P.
bombs distance of two hundred miles at a speed of one hundred and :five
m. p. h.3 It would seem,however,that the ability of the big bombto put a
battleship out of action will not be generally accepted until the question
has been put to the test on a moving ship. Whether H. M. S. Oentw"ion
or some other ship can ever be made available for this purpose is a matter
on which no opinion is offered,but it will be unfortunate if practical tests
eannot be carried out.

There remains the question of accuracy. The war and the years im-
mediately followingthe war discredited the bomb as a weapon of accurac;r;
but while the torpedo was being developed the study of bombing was
not neglected. The whole subject was re-opened ab initio on a scientific
hasis; new instruments and new bombs were designed and produced, with
the result that today the bomb can compete in accuracy with the big gun.
That this is so is proved by the recent Oent'lfirimt trials. In these trials the
percentage of hits obtained by the two bombing squadrons exceeded that

• The Dornier DO-X.
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obtained either by ship or shore guns against the same target. Moreover,
it should be remembered that these results have been obtained after only
some five years' study of, and practice in, the science of bombing.

Though the data are not extensive, it may be of interest at this point to
quote foreign opinion on the possibilities of. aircraft in coast defence.

Following experiments carried out in the summer of 1921 by the United
States, the Joint Board of the Army and Navy reported:

(a) "That aircraft have marked ability, either in combination or
sin'gly, to locate naval vessels operating within. their radii of action.

(b) "That it is believed that an effective percentage of hits can be
obtained against surface vessels coming within their radii of action.

(c) "That aircraft, carrying high capacity high explosive bombs of
sufficient size have adequate offensive power to sink, or seriously damage,
any naval vessels at present constructed."

The French admiral, Guepratte, has stated that the coast defences of
France could be adequately assured by aircraft, and that it is inco~'rect to
suppose that a coast must be defended by artillery equal in power and
range to that of battleships.

Spain, on the other hand, believed in the 15-inch gun, and is now re-
arming her shore batteries at Ferrol, Corunna, Cartagena and the Balearic
Islands with these guns, of which she has purchased eighteen.

It is sometimes said that, granted the ability of aircraft to deter attack
or to punish the attacker, there are certain weather conditions in which
they may not be able to operate at all. The only weather which will pre-
vent the operation of land-based aircraft is fog, but fog will also prevent
bombardment by hostile ships. In any event, the aeroplane is being ex-
amined as a substitute for the big gUll, which itself requires air observa-
tion; in these circumstances the argument hardly arises. ~1\..gainit may be
asserted that hostile vessels may take advantage of the 'weather conditions
to come close inshore. But in actual fact what admiral would take his
ships into an area, probably mined, for the purpose of carrying out a
bombardment, when weather conditions forbid accuracy of gunfire T

It is said that surprise attack may catch the air defences of a port
unprepared. For example it is asked whether air defences could stop the
Mediterranean fleet appearing suddenly off Toulon, firing a thousand
rounds, and being away again in fifteen minutes ~ Air defences could cer-
tainly deter an operation of this sort by locating and subsequently attack-
~g the fleet, either before the ships 'were within range of Toulon or,
alternatively, but less desirable, aftenvards. Certain it is that guns, ex-
cept on a prodigious scale, could not stop it.

CQuld aircraft have prevented the ZeebrlJ-ggeattack f In the exact con-
ditions of time and space under which that operation took place they could
not, but neither could nor did the gun defences stop it. Today tin opera-
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tion of similar type in the face of efficient air reconnaissance and air de-
fences would be unlikely to succeed.

Agail1st night bombardment of a defended port the big gun is useless,
particularly as it is dependent upon air observation. Aircraft, on the
other hand, can either attack the enemy before he arrives and before dark-
ness, or alternatively, after he has left and after dawn. The enemy vessels
are bound to be within the radius of the defending aircraft in daylight,
either before dark or after dawn, sometimes both, according to the part of
the world or the period of the year; this will be increasingly so as the
radius of action of aircraft increases. In the case of night bombardment,
therefore, the aeroplane is a deterrent against attack; the big gun is not.

VIII. DETERRENT POWER

Deterrent power, however, is not confined to the infliction of damage;
it also implies instant readiness for action. In the preceding section it has
been shown that aircraft have the ability to locate, attack and injure enemy
vessels, and so possess one essential of deterrent power. It is for examina-
tion whether they have the other requisite-instant readiness for action.

Under modern conditions of international relationship "the bolt from
the blue" may reasonably be relegated to the past, and it may be assumed
that a sudden and unprovoked attack on a British base in time of peace
is a contingency so remote that it need not be provided against. It follows,
therefore, that a period of strained relations, during which preparations
can be made, will precede any sudden act of war. During that period,
however short, aircraft can 1Jeplaced in a state of instant l'eadiness for
action. That this is so is proved by the exigencies of the defence of Lon-
don. For reasons of time and space, which need not be examined here,
it is necessary that the fighting aircraft of the defence should 'be patrolling
at a height of sixteen thousand feet within twenty-five minutes of the alarm
being given. This has been done, and is !Jart of the standard training of
fighting squadrons. On receipt of the alarm, pilots have proceeded to their
aircraft, started and warmed their engines, taken off and been patrolling
at sixteen thousand feet, all within twenty-five minutes. This is a state of
readiness comparable with that of a fire brigade, and is one which the
requirements of coast defence do not necessitate. It will, therefore, be con-
ceded"that aircraft possess instant readiness for action.

But arising out of the main controversy l,lS to the role of aircraft in
coast defence is a lesser controversy which bears on this subject. It has
been contended that not only have aircraft the ability to defend a base,
but that there is no reason wh;r they need be permanently stationed in its
vicinity. At first sight this contention is attractive, because it opens up
fresh avenues for economy. But it must be remembered that statesmen
have a marked aversion to any obvious movement of forces, even for purely
defensive purposes, at a time when relations are strained, and which might
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compromisetheir efforts towards peace. There is, therefore, the danger,
if aircraft are not kept permanently at the most vital places, that WhCI~
required they will not be there in time.

In the case of a first-class naval base where big issues are involved,
the principle must, for the present, be accepted that the defending aircraft
must be stationed in its vicinity, and only moved temporarily elsewhere
after the proposed move has, on each occasion,been examined in relation
to the existing international situation. As aircraft improve in perform-
ance and range, this conclusionmay quite possiblybe modified. Meantime,
security should not be staked, even in appearance, on too nice a calculation
of chances.

IX. RESERVATIONS

Up to this point the endeavour has been to show that aircraft can be
regarded as an economical and effective substitute for the big gun as a
coast defence weapon. The arguments have been deduced primarily with
a first-class naval base, such as Singapore, in mind. It will be recollected,
however,that the reservation has previously been made that the aeroplane
is not considered as a substitute for smaller coast defence armament, such
as 6-inch guns, and that the rOle of the aeroplane in coast defence is not
necessarily universal.

(a) Minor Coast Defence Armament-"'\Yhere the .A.dmiraltyrate the
probable scale of attack on a port so low that it can be met by an arma-
ment of 6-inch guns, it would obviously be uneconomical to employ air-
craft for its defence. Guns of this calibre are much less expensiveto make
and to instal; they do not necessarily require air observation; moreover,
where the scale of attack is rated so low, there is no reason why, in most
instances, th~ defences should not be manned by a volunteer corps under a
small regular cadre. To substitute aircraft in these circumstanceswould be
to send a man on a boy's errand.

(b) Role of Aircraft Not Universal-Marshal Foch has said that in
war there are only particular cases, by which he implied that general
principles may be useful, but their application is so varied that each C8se
must be stated in precise and particular terms.

Though aircraft may be a substitute for the big gun in the defence of
a case such as Singapore, it by no means follmvs therefrom that aircraft
should be installed for the defence of all bases of immediate naval im-
portance. Each base, on the contrary, must be considered on its merits.
In' some it will be Iound that geographical and other conditions either
pro!ribit the aeroplane or render its use economicallyundesirable. A sur-
vey of all bases of importance is outside the scope of this paper; a few
examplesmust suffice:

Gibraltar-Though more exposed to air attack than almost any other
British naval base, its surroundings forbid the use of aircraft on an
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adequate scale for its defence. Coast guns and antiaircraft guns must al-
waysbe the primary defence of Gibraltar.

Malta-Like Gibraltar, though on a lesser scale, Malta is exposed to
land-based air attack. As adequate gun defences already exist, it would
be illogical to suggest that aircraft be substituted for them. They must,
however,be supplemented by aircraft to deter air attack, whether land-
based or sea-borne, and to spot for the guns.

Aden-As a fleet refuelling base Aden is adequately protected against
any probable scale of attack. In any event, a squadron of ~ircraft is
permanently stationed there to ensure the security of the protectorate; the
squadron can be used to supplement the gun defences should the necesRity
arise.

Hong Kong-The seaward defencesof this base are governed by Article
XIX of the Washington Agreement.

From the foregoing examples it will be seen that the rOle of airrraft
in defence of bases is one whirh must be examined in its relation to each
base. For some, i! is suggested, aircraft are an adequate defence; for
others a combination of guns and aircraft is desirable; for others, again,
aircraft may be unsuitable.

X. THE DOMINIONS

The problem of the defence'of the coasts of our Dominionsis one 'which
requires separate consideration. The answer, whatever it may be, iRdefi-
nitely awaited by at least one Dominion, Australia.

n is not proposed to examine in, detail the question ?f Canadian coast
uefence, seeing that Canada looks largely for security against external at-
tack to t.he Monroe Doctrine, "behind which," as Sir Frederick Borden
said, "were the guns and warships of the United States and the whole
power of eighty million souls."4 Nevertheless, Vancouver seems ideally
'placed for the use of aircraft against sea bombardment. On the eastern
coast fog secures immunity to Halifax for nearly half the year.

South Africa is not at present exercised in the matter of coast defence.
~evertheless, Durban is a port whose defence must sooner or later require
consideration by the Union Government. It is suited to defence by air-
craft; moreover,useful emplo;.rmentin peace can be found within the Union
for the aircraft allotted to its defence. It is a base the importance of
which is unlikely to demand that its air defencesbe permanently stationed
in its vicinity in time of peace.

The coast defence problems of Australia and Xew Zealand have much
in common. Both have extensive coast lines; the principal cities of both
are on the coast; both are nervous about their isolation; both are young
countries in which mone;}'is sorely needed for economicdevelopment,and,
therefore, both have but little money to spend on defence generall:r. Both

4 Speech at Ottawa, 23rd February, 1906.
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Australia and New Zealand recognize that their best interest lies in con-
tributing to the strength of the Empire's sea power, upon which the
security of their coasts ultimately rests. Thus there is little money avail-
able for coast defence. At the same time, both countries are acutely aware
that there are times, particularly immediately after an outbreak of war,
when their coasts might be bombarded by an enterprising enemy.

In addition to her contribution to the Imperial Navy, can Australia,
to take three examples only, afford to install big gun defences at Sydney,
Melbourne and Fremantle? It is quite evident that she cannot. And if
these ports, why not Adelaide, Brisbane and Newcastle 1 These places
will certainly demand that they have an equal right to protection.

It is not suggested that air defence will provide an answer to the se-
curity of the entire Australian coast; distances are too great to concentrate
air strength in a central position from which it can strike at will. But it
is contended that the very vastness of the distances involved demand the
maximum mobility, and only aircraft can provide that mobility. Australia
has already sanctioned an increase of her sea strength; she is a country
wbien can make use of aircraft in peace for peaceful purposes. It is clear
that aircraft are the nearest solution to her coast defence problem. She
cannot afford cruisers, aircraft and big guns; she can afford cruisers and
aircraft.

The cities of New Zealand, the chief centres of supply and industry
in that country, are all located on the coast. There exists in the minds of
New Zealanders the possibility of their economic life being dominated by
the guns of a hostile fleet. However short the ordeal, and however remote
the contingency, New Zealanders do not like it. New Zealand is, as it
happens, peculiarly suited to the use of aircraft for coast defence. There
is no point of importance, either in the North or South Island, which is
distant more than four hours' flight by aircraft based in the vicinity of
Wellington. Thus, in view of the small seale of attack probable, two
squadrons of bombers at ,Vellington would meet the coast defence require-
ments of New Zealand.

The Dominions await the solution of the coast defence question. It is
suggested that, in so far as it is possible to generalise, the answer lies in
the aeroplane. It is a mobile weapon which is what the Dominions require,
and it is economical in relation to its offensive power. Moreover it can be
used by them for peaceful purposes when not required for war; to the
truth of this statement the Royal Canadian Air Force bears witness. Every
penny saved on defensive insurance can help to relieve the burden borne
mainly by the United Kingdom in maintaining sea power.

XI. INDISCRIMINATE COAST BOMBARDMENT

It has been asserted by an eminent militar;y thinker" that the ability
of a centrally-situated air force to deter an enemy from sea bombardment

• Col. J. F. C. Fuller.
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has been disproved by the experience of the war. "The German raids on
Hartlepool, Scarborough and Margate," he writes, "succeeded in spite of
large forces of aircraft in this country, since time was insufficientfor them
to concentrate. If this was the case when aircraft were within easy reach,
howmuch more is it likely to be the case when distances run into hundred
of miles'"

This argument lacks conviction because the data upon which it is
founded are inaccurate. In the first place, there were not large forces of
aircraft in England at the time. During the bombardment of Hartlepool
and Scarborough (December, 1914), there were not fifty serviceable air-
craft in the country, apart from training machines. 111,.the second place,
aircraft had not been seriously considered as a means of coast defence. It
was never a question of insufficient time to concentrate. No effort was
ever made to concentrate aircraft against German ships bombarding our
coasts,nor, supposing a concentration affected, could the aircraft have ac-
complished anything, seeing that the pilots were untrained and the ma-
chines unequipped for the purpose. The same applies to the Austrian
bombardmentsof the Italian coast.

This question of the bombardmeJltof open coasts, though illegal, is one
which cannot be lightly overlooked.The limits of what is permissible in
war are, unfortunatel;v, widening steadily. The fact that certain courses
of action are repugnant to British traditions affords no ground for the
belief that the;r will be seen from a similar high plane by other nations.
Moreover, the bombardment of open coasts may have a definite military
value. The fear of it and the consequent uneasiness of American public
opinion handicapped Admiral Sampson's movements in the early part of
the Spanish-American ,Val'. The German bombardment of our open coast
towns in the last war achieved a definite military object. "One other fac-
tor," writes Lord Jellicoe, "exercised a cramping effectupon our strategy
throughout the war, namely, the bombardment of our undefended towns on
the east coast."

This method of reducing the initiative of an enemy fleet is more than
likely to be employed again in the future, particularly by a weaker fleet,
and, therefore, particularly by any fleet opposed to the British. It is
obvious that this form of intimidation cannot be met by gun defences.
Whether it is in New Zealand or in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, it
is clear that the only answer is the aeroplane, the presence of which will
deter the enemy and "make the game not worth the candIe."

XII. R..<\IIlS
However powerful its seaward defences, history has shown that the

weakest point in a fortified naval base is usuaIIy its land side. ~~ovided
that it keeps outside the range of the seaward defences, sometwelve miles,
a raiding force escorted by naval craft can disembark with impunity, and
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is then less than a day's march from the fortress whosearmament can offer
little resistance. To a strong force so landed, a base is as vulnerable "as
a hedgehog on its back."6 For this reason it is necessary to supplement
the fixed defenceswith a military garrison adequate to the probable scale
of attack. In time of peace, these fortresses are usually most unsuitable
places for troops, whose training suffers thereby. In time of war, these
garrisons eat into our striking force; every soldier employed on garrison
duty is a bayonet lost to the main theatre of war. It is realized, however,
that the use of aircraft to replace troops can be carried to a point at which
the economybecomesfalse. That point is when reduction commencesto
re-act on the Cardwell system, on the maintenance of which the strength
of the expeditionary force depends. Any action which reduces the
strength of the expeditionary force below its present minimum is false
economy,for the expeditionary force exists to perform functions which air-
craft alone cannot perform. If this fact is always borne in mind, there
seemsno reason why garrisons should not be reduced in time and army
training benefited thereby.

.Aircraft can assist the army in the land defence of a fortress, both
directly and by raising the distance at which the raiding party must land
from the range of the gun, twelve miles, to the radius of the aeroplane,
two hundred miles. Two hundred miles from its objectivea raiding party
is faced with a very different task, upon which it. is unnecessary to enlarge.
Any attempt to land within the range of aircraft is to invite failure. It
is remarkable how easy it is to upset a landing expedition consisting,as it
does,of merchant shipping, with soldiers on an unaccustomedelement about
to land on a strange shore. A few fireships in the roads of Calais caused
the terror-stricken Armada to cut its cablesand risk destruction from Eng-
lish guns and Dutch shoals. A few innocuous shots from a :French field
battery at Corunna in 1809 caused a panic among the English troopships
that might well haye'proved destructive. That a landing by enemy troops
in the face of air oppositionwould be a delicate operation is indisputable.
An attempt to land by night or in a fog in order to avoid aircraft is un-
likely to commend itself either to soldiers or sailors as a practical
proposition.

On the whole,it can be stated ",ith confidencethat troops cannot be put
ashore under weather conditionsin which aircraft cannot operate. Assum-
in~, therefore, a regular system of air reconnaissance, supplemented by
other means of intelligence,it is probable that an attempted landing would
be ubserved, and that it would be interrupted b;yaircraft before any ap-
preciable number of troops could be disembarked on an open beach. A
landing outside the range of aircraft is unlikely to succeed in its object
for reasons of time and space.

G COAST ARTILLERY JOUR~AL, October, 1928.
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Aircraft employed in the defence of a fortress, therefore, have the addi-
tional advantage that they strengthen the most vulnerable side of the
majority of naval bases.

XIII. SUMMARY

Examination has revealed that the big gun exercises, and will continue
to exercise, deterrent power against most forms of attack, provided that it
is equipped with observation aircraft; but so also, it is contended, does the
aeroplane. The gun is powerless against carrier-borne air attack. No ad-
miral, on the other hand, will lightly lay his carriers within range of shore-
based air attack. The gun is immobile; the aeroplane is essentially mobile,
and mobility is the keystone of war as it is foreseen today. The gun can-
not protect open coast towns; the aeroplane can, within its radius of action,
which today is approximately two hundred miles; less than six years hence
it will be five hundred miles. 'fhe gun can only prevent a landing by an
enemy force within twelve miles; the aeroplane extends this distance to five
hundred miles. The gun cannot protect the land side of a base; the aero-
plane can assist the army to do so. The big gun is a highly expensive
form of insurance; the aeroplane, relatively to its destructive power ana
mobility, is inexpensive. The aeroplane can fulfill a dual role, the gun
can only fulfill one. If the big gun is installed for the protection of a base
in the Mediterranean and war breaks out in the Pacific, the gun is useless,
because it is a deterrent where there is nothing to deter; the aeroplane can
be moved to the area of hostilities. On the other hand, to substitute aircraft
for small fixed armaments would not be economical in most cases; more-
over, the substitution of aircraft for big gun defences cannot be laid down
as a principle; the defence of each particular base must be examined on
its merits. Finally,_for the defence of a first-class naval base, the aircraft,
in the present stage of their development, should be stationed in the
vicinity of the base they are intended to protect.

XIV. COKCLUSION

"Captains of industry," we are told, "are built on a perception of th.,
advantages of combining related undertakings, coal with iron, both with
transport, and so on." The aim of this paper has been to examine the
possibilities of aircraft in coast defence, not as a role in itself, but as part
of a wider role, namely, the assistance which aircraft can give to the navy
and army in shouldering the burdens of imperial defence in these days,
when money is scarce and universal war-weariness leads the world fondly
to imagine that international legislation can make war an anachronism.

The Pact of Paris outlaws war except in self-defence. Such a reserva-
tion, however, necessarily implies aggression on someone else's part. The
League of Nations, on the other hand, all of whose members signed the
Pact of Paris, permits war under Article II of the Protocol. The truth
is that neither the Pact of Paris nor the League of Nations can prevent
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war, but they do serve the fine purpose of making war more difficult.
Unfortunately, they make more difficult also the task of those on whom
responsibility for the defence of this Empire rests. This difficulty is ap-
parent in the increasingly vigorous reduction to which defence votes are
subjected. In times such as the present, therefore, it is essential that the
activities of all three services be correlated to derive the maximum ad.
vantage from the limited funds available.

If, as the writer believes, aircraft have the ability to protect a first-class
naval base, such as Singapore, and can do it at less expense, then they
should be given the task, and the money so saved devoted to other defence
purposes. If, on the other hand, their ability to fulfill this role is not
universally accepted, practical experiments should be continued to decide
the question one way or the other.

The navy, the army and the air force are related undertakings; the
measure of their success must depend on wholehearted cooperation. The
more mobile the combined efforts of the three Services, the greater is their
value to the Empire. Mobility gives economy in peace and success in war;
the case against immobile defences is clear. It is on a proper appreciation
of these factors, now that naval parity has been accepted, that future
efficiency depends. The rOle of the aeroplane in coast defence, therefore,
is to provide reliable but economical assistance to the Royal Navy and sea
power, upon which, in the issue, the future of the Empire rests.



EDITORIAL

The United States Coast
Artillery Association

THE formation of a Coast Artillery Association has been the subject of
discussion over a considerable number or years. Recently a number

of officerswere asked to express an opinion as to the advisability of form-
ing an Association. The replies received indicate an almost unanimous
sentiment in favor or it.

Therefore, a committee consisting of-
Col. S. C. Vestal, C. A. C.
Lieut. Co1.W. H. Wilson, C. A. C. (GS)
Lieut. Col. F. H. Smith, C. A. C.
l\laj. C. W. Jenkins, C. A. C.
Maj. S. S. Giffin, C. A. C.
Capt. T. J. Betts, C. A. C.

met and drafted the Constitution which rollows, under which The United
States Coast Artillery Association is to be organized. The Association will
exist and function when this CO'l1stitutionhas been accepted by the desig-
nated number of officers. Some officers furnished comments which were
an assistance to the Committee in drafting the Constitution.

Although the advantages and uses of an Association are numerous and
varied it may be said that it will exist for one purpose alone-to increase
the efficiencyof the Coast Artillery arm of the Army of the United States.
AU proper means to accomplish this object will be utilized.

Because the Army of the United States is an army composedof citizen
soldiers as well as proressional soldiers, the Coast Artillery Association
will be composed of members from the three components of that Army-
Regulars, National Guard and Organized Reserve. It is expected that Ull

Association formed along these lines will not only secure the interest of the
National Guard and the Reserve, but their active participation in the
affairs with which it is concerned.

The .Association will not exist for the exploitation of it.s members or
for commercial purposes. Nor will it seek to aggrandize the Coast Artil-
lery at the expense of any other arm. While it will strive to secure proper
consideration rot<the missions of the Coast Artillery Corps it will not 'do
so to the exclusion of those of other arms. It will foster the spirit of
cooperation not only with other arms of the Military Service, but with our
Naval Service as 'well because this spirit is most conducive to the rapid
progress of the Corps. While this spirit has existed heretofore it is be-
lieved that it will be more definitely expressed through the medium of an
Association devoted to the best interests of the Coast Artillery.
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The Constitution drafted by the committee is presented herewith for
your consideration and approval. The committee carefully considered its
provisions and it is believed that there can be no valid objection to them.
Those eligible for membership are asked to approve it and signify their
approval by their application for membership.

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES COAST
ARTILLERY ASSOCIATION

ARTICLE I

The name of the Association shall be the United States Coast ArtillerJT
Association.

ARTICLE II
The officesand headquarters of the Association shall be in "\Vashington,

D. C.
ARTICLE III

The purpose of the Association shall be to' promote the efficiencyof the
Coast Artillery Corps by maintaining its standards and traditions, by
disseminating professional knowledge, by inspiring greater effort towar.ds
improvement of material and methods of training, and by fostering mutual
understanding, respect and cooperation among all arms, branches and
components of the Regular Army, Organized Reserves, National Guard,
and Reserve OfficersTraining Corps.

ARTICLE IV

SECTION1. The Association shall consist of Active, Associate, and
Honorary members.

SECTION2. The following shall be eligible for active membership:
a. Commissioned officers, active or retired, af the Coast Artillery

of the Army of the United States.
b. Commissioned officers, active or retired, of the Staff Corps and

Departments of the Army of the United States who at any
time have served in the Coast Artillery.

c. Commissionedofficers,active 0'1' retired, of the Philippine Scouts
who have served in the Coast Artillery.

d. Former commissioned officers of Coast Artillery of honorable
records in the Army of the United States.

e. General officers, active or retired, of the Army of the United
States.

SECTION3. The following shall be eligible for associate membership:
a. Commissioned officers and former commissioned officers in good

standing of the United States Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
Coast Guard, and the Public Health Service.

b. Warrant officersand noncommissionedofficersof the Coast Artil-
lery of the Army of the United States ..
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c. Members of Coast Artillery units of the Reserve OfficersTraining
Corps and Citizens' Military Training Camps.

SECTION4. The following shall be eligible for honorary membership:
a. Civilians who have demonstrated their interest in national mili-

tary preparedness.
b. PerRons who have rendered distinguished services to the Asso-

ciation or to the United States.
SECTION5. Any member may withdraw from the Association by tender-

ing his resignation in writing.
SECTION6. Any member may be expelled from the Association for cause

by the unmlimous vote of the Council; provided, that before any member is
expelled, he shall have been given an opportunity to be heard in his own
defense.

SECTION7. For the purpose of this constitution the Army of the United
States shall be considered to be composed of the Regular Army, Organized
Reserves, and the National Guard.

ARTICLEV
SECTION1. Meetings,. both annual and special, shall be held as pro-

vided by the by-laws.
SECTION2. All members of the Association shall have the privilege of

the floor at any meeting of the Association, and each active member shall
be entitled to one vote on all questions, subject to the provisions of Articles
VI and XVI.

ARTICLEVI
SECTION1. The elective officers of the Association shall be a President,

a Vice President, and seven members of the Executive Council. They shall
hold officefor two years or until their successors have been appointed.

SECTION2. The officers of the Association shall be chosen from the
active members.

SECTION3. The Executive Council shall appoint a Secretary-Treasurer
to hold officeat the pleasure of the Council. The Secretary-Treasurer shall
be an officerof the Regular Army on duty at Washington. If he is not a
member of the Council he shall have no vote in its deliberations.

SECTION4. At least five of the elective officers shall be Coast Artillery
Officerson active duty.

SECTION5. At the regular election of officers of the Association next
succeeding the adoption of this constitution, the President and four mem-
bers of the Council shall be elected for a term of two years and the Vice
Premdent and three members of the Council shall be .elected for one year;
and, thereafter, at each successive a:rmual meeting, successors shall be
elected for the full term of two years.

SECTION6. A vacancy occurring among. elective officers may be :filled
by the Executive CQuncilJor. the. UJ1expiJ:ed.portion. ilLthe mnn.
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ARTICLEVII
The duties of the officers of the Association shall be such as are incident

to their respective officers and such as the by-laws prescribe or the Asso-
ciation directs.

ARTICLEVIII

The Executive Council shall have the power to make, alter, or amend
the by-laws.

ARTICLEIX
The COASTARTILLERYJOURNALshall be the official publication of this

Association.
Subscriptions to the Journal shall not be considered as essential to mem-

bership or as dues for membership.

ARTICLEX
SECTION1. The Executive Council shall consist of the Pl'eflident, the

Vice President, and the seven elected members.
SECTION2. Five members shall constitute a quorum :for business.
SECTION3. The Executive Council shall have charge of the general

administration of the affairs of the Association under the Artic1efl set forth
in this Constitution. It shall authorize the expenditure of the funds, audit
the accounts of the Secretary-Treasurer, control the records and property,
define the policy and supervise the contents of its publications; in general
it shall take such measures, within the limits of this Constitution, as it
may deem most expedient to further the objects of the Association.

ARTICLEXI
The Secretm.y-Treasurer

He shall perform such duties as are usually specified for such officers.
He shall keep a journal of the proceedings of the Executive Council and
of the regular and special meetings of the Association. He shall have
charge of the finances and correspondence of the Association, under the
Executive COlmcil, and be at all times subject to its orders. He shall keep
accurate account of the finances of the Association, and at each annual
meeting. of the Association, or on demand of the Executive Council, he
shall make a complete report of the financial state of the Association and
sqch other matters as may be called for by the Council.

ARTICLE XII
The Assooiation shall publish an annual report and shall furnish this

report and bulletins of timely professional interest to all members.

ARTICLE XIII
There shall be neither assessments nor annual dues.
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.ARTICLE XIV
The organization of the Coast Artillery Association may include Branch

Associations.
ARTICLEXV

Adoption
SECTION1. This Constitution shall be considered as adopted and shall

be in effect when it shall have been accepted and subscribed to by not fewer
than one hundred persons having .the qualifications prescribed for active
members, who shall then and thereafter be known as Charter Members of
the Association.

SECTION2. Immediately upon the adoption of this Constitution the
Charter Members shall proceed to the election of the officers according to
Section 5, Article VI, of this Constitution. For this election all persons
eligible for active membership shall be considered eligible for election as
officersof the Association. Officers so elected shall qualify as members of
the Association before assuming office.

.ARTICLE XVI
Amendment

SECTION1. This Constitution may be amended or altered by the affirma-
tive vote of two-thirds of the ballots cast by active members. Votes may be
cast in person or by properly authenticated proxies. To obtain consider-
ation of any proposed change, a written application requesting such con-
sideration and setting forth, in detail, the nature of such change and the
reasons therefor, shall be signed by not fewer than twenty-nye members
and submitted to the Secretary. This application must be submitted at
least one hundred and twenty days prior to the time of meeting. The
Executive Council will direct the Secretary to give notice of the proposed
amendment to all members' entitled to vote so that it may be received at
least sixty days prior to the meeting at which it is to be considered. This
notice will contain the proposed amendment and the names of the proposers.

SECTION2. The mailing of proposed amendments to the last known
address of any active member not less than ninety days before the date of
the meeting Rhall constitute due notice.
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Office of Chief of Coast Artillery

Chief of Coast Artillery
MAJ. GEN. JOHN W. GULICK

Executive
COL. H. L. STEELE

'Plans, Organization and Training Section
MAJ. J. B. CRAWFORD
MAJ. R. V. CRAMER
MAJ. S. S. GIFFIN
CAPT. J. H. WILSON
CAPT. H. N. HERRICK

Mate1'ieland Finance Section
MAJ. J. H. COCHRAN
MAJ. C. H. TENNEY
CAPT. F. J. MCSHERRY

Personnel Section
LT. COL. H. T. BURGIN

Chief of Coast Artillery Inspects
During July the Chief of Coast Artillery, Maj. Gen. John W. Gulick,

accompanied by Maj. C. H. Tenney, of his office, continued his visits
of inspection a,long the Atlantic Coast. On July 1 he visited the Har-
bor Defenses of Portland and inspected the results of the tests conducted
there during the month of June. He also visited the 240t1 C. A. (Me. N. G.)
during its training at Fort 'Williams. On July 11 Fort H. G. 'Wright was
inspected and offered an opportunity to inspect the 245th C. A. (N. Y.
N. G.) and five reSCl'Veregiments which were in training during his visit . .A
few days later he visited the Harbor Defenses of Sandy Hook and the
C. M. T. Camps then in progress. The end of this trip included an insp2c-
tion of the Harbor Defenses of the Delaware. At this harbor defense par-
ticular mention was made of the good work of Capt. ,Yilliam R. l\Iaris who
has been on caretaking duty at Fort Dupont for the past five (n ;rears.
The excellent condition of these harbor defenses is a tribute to Captain
Maris' work. The Chief's satisfaction has been expressed to Captain Maris
and the JOURNALalso takes pleasure in bringing good work to wider at-
tention.

General Gulick left ,Vashington again on July 20 and visited harbor
defenses, also the South Atlantic and Gulf Coasts ending at Pensacola. He
will visit Camp Knox later ,vhere the 61st is on dut;}, at the reserve camp.
On this Sdme trip, possibl:r, he will go to Chicago and visit the 61st, newly
settled at Fort Sheridan, and the Organized Reserve officeof Colonel Barnes
who Il.S a member of the Corps Area Staff is in charge of all Coast Artiller;y
Reserve activities in the Sixth Corps ~.\.rea. Backed b;}'General Parker's
interest the Coast Artillery Reserve in the Sixth Corps Area is now on the
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up and up. The Antiaircraft Group has been organized with a separate
officeand ColonelBarnes in charge.

General Gulick will visit all Coast Artillery stations in the near future,
including those beyond the continental limits of the United States. Among
the foreign service stations Panama will probably comefirst on the list.

General Gulick stated that he found all stations in a very satisfactory
condition. Although he has observed all activities he has concernedhimself
particularly with artillery material and has been especially interested in
observing its condition at posts where it is in the hands of caretaking-de-
tachmentI'. He remarked particularly on the excellent condition of the ma-
teriel at these stations and highly commended the personnel on this duty.
His observationshave led him to emphasizea few matters in which improve-
ment can be made. He found that greater effort can be profitably ex-
pended on the cleaning of recoil cylinders. The prevention of deterioration
of recoil cylinders is a rather difficult problem when guns are not fired for
years. The interior of the cylinders easily rust, and if neglected, will put
the bore of the cylinder to such an extent as to weaken the wallRor to cause
failure to function properly. In some few cases conditions were very bad.
It is believed that all recoil cylinders should in time be completely dis-
mantled and rust removed by scraping.

In the inspection of emplacement books it was noted in a few cases that
E'ntrieshad not been made or were incomplete. This was more commonin
('onnection with e'ntries of work done on the guns. Battery commandel'R
~hould realize that the emplacement book is a record for the guidance of
their successor as well as their O"wnmld that matters within their own
knowledge,where pertinent, should be set down so that those who comelater
may be informed of them. This is particularly important in connectionwith
rertain operations which, under the regulations, should be performed at
regular intervals of time.

"nile these few matters 'werenoted unfavorably the general impression
gained was one of satisfaction and confidencein the personnel in charge.

Sergeant L. F. Johnson ,vas specially mentioned because of the excellent
condition of the mine casemateand storehouse at Fort 'Williams,n:Iaine.Staff
Sgt. John J. Maykovichwas specially complimented upon the general con-
dition of the armament at Fort Andrews. Sgt. 'Yalter Levisky is in charge
of a well-kept battery (Battery Long) at Fort Duvall. These men are to be
congratulated on the kind of service which brings praise from the Chief of
Coast Artillery and contributes to the generally favorable opinion held b;\'
all whohave eyer comein contact with Coast Artiller;y enlisted personnel.

As a result of General Gulick's recent inspections a study will be made
of the courses at the Coast ~-\rtillerySchl)ol,Yitha yiew to the introduction
of additional instruction on materiel with particular reference to its func-
tioning and care. There is a belief held by a number of senior officersthat
knowledgeof the materiel ii{l{omewhatdeficient among the ~-oungerofficers.
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In former times the newl;ycommissionedofficerwas given an intensive basic
course at his first station covering materiel, its care and operation. His in-
struction was of the practical type, and generally was conducted at the ma-
teriel being studied. One of the typical questions was: How many oil holes
has a particular piece~ Name, locate, and state the moving parts lubricated.
Since the war, with the introduction of many new types of armament, this
form of instruction is not so common. It is probable that action may be
taken soon to i'llcreasethe time devoted to this kind of instruction.

Railway Gun Moved to Fort MacArthur
On June 28, the last stage of the movement of the 14-inch railway

gun to Fort MacArthur was completed. This gun arrived at Benicia
Arsenal on July 16, 1929, after an interesting transcontinental trip from
Aberdeen Proving Ground. Oapt. A. L. Parmelee was in charge of the
transcontinental trip and was also in charge of the movement from Benicia
Arsenal to Fort MacArthur. This part of the journey was uneventful
and was accomplished at the comparatively low average speed of eight
miles per hour.

This gun is a sister gun of the one aheady 'at MacArthur. It remained
at Benicia Arsenal for a period of about one ;rear awaiting decision as to
its final destination. Oonditions at Fort lVlacArthur, due to the proximity
of civilian residences, are not favorable for the firing of target practices.
Firing positions are still under investigation, but at present there is a
probability that they may be secured at Fort MacArthur or in the vicinity.

Reserve Instructors to Attend Aberdeen Exercises
During the period August 15-November 1 instructors on duty with the

Organized Reserve will again be given an opportunity to be present as ob-
servers at the Aberdeen exercises. These exercises, mortl technical than
tactical, are for the purpose of conducting tests and firings in connection
with the development of antiaircraft materiel. Ordrrance and Engineer
materiel will be tested-the greater part being Ordnance. A list of this
materiel appears on page 73 of the July OOASTARTILLERYJOURNAl,.

Two R.eservein5ltructors.will be selected from each Oorps Area and will
be ordered to Aberdeen Proving Ground on temporary duty for a period of
two weeks. The date of the period has not been set. Presumably it will be
during a time when the visiting officerscan see most.

The antiaircraft exercises offer an exceptional opportunity to Reserve
instructors to inform themselves of the latest in antiaircraft materiel and
methods. Furthermore they are able to return to their permanent stations
and disseminate the h.!lowledgegained to the Reserve officersunder their
instruction.

Officerson detached service sometimesfeel more or less out of it, especially
those on duty at points inconvenient to any Coast Artillery station. The in-
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structors .on duty with the Reserves, in particular, are apt to get a little
rusty on the subject or artillery since no artillery equipment is issued to
Reserves as is the case with the National Guard and R. O. T. C. units. In
the past several years the Chief of Coast Artillery has made an effort to bring
these officersin closetouch with the newest developments,especially in anti-
aircrart materiel, and many officershave visited Aberdeen for short periods
during the period of the tests. The favorable remarks made on this policy
are an indication of its value to these officers.

Coast Artillery Liaison Officer at Aberdeen
Major O.L. Spiller recently detailed liaison officerfor the CoastArtillery

with the Ordnance Proving Ground at Aberdeen has taken up his duties at
that post. Major Spiller is the first Coast Artillery officerto be assigned to
this class of duty although other arms of the service have had officerssta-
tioned at Aberdeen.

For some time the Chief of Coast Artillery has realized the need for an
officer on duty at Aberdeen who would keep his office informed of the
progress made on Coast Artillery projects being developedby the Ordnance
Department. Reports can be made informally and directly but not con-
fidentially since the commanding officer at Aberdeen will be informed of
their contents. The essential purpose of detailing an officerat Aberdeen is to
bring the Chief's officeinto closer relations with the. Ordnance Department
developmentsand to induce a better understanding of the problems of each.

Major Spiller will also keep in touch witli Chemical War:fare activities
at Edgewood Arsenal.

The Coast Artillery School
At the present time (July 10) the graduation exercisesof the Schoolare

a memory and the School activities are reduced to the minimum customary
during the summer inactive period-inactive so far as students are con-
cerned, but there is sufficient work for the instructors. The new School
program has been prepared and appears in this number of the Journal.
Schedules are to be prepared in accordance therewith, :mbjects assigned to
new instructors, and aU preparations made so that the new students may
be received with lesson assignments and lose no time in getting fltarted
in the various courses.

Towards the end of the School considerable firing was conducted with
a four-gun battery of 75-mm. field guns, model 1916, American. Both
Case II and Case III methods were used and all methods of trial fire and
fire for effect were emplo~'ed. Each officerin the class conducted at least
one problem in which fire was adjusted. Students performed the various
duties in the base end stations, B. C. station, plotting room and gUll section.
The Coast Artillery Schoolclaims to have introduced the use of the 75-mm.
field gun for adjustment problems. It has many advantages over the sub-
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The Coast
1930

Commandant: Brig. Gen. Stanley D. Embick
Secretary: Maj. R. M. Perkins

DepU1"tment of Tactics
Lt. Col. M. A. Cross, Director Maj. H. M. Estes, Cay.
Maj. T. C. Cook Maj. L. R. Boyd, Inf.
Maj. H. W. Stark Maj. R. H. VanVolkenburgh
Maj. D. D. Hinman Maj. H. F. Loomis
Maj. C. M. S. Skene Capt. C. W. Walton, C. W. S.
Maj. W. C. Foote 1st Lieut. J. P. Hodges, A. C.

DepUl"tmellt of Artillery
Maj. W. K. Richards, Director Capt. G. W. Rickel'
Capt. F. E. Edgecomb Capt. H. F. E. Bultman
Capt. J. T. Lewis Capt. Homer Case

OFFICERS DIVISION
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Artillery School
1931

Assistant Commandant: Col. P. P. Bishop
Libl'arian: Maj. C. E. Hocker

Department of Engineering
Maj. S. S. Winslow, Director Capt. R. C. Snidow
Capt. S. R. Mickelson 1st. Lieut. L. D. Flory

1st Lieut. W. R. Ellis

De1Jartment of Enlisted Specialists
Maj. C. W. Bundy, Director Capt. C. W. Higgins

Capt. G. M. O'Connell

Department of E-xtension Courses
Maj. R. L. Tilton, Director Maj. R. E. Phillips

Capt. W. H. Warren

DEPARTMENT OF E;s'LISTED SPECIALISTS

'sPECIAL
CLERICAL

DATES
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caliber system. 8plashes are easily visible and the range can be made
greater. All range finding operation can be made similar to those emploY4ld
with the major caliber guns.

Seacoast target practices at towed targets were held under the new
target practice regulations with the four-gun 155-mm.G.P.F. battery firing
at fifteen secondsinterval. The S-inchrailway (two gun) battery, with a
thirty secondsinterval, and the 12-inch railway mortar (two gun) -battery
with one minute interval were also fired by the students. They performed
all battery duties except those Of the breech and ammunition details.
The practices were conducted very smoothly and were carefully analyzed.
Ending the Artillery Course, a critique of all practices was held in which
various phases of the firing/:>were discussed by students and instructors.

The class completing the courses in June was one of the largest to be
graduated from tile ::3chool. Seventy-five officersand fifty-eight enlisteu
men received their diplomas in the main assemblyroom of the Coast Artil-
lery :::;o11uo1.Gen. Charl.esP. Summerall, Chief of Staff, United States
Army, and Maj. Gen. John W. Gulick, Chief of Coast Artillery, were
dif,tinguished gue/:>tsat the exercises. Maj. Gen. Henry D. Todd, Jr., the
Commandant, introduced General Gulick who addressed the graduates
and others assembled. Not a few of the fair sex were also present to
grace the occasion. General Gulick introduced General Summerall who
spoke on the importance of the Coast Artillery School in the Army system
of military education and the part of the Coast Artillery in National
Defense. The full text of these speeches have appeared in a previous
number of tIle COAST.ARTILLERYJOURNAL.

A few days after graduation the entire School and post were shocked
and saddened by the untimely death of Capt. Clyde LeG. Walker who had
entered the post hospital for a comparatively simple operation. By his
death the Army and the Coast Artillery lost an officerof unusual ability
and value to the service. It is by those of the same grade that an officer
is really known. By them as well as by his superiors, Captain 'Valker was
known as one of intense loyalty to the service. Never satisfied with" well
enough" his well-knowninitiative continually urged him on in his search
for improvement and perfection in service methods. His logical and pro-
gressive mind supported his initiative. His industry was an inspiration to
the students whomhe instructed. No student worked harder than Captain
-Walker. His high character, his devotion to duty, his superior professional
knowledgeleaves a void in the staff of the Schooldifficult to fill but which
will serve as a model to all who knew him.

The following student officers:will attend the various courses for the
Schoolyear 1930-31:
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Maj. C. S. Doney
Maj. M. J. O'Brien
Maj. E. H. Underwood
Capt. C. R. Adams
Capt. M. G. Armstrong
Capt. E. R. Barrows
Capt. T. R. Bartlett
Capt. H. H. Blackwell
Capt. George Blaney
Capt. L. J; Bowler
Capt. A. C. Chesledon

Advanced Course
Capt. V. P. Foster
Capt. R. T. George
Capt. B. T. Ipock
Capt. Frederick Lofquist
Capt. W. R. Maris
Capt. B. L. Milburn
Capt. J. C. Stephens
Capt. E. H. Stillman
Capt. F. L. Topping
Capt. J. R. Townsend
Capt. A. V. Winton

Battery Officers' Course
1st Lieut. J. F. Howell, Jr.
1st Lieut. F. R. Keeler
1st Lieut. G. J. Kelley
1st Lieut. L. L. Lemnitzer
1st Lieut. J. E. McGraw
1st Lieut. E. A. Merkle
1st Lieut. O. A. Nelson
1st Lieut. A. B. Nicholson
1st Lieut. D. G. Pamplin
1st Lieut. J. B. Renno
1st Lieut. W. L. Richardson
1st Lieut. L. O. Shutt
1st Lieut. H. P. Tasker
1st Lieut. W. H. Webb
1st Lieut. C. M. Wolff

Capt. H. G. Archibald
Capt. J. T. deCamp
Capt. J. W. Vann
1st Lieut. W. I. Brady
1st Lieut. L. R. Bullene
1st Lieut. J. B. Carroll
1st Lieut. J. F. Cassidy
1st Lieut. R. W. Crichlow, Jr.
1st Lieut. F. B. Dodge, Jr.
1st Lieut. J. L. Harbrough
1st Lieut. M. A. Hatch
1st Lieut. J. I. Hincke
1st Lieut. J. L. Hogan
1st Lieut. W. G. Holder
1st Lieut. David Hottenstein

Capt. E. T. Conway
Advanced Gunnery Course

Capt. L. L. Davis
1st Lieut. R. B. Pape

Advanced Engineering Course
Capt. F. A. Hollingshead 1st Lieut. D. B. Latimer
1st Lieut. Edward Barber 1st Lieut. E. C. Wallace

Advanced Motor Transportation Course
Capt. N. E. Hartman Capt. H. E. Pendleton
Capt. P. W. Lewis 1st Lieut. J. D. Moss

The Harbor Defenses of Honolulu
The month of June ,vas an eventful one for the Harbor Defenses of

Honolulu, inasmuch as the annual joint Arm;,"and Nav~"maneuvers were
in full ~nvingduring the month. On June 23 the 2nd Battalion, 55th
Coast Artiller~",departed for Fort Kamehameha,where they resumed their
participation in the maneuvers and tactical exercises which. have been
underway since ~Ia~'2. Under the commandof :Maj.!fonte J. Hickok, the
three batteries and Hq. Det. and Combat Train comprising this battalion,
have been busily engaged in preparation for the annual battle practice
whichwas fhed on July 2. At Fort Ruger, Battery "O," 16th Coast Artil-
lery, ,vas engaged in a :similartask and the post assumed an aspect of real
war conditions. Air forces of both the Army and Navy participated in
the attack and defenseas well as the CoastArtillery and Naval forces.
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NATIONAL SERVICE SWIMl\IIKG PENTATHLON

For the second time in two consecutiveyears the Honolulu Army-Navy
Y. M. C. A. won the National Service Swimming Pentathlon. This is an
annual event competed for by aU the Y. M. C. A. units, working with the
Service men at foreign. stations as well as the continental Fnited States.
The contest consists of five swimming events, the time of which are trans-
posed into points. The standing of the first five associationswas as follows:

1. Honolulu __hm_._. uh __ .m_uh_ ••• h_mmuh.m_m ... _n_nnnmhm_. __ u ... _. 13,540 points
2. Cristobal nn nhn ...... mnn.h._._. __ .h_hmnnnn.mm. __ mmn .... mnm __ n 10,589 points
3. Norfolk __m m ••• h.hhu_hm_nn.U_m_mm.mh.h. __ u.mnm hnh_m __ •• _mn 9,858 points
4. San Diego _mhmmmnmhhmnhhn.h ••• m_hmmmmhhmh ... mm._. 7,201 points
5. Fort Monroe m ... __ mnn_m._n ••• n •• mm. m __ •• h ... __ mm

n
•
n

5,728 points

Out of the nineteen men comprising the Honolulu team, the Harbor
Defenses of Honolulu furnished fifteen. It was a wonderful showing that
these men made and we are all proud of them for helping to keep these
Defenses 011 the map.

Coast Artillery Reserve, Southern California
751 South Fiqueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Lieut. Co1.-WillisG. Peace, C. A. C. (DOL).
Maj. Ed"\vardP. No~-es,C.A_C. (DOL)
Staff Sgt. John Ivich (DE:ML)

At the time the new allocation of Coast Artillery Reserve units for
Southern California was receh-ed, during the summer of 1929, the follow-
ing units existed and all had someofficersassigned to them.

A.1Lthorized comntis-
Organization sioned strength

519th Coast Artillery (AA) ...m_.mhh mmmmm_. .m_m.mmmm_m •• 63
552nd Coast Artillery Bn. (AA) ........mm_m_m_mnn.h.m_mm_m_m 15
605th Coast Artillery Bn. (Ry) ..mnm •• hmh __ •• mhUhh _ ...... mnmnm. 19
608th Coast Artillery 3rd Bn. (TD) m_mmhmnh_ •• uh __ m __ hmmnnmh 21
610th Coast Artillery Btry. A (Hvy. 110b.) n_m m_hh_m_h. (j
625th Coast ....L\.rtillerv Btrv. A (HD) . ....._nnmuuh ..... mnh •• ._._ 5
626th Coast Artillery (HO) . m •• h.m m __ mm ... h.hmm_m_m~m __ 25
627th Coast Artillery 3rd Bn. (HD) h_h_nhhhhhmumm_m ... m 23

Total m._m.h. ._ mu_mmmn __ n h_ ..... nh __
h

_ um m __ mhmmm h __ hh. 177

Approximately one hundred reserve officerswere assigned to the above
units and, in addition, a few were assigned to regular army units in the
Ninth Coast Artillery District. -The new procurement objective, referred
to above, v,ithdrew or transferred the 552ridBattalion, Battery- A, of the
610th Coast Artillery and the third battalion of the 627th Coast Artillery:
It allotted to Southern California the entire 608th Coast Artillery and in
addition, four new antiaircrafturegiment-s: the 975th, 976th,'-977th and
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981st.The last was designated a fourth-phase unit and no officerswere
assigned to it. Other units indicated in original allocation remained un-
changed.

These changes increased the procurement objective from 177 to 382
officers. \Vith only about 100 officersavailable there remained approx-
imately 282 vacancies in the various grades. The only apparent sources
of supply from which these vacanciesmight be filled were: the two R. O.
T. C. units at the Universities of \Vashington and California, respectively,
turning out about fifteen Coast Artillery graduates each, per year; the
few C. M. T. C. Blue graduates.who succeededin completingthe basic ex-
tension course; and a few civilians who enlisted in the reserve corps\and
qualified themselves to pass the examination for original appointment.
Obviously, if the new units were ever to be more than a paper assign-
ment, some meaDShad to be found to fill the vacancies. Accordingly,
Co1.F. S. Long, C. A. C., then the executiw, held a ronfel'encewith two
of the most active of our reserw officers,l\:IajorsE. A. Eyans and F. H.
Holden (both now Lieutenant Colonels), gaye each the command of one
of the new antiaircraft regiments, and put it up to them to recruit their
own officersfrom suitable candidates. This officethen established a ran-
didates' school, meeting one evening each week, in which 'an intensive
course in the subjects required by AR 140-27was given.

The results proved more successful than we most hopefully expected.
The first class started within a few weeks, with over sixty candidates.
Later some of these brought in others, aIld other regimental commanders
began to send candidates to build up their own regiments. The course
was then made continuous, one subject being covered before another was
taken up and when all subjects required had been coyered,the processwas
repeated. This system permitted a candidate to start at any time and
to repeat as many subjects as he found necessary. Before any candidate
was ordered before the examining board he was given a 'written examina-
tion, covering all subjects. If he failed in any subjects he was advised to
repeat those subjects, either in dass or by home study. Upon enrollment,
a set of mimeographen data and su('h texts as were available. were issued
to the candidate.

Since this school 'fas started, 184 reserve officershave been commis-
sioned in the Coast Artillery Reserve by its means. A few of these were
obtained by transfer from other arms, especially those (such as the En-
gineer Resel'Ve)where pI'omotion was blocked due to lack of vacancies,
but most of them were civilians, a considerable proportion of the latter
being world war veterans. A large part of these candidates were practicing
engineers, whose familiarity With instruments and figures enabled them
to master fire control, position finding and gunnery very quickly_ Na-
turally a few were passed by the board wllo lost interest after receiving
their commissions,but most of them h.a\~e''beeil.extremel;Factin:' since. IIi
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Expected to
attend camp

11
16
11
41
57

fact, the bulk or the work in troop school and extension school courses, as
indicated below, was accomplished by them. Their military education
really started only after they were commissioned.

At present there is an excess of second lieutenants and a dearth of
officersin the higher grades, especially first lieutenants and captains, but
this situation will be automatically adjusted as these new officerscomplete
their time in grade.

Accomplishments Dtwing School Yea/' Ending Jnne 30, 1930
Extension Courses:

Subcourses completed n 451
Hours of instruction nn •••• n n n 9233

Troop Schools:
Conferences held 69
Attendance, officers n n 3143
Hours of instruction mm m ••••• nm m mm m •••••• 7145

Active Dt(,ty Training: (Jttly-At(,fjnst, 1930)
Authorized Actual

Organization strength strength
605th C. A. (Ry) n m 19 22
6'08th C. A. (TD) m m 81 30
626th C. A. (HD) .m .. mmmmm •••••• 25 24
975th C. A. (AA) .m m 63 65
977th C. A. (AA) m 63 60

The first three units listed above conduct the C. M. T. C. training at
Fort MacArthur.

The 519th C. A. (AA), the 976th C. A. (AA), and Btry. A, 625th C. A.
(HD), are the only units from this area that were not ordered to active
duty this summer.

Except as indicated above, the work of this officedoes not differ from
that of any other reserve office. Due to the activity of the officers, the
necessity of going out and making contacts is reduced to a minimum, and
the correction of papers and other routine work is at a maximum. All
units furnish their O'.vninstructors for troop schools. Some are organized
into battalion and batter~- classes, and one, the 977th C. A., has an enlisted
men's class. "\Vithoutthis assistance and the splendid cooperation of the
resen-e officers themseh"es,especially the regimental commanders, the two
regular army instructors on duty here could not possibly have made the
success of the troop school'that the reserve officers themselves have made
of t1em.

In conclusion it can be said that there is no single element in the train-
ing of reserve officersas important as the selection of the l'egimental com-
mander. Experience proves that where this officer is interested in his
military work, is proud of his organization, and turns out at all meetings,
he induces an esprit de corps and enthusiasm in his regiment that the
Regular Army unit instructor cannot possibly obtain. -E. P. N.
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The 61st Coast Artillery (AA), Fort Sheridan, TIl.
The 61st arrived at Fort Sheridan exactly at noon on June 13, whe:r:e

the regiment was reveiwed by the Post Commandel" General Conrad, and
cordially welcomed as a member of the garrison. A few days before its ar-
rival the regiment was inspected en route by a member of the Sixth Corps
Area Staff, which resulted in the following letter:

Headquarters Sixth Corps Area
Officeof the Commanding General

Chicago, Illinois
1819 W. Pershing Road,

June 16, 1930.
Subject: Commendation.
To: The Commanding Officer, 61st Coast Artillery (AA).

1. As a result of his observation on June 11, 1930, and June 13, 1930,.
of the 61st Coast Artillery (AA), then en route by marching from Fort
Monroe, Virginia, to Fort Sheridan, Illinois, the Corps Area Inspector has
reported that in respect to the following he found evidence of marked
efficiency: .

a. Appearance and discipline of personnel.
b. Appearance and condition of vehicles.
c. Road discipline.
d. Orderly establishment and breaking of camp.
e. Routine of command supervision.
f. Courtesy in contact with civilians.

2. These commendable conditions reflect much credit upon the Regi-
mental Commander, Maj. James H. Cunningham, 61st Coast Artillery
(AA), and upon the officers and enlisted men of his command.

FRANK PARKER,

Major General, U. S. Army,
Oommunding.

A few days after arrival nearly the entire garrison departed for Chicago
where the Military Tournament and Exposition was held, leaving the 61st
in charge of the post-the principal duties being the guarding of prisoners
and furnishing transportation. The transportation duties were easy for the
antiaircraft regiment but some consternation was caused when it was learned
that the one hundred and sixty prisoners at Sheridan were guarded v:ith
shot guns. Shot guns were new to the 61st but after some intensive instruc-
tion they were issued and no casualties resulted.

The 61st also participated in the exposition by furnishing a detachment
under the command of Captain Marquat who had with him Lieut,enants
Howe and McLean and about forty enlisted men. Their equipment con-
sisted of one gun and prime mover, one machine gun, four searchlights and a
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truck load of submarine mine equipment and other Coast Artiller~' materiel
transported by truck from Fort Monore to Chicagofor this purpose.

The exposition was very successful alld much appreeiated b~Tthe peoplP
of Chicago. Itwas held at the fine municipal stadium (Soldiers' Field) and
participated in by troops of all arms. A battalion from the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station gave two fine exhibitions. Opportunity to see some
high class horsemanship was furnished by the jumping of the Arm~r
Olympic team. The piece de 1>esistance of the show was the "Attack on
Chateau Thierry" which, if not altogether tactically perfect, was spectacu-
lar enough to please the spectators. During the entire exposition the 61st
had a prominent part. The searchlights, particularly, were in action from
beginning to end 'with colored beams adding to the beauty of the spectacle.
A part of the antiaircraft exhibition included the emplacing of an antiair-
craft gun which was accomplished on one occasion in four and one-haH
minutes. Captain Marquat's detachment attracted much attention and was
highly praised for the appearance of the personnel and materiel by all con-
nected with the carnival.

Ret.urning to Fort Sheridan on June 30, Captain Marquat and a detach-
ment of sixteen men, with one gun, searchlight. and a few other vehicles
left on July 1 for Camp Knox, Kentucky, where they joined Major Hinman
and his detachment of eighty-five men which had left the regiment at the
Jeffersonville Q. M. Depot nearly a month before (June 5).

Beginning on June 16 the R. O. T. C. from the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh
Corps Areas were in camp at Knox for a period of six weeks. The students
were organized in two batteries of about seyenty-fiyemen each. ::\faj.'Willis
Shippam, from the University of Minnesota, was senior instructor in charge.
Capt. Kenyon P. Flagg (Mich. State College Ag-ri. and Applied Science)
commandedone battery while Capt. Ellsworth Young (Kansas State Agri.
cultural College) commanded the other. Other R. O. T. C. instructorH
present were:

Capt. Porter P. Lowry-Uniyersity of Cincinnati
Capt. Rodney C. Jones--Washington University.
1st Lieut. Richal'd A. Ericson-Universit;\- of Minnesot<l
1st Lieut. Harry F. ::\re~rel'S-rniycrsity of Kansas

Gun drill, searchlight drill, and instruction on the use of the instruments
and materiel oecupied the first "\veek.Due to the absence of the director (in
Chicago) machine gllll and small arms firing was conducted during the Iol-
lowingweek. When Captain ~Iarquat and his detachment arrived (Jul;r 4)
active antiaircraft t.raining was again resumed. Firings were held both
during day and night-with guns and machine guns--with very satisfactory
results. Students performed all duties including ranging officerand battery
commander.
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The training of Reserve units began on July 13 and was completed on

.\.ugust 9. No details of this training mission are available at this writing.
The following officersare now assigned to the regiment at Chicago:

}[aj. J. H. Cunningham, commanding
}faj. B. S. DuBois (leaving August 15

for temporary duty at Aberdeen
Proving Ground)

Capt. R. B. Bottom
Capt. Frank Richards
Capt. R. T. Chaplin
1st Lieut. P. C. Howe
1st Lieut. F. J. Woods
1st Lieut. Donald McLean

Five officerswere present at Knox for the R. O. T. C. and Reserve train-
ing. They were:

Maj. D. D. Hinman
Capt. W. F. Marquat
1st Lieut. W. B. Merritt
1st Lieut. G. W. Trichel
1st Lieut. I. H. Ritchie

Major Hinman, Lieutenants Trichel and Ritchie were on temporary duty
only and will return to their permanent stations upon departure from
Camp Knox. Lieutenant Merritt will leave the regiment Ior new station
upon the return to Fort Sheridan.

The 69th Coast Artillery (AA)
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

About the time this number of the JOURNALappears the 69th CoastArtil-
lery will begin its long drill on the firing tests which continue up to Novem-
ber 1. Following the tests the preparation of the records and the report
will require a further period of one month, at least. Then the regiment will
be ready to moveto its new station-Fort Hancock. In this connection the
question of a temporary station for this regiment is now under consideration
with someindication that perhaps it will not go to Hancock but may be sent
to someother station or, perhaps, even remain at Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Xothing definite can be stated at this time since no decisionhas been reached.

The 62nd has now returned to Fort Totten and the 69th has been con-
ducting its regular machine gun and gun practices. All gun materiel has
not been received but it is expected that it will arrive sometime this month
(August) and that the gun practices can be fired before the tests begin.
Searchlight practices conducted by Captain Sackville are mentioned as hav-
ing been particularly good. The searchlights used were three of the new
type and two of the old. Two sound locators of the first vintage are avail-
able. On eight runs Captain Sackville's battery made "possibles" six times
and lacked only a few points on the other two. Altitudes-nine thousand
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and seven thousand five hundred (feet). The scores were all the more
creditable due to the brilliant moonlight, the moon being located in the de-
fended sector (or so our correspondent says, concerning the moon's location
-which might draw some fire from the :racetious). From this statement it
is inferred that the searchlight sharks do not appreciate the moon's assist-
ance and prefer to do their own illuminating.

In the next number of the JOURNALit is expected that there will be
much news of the tests which will be appreciated by those not concerned with
them.

The 245th Coast Artillery (HD), N. Y. N. G.
The old 13th New York is well and favorably known throughout the

Coast Artillery. Perhaps some may fail to recognize it by its newer nu-
merical designation but as the 13th New York its annual visits to harbor
defenses in the vicinity of New York were awaited with pleasure by the
Regular Army personnel on duty. Maj. O. C. 'Varner is now the Regular
Army instructor on duty with this regiment. He writes that the 245th con-
ducted field training at Fort H. G. 'Yright during the period June 22-July
16. Fort Wright in many respects is an excellent location for National
Guard training. However, one of the bugaboos of the Guardsmen has been
the fogs which drift in towards the race from the general-direction of Block
Island. The regiment is, indeed, fortunate when the conditions permit all
batteries to :fire. On at least one annual period, due to atmospheric condi.
tions, the entire two weeks passed with no :firing conducted. This condition
is discouraging because the firing is the most important feature of a National
Guard encampment.

This year the regiment was very fortunate because all twelve firing hat-
teries succeeded in completing their practice-the first time in several yearn.
Battery" C," 1st Lieut. H. R. Johnson commanding, succeeded in winning
high honors as represented by the score. Capt. E. J. Richards' "F" Bat-
tery obtained the best K factor while Battery "L" piloted by Capt. 'Villiam
Pabst, proved itself best at the infantry competition. During the firing
aerial observation was furnished by the 27th Division Air Squadron. Cap-
tain Brewer and Lieutenant :Mulligan were the pilots who spotted for the
artillelJ''Illen during eight of the twelve practices.

The Regimental Commander is Co1. Bryer Pendry while Lieut. Co1. R.
P. Orr is the executive officer. :!VIanynoted visitors came to Fisher's Island
during the camp period to inspect the work of the regiment. Among those
honored by reviews were Maj. Gen. John ,Yo Gulick, the Chief of Coast
Artillery, Maj. Gen. Wm. N. Haskell, commanding the Kational Guard of
New York, and Brig. Gen. Henry J. Hatch, commanding the Second Coast
Artillery District. The regiment also rendered'honors to Brigadier General
BYrne, commanding the Coast Artillery Brigade, and Brig. Gen. Sidney
Grant, now retired, who for many years commanded the 245th. General
Grant has never lost interest in the Coast Artillery nor in the old 13th.
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The New England Bankers' Association held its convention at Fisher's
Island during the camp. As a mark of courtesy the bankers, too, were asked
to reviewthe regiment.

~wly revi'led T. R. 435-55wereused in analyzing the practice and com-
puting the score. The National Guardsmen approve of the revision and say
that the new graphical analysis simplified the preparation of the record.
They state that the scoring system is very fair and that the score actually
indicates the worth of the practice. This is what the score should do but.
under the old searing system this was not always the case.

The following officerscommandedthe batteries indicated during the en-
l'amllment:

Capt. W. P. Alexander, Battery H
Capt. H. H. Busener, Battery D
Capt. T. E. Donelan, Battery A
Capt. E. J. Richards, Battery F
Capt. "'illiam Pabst, Ratter,}' L
Ca.pt. J. ,Y. Kercsey, Battery 1\1
Capt. E. S. Barron, Battery E
Capt. G. F. Orthey, Battery K
Capt. C. A. Lalla, Battery I
Capt. C. R. Munske, Battery G
Capt. H. A. Jones, Battery B
1st Lieut. H. R. Johnson, Battery C
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Excessive Pressures Developed in Seacoast Firing
In a number of target"practices fired in the p'ast year and a half excessive

pressures have been developed, in some cases, bordering on the dangerous.
Investigations have been made to determine the causes of these high pres-
sures and various officershave expressed their opinions, including officersof
the Ordnance Department.

One Ordnance officercalls attention to the fact that the high pressures
usually develop in the larger calibers and during the firing of record shots
-not during trial fire. The inference he draws is that trial shots are fired
with greater care, i. e., the gun crew functions unhurriedly permitting more
careful ramming of projectile and charge. High pressures are more apt to
develop from blended charges or, more exactly, charges which have been
made up by the battery personnel.

During record firing, when speed is important to secure a good score,
the ramming is more apt to be haphazard. Excessive pressures are believed
to result from deformation of the charge. A charge lacking rigidity, when
rammed hard, 'will undergo a shortening of its longitudinal dimension and
an increase in its diameter.

Careful ramming will assist in eliminating high pressures. More im-
portant, however, is the proper forming of the charge so that the dimensions
may still conform to those designated by the Ordnance Department after
ramming and at the time the gun is fired.

The Coast Artillery Board has recently tested a diameter gage, consisting
of a bronze hoop with handle, which should fit exactly, the charge when
ready to serye. The Board recommends the adoption of the gage but no
date can be set on which it will be furnished. The Panama Coast Artillery
District fayors the use of a device designed in that district which, it is
claimed, will assist materially in making up charges. A full description of
this deviee has been requested and will be published when receiYf.'d.

Percussion Primers Favored
If one were to examine the records of Coast Artiller,y target practices

over a period of several ;\-ear8a surprising number of misfires would be dis-
closed. :Misfiresma;\-be due to a number of causes but it is sa.feto say that
primer failures are more numerous than anJTother materiel defect.

It is exasperating to.the battery commander when a primer misfires. He
may feel somewhat worried and nervous as to what higher commanders may
say concerning the "failure of the b~ttery commander to tharaughl;\Tin-
spect the primers used prior to firing." It is true that the battery com-
mander may have certain electrical tests made for continuity of circuit. In
the tropics he may (and probabl~'daes) store the Plimers in a dry closet for

180
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a considerable period before the practice. He probably tests out a few in
each gun. Even if all reasonable precautions are taken the primer case may
rupture upon firing due to worn primer seat or the firing circuit may be
broken during firing due to t.he shock of discharge or the hurried action of
the gun crew.

The many cases of primer failure have been studied by the Coast Artil-
lery Board. As a result it has recommended that the electric primer be aban-
doned and the percussion primer be adopted as standard equipment. The
certain functioning of the percussion primer as used on small arms is com-
mon knowledge. No difficulty has been experienced with it in other types
of fixed ammunition used by the Field Artillery. For this reason many
officershave mentioned t.hepossibility of the use of the percussion primer in
guns of the largest caliber. The recommendation of the Coast Artillery
Board has been referred to the Ordnance Department for remark and action
may be expected shortly. No information is available as to the cost of such
alterations as may be necessary if the percussion mechanism is approved.
Availability of funds may influence any action contemplating a change in
the system.

Extracts from War Department Training Directive, 1930-31
Regular Army self-training should occupy at least ten months of the

year. Although Regular Army Units will only be available for actual,
command and tactical training of Organized Reserve Units in association
with them for the two months per year not set aside for self-training,
Reserve units and individual officerswill be given every possible assistance
consistent with non-interference with the current training of Regular units.

The period of field training should be devoted as much as possible to
the tactical training of the unit. All instruction which leads up to this
should be accomplished in garrison and armory.

Provision should be made for the command and tactical training of
headquarters of battalions and higher units of all components without the
use of troops other than communication and intelligence personnel Upon
the conclusion of the basic training of all troops similar exercises should
be conducted with all troops participating.

Ground units of all components must be trained to combat low flying
aircraft. Active and aggressive measures, not passive defense, will be
the primary consideration.

All military personnel must be accustomed to the use of the gas mask
and to gas discipline.

All mobile organizations of the Regular Army will make, during each
calendar year, the practice marches prescribed by War Department letter,
December 10,1929.

Mobile Regular Army units will hold field exercises annually.
Field training for Coast Artillery troops of active harbor defenses
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will :include manning installations to which assigned for 'a continuous "war
period" of a minimum of one week.

During field training as many Reserve officers and units will be attached
to Regular Army units as funds and circumstances will permit.

The initiative of junior officers must be fostered and developed by every
means possible. To this end they should be afforded frequent oppor-
tunities to exercise, for extended periods, command of units appropriate to
the next higher grade.

DISCREPANCIES NOTED

Efficient training in .the battalion and below is sometimes hampered by
higher headquarters prescribing too much in detail the hourly employment
of lower units.

Some battalion and higher commanders failed to supervise properly
the training of lower units during the company or battery periods, appar-
ently being under the misconception that during this period company
commanders should be left entirely to their own devices.

There is some tendency to conduct, over a period of time, the training
of subordinate units of a major unit, individually, rather than concurrently
with the progressive training of the major unit.

There is a tendency on the part of some units to neglect the proper
use of .cover during field exercises or to ignore the necessity for cover
when operating in the pre8enee of an assumed enemy.

It was noted in the tactical inspections of some units that the unit
commanders had drawn the problems to be solved and that all echelom
were thoroughly familiar with this problem prior to the inspection.

Frequently a greater number of Reserve officers and Reserve units
were superimposed upon Regular Army units for training -than could be
effectively trained. The number of Reserve units superimposed at anyone
time should be strictly limited to that which can be thoroughly trained
with the personnel and equipment available in the Regular Army unit
concerned.

Spotting and Adjustment Board Tl

The Chief of Ordnance has shipped to the Harbor Defenses of Balboa,
Pearl Harbor, Manila and Subie Bay a Spotting and Adjustment Board
Tl, designed by the Coast Artillery Board and combining so far as possible
the best features of various types of spotting boards submitted for test.
In these harbor defenses the new spotting board ",ill be given exhau.'3tiveand
grueling tests to determ:ine its suitability.

The ma:in characteristics of the board are as follows:
a. It is designed for spott:ing upon the target (not the set forward

point).
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b. It is flexible with regard to the location of spotting stations which
may be changed quickly.

c. All orientation data necessary are ayailable through the normal
plotting room operations.

d. One obsener reader only is required at anyone spotting station.
e. To begin operation the spotter requires no data except the assig"nment

of target and notification of the instant of fire (or splash).
f. Maximum speed of operation of the board may be obtained by use

of two operators (01' three if used as an adjustment. hoard) .

. " " • I'" ... ,

g. The board is small in size and can be built at a reasonable cost.
h. It is capable of use in any system of obsenation now employed.
1. Range deviations may be read either in terms of percentage or yards.
j. Both range and deflection corrections may be made simultaneously.

A fourth board is in the hands of the Coast Artillery Board and will be
used for scryice tests by organizations at Fort ~ronroe. 'Yhile there is every
indication that it will be adopted as standard its final approval depends
upon the result of the seryice tests. If finally appro\'ed funds are ayailable
for the manufacture of (approximately) ten additional boards.

The photograph shows the general appearance of the board and indicates,
somewhat, the manner of its use.
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Communications relating to the develop'lrwnt01' im,provenwnt in methods 01'

materiel for the Coast Artillery will be welcome from any member of the Corps
or of the Service at Large. These communications, with models or drawings of
devices proposed, may be sent direct to the Coast Artillery Board, Fort Monroe,
Virginia, and will receive careful con.'lideration. J. C. Ohnstad, Lieutenant
Colonel, C. A. C., President.

Projects Oompletec. During June
No. Title
609 Comparative Test of Self-con-

tamed Hange .I!'inders.

629 A Test of Gunner's Quadrant.

698 Test of Sight Mount TO-5 for 155-
mm. Guns.

707 Test of Artillery Lantern M-1 and
Lantern Mask T-1.

723 Study of the Causes of Misfires.

753 Test of 8-inch Howitzer Firing
Platforms for use as Semi-Per-
manent Firing Position for 155-
mm. Guns.

781 Tables of Organization for AA
Regiment.

782 "Brown" Antiaircraft Spotting
and Graphical System.

788 Modification of Traversing Mech-
anism for Case III Fire (12-inch
D. C.).

792 Specifications for Finder, Height,
T-12, 6 meter Base.

7.94 Modification of M-1917 AA Gun
Carriages to give M-1917-M-1
Operatmg Characteristics.

Action Taken
Completed June 9. Recommend that

stereoscopic range finder be adopted
for 155-mm. and all other rapid fire
batteries of Coast Artillery; that 6-
meter Zeiss stereoscopic range finder
be built for test.

Completed June 12. Recommend Gun-
ner's Quadrant M-1919 be adopted
as standard for C. A.

Completed June 6. Recommend for
adoption as standard, with certain
mod.fications.

Completed June 17. Recommend be not
adopted; that standard vehicle tail
light be adopted for night aiming
point light.

Completed June 10. Recommend mod-
ification of firing mechanism to use
percussion primer.

_Completed June 17. Recommend be not
used; recommend certain sizes of
timbers be issued.

Completed June 14: Tables, in gen-
eral, are satisfactory.

Completed June 14. System should not
be used.

Completed June 7. Recommend modifi-
cation be made.

Completed June 10. Specifications be-
lieved satisfactory.

Completed June 28. Recommend work
be started at once on pilot mount.

Projects Under Oonsideration
No. Title
661 Illumination of Mortar Pits and

Gun Emplacements for Night
Firing.

665 Source of Power Suppi)' for EE-;J
Telephones.

681 Test of Fast Towing Target (Na\'T
Design).

184

Action Taken
Under study.

EXIJect to complete during July.

A"waiting rel"ult of study by Navy De-
partment.
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689 Special Seacoast Target Practice

for Training of Aerial Observ-
ers.

694 Test of Erosion Charts.

701 Comments on Target Practice Re-
ports.

702 Test of Headset, Type HS-17.

712 Conduct and Adjustment of AA
Fire.

722 Tow Chains for Tractor Artillery.
727 Standard Single Conductor Mine

System.
731 Lighting Devices for Panol'amic

Sights, Scales, and Aiming
Rules, Ry. Arty.

750 Faster Loading for Coast Artil-
lery.

761 Test of Experimental Reel Cart,
Type RL-23.

764 Reminder List for AA Target
Practice.

789 Comments on Manual for Com-
manders of Large Units.

790 Fire Control Power Panel (Mod-
ified BD-17).

791 Developmentof Motor Vehicles.
793 Proposed TR for Data Transmis-

sion System M-2.

Awaiting reports of practices.

Awaiting return of Jekaduma Chron-
ograph from Panama.

Commentssubmitted as reports are re-
ceived.

Awaiting reports of tests at Pearl
Harbor & M. & S. B:

To be incorporated in C. A. F. M.; re-
port in preparation.

Report in preparation.
A continuing project.

Awaiting reply from HD of Balboa.

Report in preparation.

Under test by 51st C. A.

Under study.

Under study.

Under study.

Report in preparation.
Under study.

It is astonisbing tbat tbe Englisb endured for so
long tbe pressure of our submarine beadquarters in
Flanders, and did not attack tbem tiII 1918, wben tbey
tried to close tbe smaIl entrances of Zeebrugge and
Ostend. So long as tbe coast defence was maintained
tbis could only be acbieved by surprise. * * * From
an article, "Surprise in Naval Warfare," by Capt.
Oswald Paul, late Imperial German Navy, appearing
in Journal, R. U. S. I.



YOU TELL EM
The Listening Posts Are Manned

The Editor, the COASTARTILLERYJOURNAL
Dear Sir:

While I am one of those who believes that there are now too many service
journals and that the interests of all would be better served if we had one
good service journal covering the activities of the various arms, I would like
to hand you a little boost. I have heen a subscriber and a reader of the
COARTARTILLERYJOURNAl.more 01' leRs eOlltilluously for the past nineteen
years. In my opinion the magazine you are now editing is. vibrant and
interesting.

I enjoyed the artie1e by "Onagarchus" and the replies it brought
forth. It indieates that the COASTARTILLERYJo-URNALtoday is a medium
for eontroven.;y over qnestiolls of interset. to our arm. An honest discussion
in whieh both Rides of any subjeet are fully presented is always to be de-
sired. The article, "Let's Get Aequainted," tiekled me. Too bad the
author did not write a similar one relative to the different arms of the
service understanding and getthlg along with one another. The articles on
the new target practice regulations prepared by the Coast Artillery Board
were indicatiye of your desire to keep the Coast Artillery, as a whole, in-
formed in advance of changes which will affect everyone. I like your Hec-
tion, "Coast Artillery Activities," and your interest in the ('ivilian com-
ponents is to be commended.

In an article of some months back I noted that the question of whether
the Knox Trophy should properly be awarded to a machine gun battery was
raised .. While it is my. understanding that this trophy today is awarded by
the Massachusetts Society of the Sons of the American Revolution for the
best Coast Artillery battery, the possibility of making a really effective
comparison between a good antiaircraft maehine gun practiee and a 14-inch
seacoast practice seems doubtfuL

1Vhy ean't the JOURNAL,with its progressive spirit, denote, or secure
donations of, a eouple of trophies, one to be awarded to the battery firing
the best machine gun practice during the fiseal year, and the other to that
battery making the best searchlight score. This would leave the Knox
Trophy to be competed for only by organizations firing cannon, that is, sea-
coast batteries manning guns or mortars, and antiaircraft gun batteries.
My suggestion would be that the trophies be in the form of cups and that
they be passed on from year to ~'ear. A suitable pennant might be awarded
at the same time with the cup, this pennant to remain in the possession of
the battery winning it.

J. BALBOA.
P. S. Please don't ask me to donate one of the cups. I am a bachelor,

and they are always poor. I also like your "You Tell Em" eolumn. That
is why I am trying to break into it. J. B.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose in publishing the following letter is to furnish
proof th4t the pages of the JOURNAL are open for the expression of opinion by aU
readers. The title of the article was f1~rnished by the author. It is believed that
the conditions presented lJ4;enot seri01ts or, at least, not gen&ral. On the other
hand it is not difficult to imagine that the state of mind indicated might result
in the case of a very junior officer suddenl'y placed in command of a battC1f'1/per-
forming dual missions and who is lacking in tactical, technical, and administrative
knowledge of the Coast Artillery. This condition may dese,rve some consideration
from senior officers.

Por the benefit of the 10riter it may be said that the Coast Artillery Corps
has never flunked any job assigned it. Its record in France with tracto,r, railway,
trench mortar, and antiaircraft artillery is one in which to take pride. It has
served as infantry on the Mexican border and performed other extra duty with
entire satisfaction.

Recently it has been assigned a dual seacoast-antiaircraft mission. It is be-
lieved th4t it is capable of handling both in an e.fficient manner. If a few officers
feel oppressed by a variety of duties this feeling will gradually disappear as their
knowledge increases. It is natural that this oppression should be felt bll the ve.ry
junior officers. It can hardly be expected that the technical knowledge necessary
can be acq1dred in a short period but study and experience will eventually correct
this deficiency.

What is it going to be for our beloved branch, antiaircraft or seacoast ~
Pardon the stupid question, gentle readers. You may be serving your

eountry at the present time in various capacities but your reaction to the
above question would be the same in all cases. Surely, ;youwill say, we must
have both; we must always man both types of armament.

Let us pause for a moment and look around us. While this article is
written by a junior (exceedingly so) officer, it applies to all officers actively
engaged in troop duty, and to the new officers just graduating from the
Aeademy it applies particularly.

At the present time, if we study the conditions at varied Coast Artillery
posts we cannot help but be impressed with the intense activity manifested.
The Coast is an interesting branch-we all admit that; the Coast is a busy
branch, we all see that. Our antiaircraft outfits are kept occupied all year
long, with practices, drills, marches, schools, experiments conducive to a
more efficient air defense, etc. Our seaeoast defenses are even busier, at-
tempting to do the same as far as their armament is concerned, and, in 'fLdd-i-
lion, conducting antiaircraft practices, drills and schools. Notice the addi-
tion. Perhaps, and it is only perhaps, an old Coast Artilleryman, versed in
all phases of seacoast defense, can accomplish both missions efficiently. If so,
he is doing his branch, the Army, and the people of the Lnited States a great
service. Parenthetically, he is certainly earning the salary voted him b), the
Congress of 1922. However, if we consider a junior officer, new to the Coast,
full of ambition to learn the game, how long, under the handicap of the
many boards, soirres, etc., that occupy his time, will it take him to reach the_
stage where he will serve his country efficientlyf He knows practically
notIring about the guns of his regiment, the instruments in his plotting room;
his leadership qualities are still latent, his knowledge of battery adminis-
tration is often embarrassing. And yet, with the small number of officers
in the Coast he may (as actually happened to t.he author of this article) be
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placed in command of a battery, entailing responsibilities such as property,
for instance, with which he is entirely unfamiliar and which will demand
practically all of his time to cope with successfully. Now, when he is trying
to do his bit for the service, by means of long hours and conscientious appli--cation, he is required to detour frequently from his course to learn the
gadgets and fire control of armament peculiar to antiaircraft only. He is told
that, after all, antiaircraft is the main mission of all Coast Artillery bat-
teries, >II' and that he should study nights in order to assimilate all the charac-
teristics of this all important armament. Upon reflection, the truth is evi-
dent and painful. Antiaircraft is the coming thing; it is all important; we
should know everything 'about this comparatively new branch. "How, "
thinks he, "can I learn the stuff when I'm only getting on to the ropes in
seacoast1 Am I wasting my time on something that is about to die a natural
death 7"

The junior officer-no exaggeration-is bound to be in a maze. If he is
conscientious, the burden thrust upon him is liable to break him. He'll
either ruin his health or give up the fight. In any ease,"hewill be unable to
perform his work as efficiently as he would like to, and gradually his am-
bition to become an efficient officerwill suffer. He would have to be an ex-
ceptional officer if he didn't think, "What's the use. If I get my work
done. fine; if not. the devil take it." This condition, if allowed to set in.
would introduce a spirit into the Coast heretofore unknown. A conscien-
tious, hard-working arm of the service, under the present system, would soon
retrogress into 'a branch of much lower morale and efficiency.

Therefore the quest.ion,"'What is it to be-antiaircraft or seacoast~" In
many instances, this question is the desperate cry of Coast Artillery per-
sonnel. The need for antiaircraft training is obvious to aU, but, 'with sea-
coast duties imposed, efficiency in both is out of the question. A solution
must be arrived at-and the solution must be reached at an early date!

A plausible answer to the problem would be the following: Since both
types of armament must be kept up, and since antia.ircraft training is of
greater importance, why not put all seacoast forts on a caretaking status?
Let us turn to aintiaircraft wholeheartedly and give it the attention it de-
serves'- The experiments conducted at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds would
be sufficient to determine the adequacy of our seacoast armament. The
one hundred and fifty-five batteries should remain acth-e, for the principles
involved in their firing would apply as well to fixed and railway armament
if the need arose. Our schools could keep our cold storage guns alive while
we mass our forces \vhere they are urgently needed.

A. radical suggestion-the above-but \vhy not? The day is only twenty-
four hours long; an offic.-ermu:-;tkeep fit. Certainly all the above is food for
thought.

Sincerel~-,
JACK UVALTRADES.

* Note: This statement is incorrect.



COAST ARTILLERY ORDERS

Brig. Gen. Willi~m E. Cole, from command 1st C. A. Dist., to Hawaiian Div.,
sailing New York, September 27.

Col. Lawrence C. Brown, 9th C. A. District, Presidio of San Francisco, to
Panama, sailing San Francisco, August 30.

Col. William A. Covington, to recruiting, San Francisco, instead of to 6th,
F{)rt Winfield Scott.

Col. Homer B. Grant, Hq. 1st C. A. District, Boston, to Honolulu, sailing New
York City, October 10.

Col. Edward Kimmel, Ass't Comd't, Coast Artillery School, to 62nd, Fort
Totten, July 12.

Col. Frederick W. Phisterer, from Hawaii, to 14th, Fort Worden.
Col. Joseph P. Tracy, Gen. Staff Corps, to 2nd C. A. District, Fort Totten,

instead of as previously ordered.
Lieut. Col. R. W. Collins, promoted colonel, May 21.
Lieut. Col. William A. Covington, promoted to colonel, May 27.
Lieut. Col. Frank Geere, to sail from San Francisco for Hawaii, November 20

instead of September 3.
Lieut. Col. Jacob A. Mack, upon his application, retired from active service,

October 31.
Lieut. Col. Henry C. Merriam, promoted colonel, May 21.
Lieut. Col. Walter W. Merrill, from Hawaii, to Org. Res., Cincinnati.
Lieut. Col. Earl W. Thomson, CA-Res., to active duty, Sept. 2, on office of

Chief of Coast Artillery.
Lieut. Col. James F. Walker, Org. Res., New York, to AI'my Retiring Board

for examination.
Maj. Roger B. Colton, Fort Totten, transferred to S. C. and to Panama, sailing

New York, August 21.
Maj. Edward B. Dennis, from Panama, to Org. Res., Columbus, Ohio.
Maj. Bird S. DuBois, previous orders relieving him from assignment, C. A.

School, November 1, revoked. To be relieved August 15 and proceed to 61st, Fort
Sheridan.

Maj. James P. Hogan, from Hawaii, to 62nd, C. A., Fort Totten.
Maj. Reinold Melberg, to sail New York, October 10, instead of August 12.
Maj. Reuben N. Perley, from OI'g. Res., New Orleans, to student, Q. M.

Subsistence School, Chicago, August 22.
Maj. Charles Schaefer, Jr., CA-Res., ordel's to active duty revoked.
Maj. Francis J. Toohey, to sail Ne"wYQrk, August 21, instead of July 18.
Maj. Edward W. Turner, from R. O. T. C., Utah State Agricultural College,

Logan, to 6th, Fort Winfield Scott.
Capt. Percy Adams, from Panama, to 62nd, Fort Totten.
Capt. Albert A. Allen, 62nd, Fort Totten, to Quartermaster Corps School,

Philadelphia, as student, August 22.
Capt. Sam W. Anderson, from Hawaii, to 12th, Fort Monroe.
Capt. Herbert H. Blackwell, from instl'Uctor, Coast Artillery School, Fort

~onroe, to Advanced Course, Coast Artillel'Y School, as student.
Capt. Ben B. Blair, 12th Fort Monroe, to Honolulu, sailing New York, Octo-

ber 10.
Capt. John B. Day, from Walter Reed General Hospital, to Fort Eustis, thence

home and await retirement, June 3.
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Capt. Harold P. Detwiler, 51st, Fort Monroe, to Quartermaster Corps School,
Philadelphia, as student, August 22.

Capt. Alva F. Englehart, promoted major, June 16.
Capt. Henry F. Grimm, from philippines, to Fort Leavenworth on transport,

sailing San Francisco, July 30.
Capt. H. R. Jackson, from Hawaii, to 14th, Fort Worden.
Capt. Paul S. Roper, from Hawaii, to 6th, C. A., Fort Winfield Scott.
Capt. James A. Ryan, 14th, Fort Worden, to Honolulu, sailing San Francisco,

November 20.
Capt. John L. Scott, promoted major, May 21.
Capt. Evan C. Seaman, promoted major, June 16.
Capt. Adrin B. Smith, 6th, Fort Winfield Scott, to Panama, sailing San Fran-

cisco, September 12.
Capt. Charles H. Stewart, from R. O. T. C., Kansas State Agricultural Col-

lege, Manhattan, to Org. Res., Lawrence, Kansas.
Capt. LeRoy A. Whittaker, from Hawaii, to 62nd, FOl't Totten.
1st Lieut. William I. Allen, from Coast Artillery School, Fmt Monroe, to

student, Mass. Institute of Technology, June 10.
1st Lieut. Raymond M. Arthur, from Hawaii, to 14th, Thrt Worden.
1st Lieut. Orley D. Bowman, 10th, Fort Adams, previous orders to 69th, Aber-

deen Proving Ground, revoked.
1st Lieut. Geoffrey C. Bunting, promoted captain, May 1.
1st Lieut. Frederick R. Chamberlain, Jr., 51st, Fort Monroe, to Honolulu,

sailing New York, October 10.
1st Lieut. William G. Devens, 52nd, Fort Hancock, detailed in Ord. Dept. and

to Watertown Arsenal, Ordnance School, as student, July 5.
1st Lieut. Edward A. Dolph, 62nd, Fort Totten, to Panama, sailing New

York, September ii.
1st Lieut. Dean S. Ellerthorpe, from Panama, to 14th, Fort Worden.
1st Lieut. Charles W. Gettys, 12th, FUrt Monroe, to Panama, sailing New

York, September 11.
1st Lieut. Franklin K. Gurley, from Hawaii, to 52nd C. A., Fort Monroe.
1st Lieut. Herbert B. Kraft, from R. O. T. C., Utah State Agricultural College,

Logan, to 6th, Fort Winfield Scott.
1st Lieut. George W. MacMillan, 11th, Fort H. G. Wright, to Panama, sailing

New York, August 7.
1st Lieut. Harry F. Meyers, from R. O. T. C., University of Kansas, Law-

rence, to Philippines, sailing San Francisco, November 19.
1st Lieut. Charles E. Neagle, from Panama, to 62nd, Fort Totten.
1st Lieut. Felix N. Parsons, 13th, Fort Barrancas, to Panama, sailing New

York, September 11.
1st Lieut. John H. Pitzer, from student, Coast Artillery School, to R. O. T. C.,

Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, sailing New York, August 21. Previous
orders revoked.

1st Lieut. John D. Robertson, from Hawaii, to 14th, Fort Worden.
1st Lieut. Rupert E. Starr, from Hawaii, to 14th, Fort Worden.
1st Lieut. Raymond Stone, Jr., 12th, to report July 5 for duty at West

Point instead of August 25.
1st Lieut. Harold P. Tasker, 12th, Fort Monroe, to Honolulu, sailing New

York, October 10.
1st Lieut. Henry W. Ulmo, 63rd, Fort MacArthur, to Panama, sailing San

Francisco, September 12.
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1st Lieut. George E. Young, 11th, Fort H. G. Wright, to Europe with pil-

grimage of mothers.
2nd Lieut. John J. Holst, from Panama, to 61st, Fort Sheridan.
2nd Lieut. George E. Keeler, Jr., 62nd, Fort Totten, to Panama, sailing New

York, October 23.
2nd Lieut. John H. Kochevar, from Panama, to 13th, Fort Barrancas.
2nd Lieut. John R. Lovell, from Hawaii, to 14th, Fort Worden.
2nd Lieut. Charles W. McGeehan, from Hawaii, to 62nd, Fort Totten, instead

of to 14th, Fort Worden.
2nd Lieut. James W. Mosteller, Jr., from Panama, to 12th, Fort Monroe.
2nd Lieut. Robert J. Moulton, from Panama, to 13th, Fort Barrancas.
2nd Lieut. Harlan C. Parks, from detail in A. C. and from March Field, to

Hawaii, sailing San Francisco, July 9.
2nd Lieut. George F. Peirce, from Hawaii, to 10th, Fort Adams.
2nd Lieut. John F. Powell, from Hawaii, to Hq., 9th Corps Area, Presidio of

San Francisco.
2nd Lieut. Will K. Stennis, promoted first lieutenant, May 29.
2nd Lieut. William A. Weddell, 51st, Fort Monroe, to 69th, Aberdeen Proving

Ground, July 1.
Dana Stuart Alexander, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
Neal E. Ausman, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-

tenant, C. A. C.
David Hodge Baker, graduated U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
Oscar B. Beasley, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-

tenant, C. A. C.
Lawrence A. Bosworth, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
Harry R. Boyd, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieutenant,

C.A. C.
Charles C. Cloud, Jr., graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
Robert Edwin Cron, Jr., graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
James T. Darrah, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-

tenant, C. A. C.
John B. Fillmore Dice, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
Carl H. Fernstrom, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-

tenant, C. A. C.
Arthur Leonard Fuller, Jr., graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed sec-

ond lieutenant, C. A. C.
Hubert du Bois Lewis, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
Robert Foster Haggerty, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
Marvin Lewis Harding, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second

lieutenant, C. A. C.
William H. Harris, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-

tenant, C. A. C.
Grant E. Hill, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieutenant,

C. A. C.
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Adam A. Koscielniak, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

James S. Lunn, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

Charles J. Odenweller, Jr., graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed sec-
ond lieutenant, C. A. C.

Edwin S. Perrin, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

Willis A. Perry, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

Arthur C. Peterson, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

Clark Neil Piper, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

James S. Sutton, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

Alden P. Taber, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieu-
tenant, C. A. C.

Paul A. Roy, graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed second lieutenant,
C. A. C.

Joseph Henry Twyman, Jr., graduate U. S. Military Academy, appointed sec-
ond lieutenant, C. A. C.

Robert Jefferson Wood, graduate U. S. Milita,-,y Academy, appointed second
lieutenant, C. A. C.

Master Sgt. Benjamin Eisenberg, Battery E, 3rd, Fort Stevens, retired.
Master Sgt. Wilson H. Nutt, Hq. Btry., 7th, Fort Hancock, retired.
Master Sgt. William R. Sprague, retired July 31, and to home (Washington,

D. C.)
Master Sgt. William H. Stevens, C. A. S. detachment, Fort Monroe, retired.
1st Sgt. Michael J. Healy, Bat. C, 12th, Fort Monroe, retired.
1st Sgt. James P. Langain, Bat. D, 16th, Fort DeRussy, retired.
1st Sgt. Edward A. Lawford, Hq. Bat., 60th, Fort Mills, retired.
1st Sgt. Michael Varley, 12th, Fort Monroe, retired.
Staff Sgt. Thomas Downey, 63rd, Fort MacArthur, retired.
Staff Sgt. Ransom P. Wodd, Bat. D, Fort Rosecrans, 3rd, retired.
Private Henry W. Sacknus, Bat. G., Fort H. G. Wright, 11th, retired.



BOOK REVIEWS
Siberian Garrison. By Rodion Markovits. Translated by George Halasz. New

York: Horace Liveright. 51,4" x 7%". 407 pp. $2.50.

First published in Transylvania in the Hungarian language, "Siberian Garri-
son," by sheer force of merit, has become the literary sensation of Europe, and
is now being printed in nine languages, with the second printing already out
for the United States.

The book is so unusual in every respect that it is difficult to classify. Al-
though written in narrative style, it is not a novel-it deals with fact, not
fiction; written in the third person, it cannot be called a' diary, yet it is the
author's own Odyssey; nor is it a war book, in the accepted meaning of that
term, although it pictures a practically unknown phase of the World War;
it is not a: history in the strict sense, although it is based upon material that
has now become historical. "Siberian Ge.rrison" is an unforgettable book that
stands in a class of its own.

The author, Rodion Markovits, a young Hungarian officer in the Austrian
army, was captured by the Russians in 1915, and with a group of officer-
prisoners, was senil first to Makariev on the Volga and then across Siberia into
Manchuria to a military prison camp on the Ussuri, a tributary of the Amur.
When the Czarist government fell and chaos descended upon Siberia, several
hundred of the prisoners of war seized a train and started toward the European
frontier, only to be turned back into Asia again by the fierce fighting beyond Ufa.

After coming and going aimlessly for weeks, the prisoners, hungry, tattered,
bewildered, were taken off' the train and interned once more in a prison camp
on the Yenesei River. Here they saw the Czech legionaries of the Russian army
under General Gajda and Admiral Koltchak seize the Trans-Siberian railway
and murder the Red Guard; saw the mutiny and punishment of the Thirtieth
Siberian Regiment-one of the most tragic episodes of history; saw the last
desperate stand of Koltchak's White Army, and saw Siberia under the despotic
heel of the victorious Red Army.

Finally, after seven years of untold misery and danger-cut off entirely
from the rest of the world and constantly facing privation, epidemic and sudden
death-Rodion Markovits was returned to his home-three years after the
Armistice!

"Siberian Garrison" is the story of these seven years, and in the stark
realism of the telling there is very little, if anything, left to the imagination.
The primitive and uncompromising struggle for existence, the sex problems within
prison walls, the hunger, the. filth, the cold, the cruelties, the killings that come
with revolutions and counter revolutions, are drawn in word pictures that are
as powerful as they are vivid.

The literary style of Markovits, although undoubtedly modified or altered by
translation, is stilI distinctly Slavic; introspective, analytical, sometimes morbid,
with a fatalistic acceptance of the inevitable, it is a style that suits the amazing
story he is giving to the world.-E. L. B.

The War of Independence: Ameri-ean Phase. By Claude H. Van Tyne. Boston:
Houghton Mifllin Company. 1929. 5%" x 8~". 518 pp. $5.00.

When Professor Van Tyne first undertook his 'work on the Founding of"the
American Republic, he planned to present his account in two volumes, of which
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~o. 6 OF A SEUIES OF TAI.KS ON AMMUNITION QUALITY

I:\TEItIOH \'IEW UF A CO="STA:\T TE:\lI'EIUTUHt: 1\IAGAZI:\E

The Life of Smokeless Powders
A:un .... wder which WUM nuult~ ~Jurin:: the latter I)url or
the ,-pllr 1915. and placed in the 300 c. Jnu~azine on Jun-
nary 12. 1916.

The tUilance uf thiM {ourt«"en-}"ear-nlcl MUnllJle iMKtill h ...I.J
in the 300 C. and will again he Kubjected to the high tenl-
llerature t ...JoItul future IleriodM CH"'n thou",h it h. OlOot.
JJrobahle that all the anllnunition loodecl with thi" (MJlot--
cler haM 1H""',,'nIIH ......I o",.. r lh~ IruIIM ur in Ih .. r.~.ld f14... ,t'rul
,carA ltg-o.

Uu POlll IH)~'.lerH ar.~ """...d hy all nf (h~ princilulJ nllllJ1U-

oilion manufacturerM. They hu\'e MeJected du Itont »0""-
cler8 hecauKe their hallihtic (llullitieM contribute ~o largel~
to the 8ul~rioril)' of the anHnunition. ancl the ('<111" ..4'-

quent success of its userM. To maintain theMe l'ltandarcl ..
of e:{cellence .. the ammunition conlpanicM will contin .. '"
to loa(l lho~e p()'Wder~ ento'uring the heMt ammunition
p<lMMibJe for a specified purpose.

The du Pont CornlJany' with its eXI)Crience of 127 )I_-ar"
and it8 preMent re80urces can l'luppl)' to anlmllnitioo
companie8 the t)'pe and quality of powder8 required (4)

Dtaintsin the reputation of ammunition manu(acturrr"
and the confidence of the l'lhooters.

THE life of a smokelcss powJcr is JcterJllined
not only by thc stabilizing agcnts that arc

incorporatcd in its Illannfacturc hut also hy
Ihc pnrily of thc lualcrials of which it is lltadc.
And "hilc strict chcmical control is cxerciscd
at thc po".dcr planl, il is also hi~hly dcsirable
10 ha,.c SOUtCmcans of chccking thc lifc of a
1)O".dcrafter il has hccnloadcd and has reachc.1
Ihc hands of thc shoolcr.
in t:li",cu","in~ the life or Mnlokelc8M po"',Jer~ it IlIUMt h.o
rf"lTIenlhered that J)owder will nol stand nhufloe un)" mor ..
than ollu-r e,'er,,'-clay articles or cOlTlmon "Me. "rood
rut" und ..r exceHMh'e nloi",ture" woolen clothe" mUMl he
'IrolrctNJ frorn nloth"" unci ruhher (lett"riorat ...foI if e'\:(>OMed
... "unli~hl or ...il. So with MnlOkeleM" IHtwder-it tllUMI
IN'" l)rot~t~1 It,.- ,..lorUJ,:'~ luul.or nurlnul at nlo"plwri.~
.'.. oditions.

\t the Brand,'wine LaboralOr)' tlu"re are a number ur
('onstant temperature Inagazines in which sample" of
'''H~:ry lot of the ,'ariOU8 du Itont powders are stored in
boules as Bhown in th~ illustration. This particular
"lagadne is kept at 300 C. (86° F.) du~' in and da)o' out.
t-;,'ery r~w ,'~ar8 a portion of each sample i8 remo,,'ed and
MJhjected to storage at the ".~ry high temperatur~ o(
65.50 C. (150° F.) until the powd~r hreak8 down.

.\8 an e:{arnple of the re8istance to decomposition of a
high-J;'rad~ nitrocel1uloMe shot~un powder. consider the
{ollo",'ing record of Lot 1101 of du Pont Smokel~ss Shot-
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the second was to include the entire period Df the Revolutionary War. The
purchase Df the Sir Henry Clinton Papers and the Lord George Germain Papers
by Mr. William L. Clements made available-particularly to. PrafessDr Van
Tyne-such a wealth af hitherto unused material that it became necessary to
expand the Revalutionary War to two valumes. The authar states that the
new saurces changed his ariginal perspective; he might perhaps have gone
further and admitted that they also.modified same af his views-samething which
accurs to. few histariagraphers.

The present valume is the secand in the series an the Founding af America.
It starts with Lexington and carries the accaunt thraugh to. the clase af the
Saratoga campaign and the apen espausal of the American cause by France.
Natwithstanding the fact that France had secretly aided the American calanists
from the first and had regularly and cantinually intrigued against the interests
of Great Britain, the author calls this periad of the war the American phase to.
distinguish it fram the periad af active French assistance, which he calls the
French phase.

This divisian is both natural and lagical. With a large Whig element in
England and with the Army in America cammanded by a Whig, there was
always the passibility that Great Britain and America might came to. terms.
Prior to Sarataga, the high lights af the Revalutian were the British success at
New Yark and their repulse at Charlestan, and the American repulse in Canada
and their success at Trentan and Princeton. The character af these affairs was
nat such as to. make it impassible to. came to. terms. Sarataga, hawever, clased
the daar to. amicable negatiatians and made it passible far France to. came aut
into. the apen.

Since the first phase af the American revalutian was mare palitical than
military, the authar's account is palitical. Military events are submerged to.
their praper place in perspective. Much af the valume is devDted to. the careful
nursing and the gradual dev~lapment Df the revalutianary spirit in America
and the impasition of the will af a minarity upan the majority. The campaign
af Burgayne, which ended at Sarataga and which marked definitely the turning
paint in British affairs in America, is discussed at length.

The influence of new saurce material is mast evident, perhaps, in the picture
af George III which is presented. Nawhere does he appear as the insatiable
manster that we have been taught to. expect. Instead, he was an extremely
papular king "who. believed in the Bible, feared Gad, and loved the Queen."
His court "was clean, and his canduct warthy af an Englishman, a Christian,
and a king." In the light af available evidence, all this is easy to believe, but
it is mare difficult to think that Lord Gearge Germain daes nat deserve more
severe treatment than he receives.

III cannectian with plans far the Sarataga campaign, the authar emphasizes
one point which has been missed by ather historiographers, save anly Channing.
"Since to march an army dawn fram Canada, and to get cantral af the Cham-
plain-Hudsan line, wauld separate New England fram the ather calanies, and
leave it to. be canquered unaided by them, military experts have assumed that
this was the aim af the British, gavernment and its generals. In all the avail-
able carrespandence as to. the aim af the campaign, nat a sentence makes any
such prapasal. All the IDgiO af the situation and military custom point to that
as the abject, but far this idea there is no. cantemparary document.••• Bur-
goyne's plan ... had just ane aim-to bring aid to. Hawe so. that his army
cauld go. against the entire army af Washingtan."

One matter af interest has nat been answered by the researches of the
authar and his assistants. Sir William Howe still remains an unsalved enigma.
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"Why," Professor Van Tyne asks, "did he play cat and mouse with Washing-
ton? Was he a tool of Burke and Pitt? Did the Ministry order him to have
the sword in one hand and the olive branch in the other? Why did he sit around
waiting for rivers to freeze or weather to cool, and fall just short of actually
seizing his prey? It is all an historical riddle 'with many answers, none con-
vincing."

Professor Van Tyne has had to work with thEl invaluable Clinton and the
Germain Papers while they were in the process of classification and preparation
for preservation. Followers in his footsteps V\1llhave an easier task when these
Impel'S reach the William L. Clements Library, but it is improbable that they
will discover anything overlooked or that they will present a clearer or more
able exposition of the progress of the American colonies toward independence.-
R.A.

olly Tropical Ai1' Castle. By Frank M. Chapman. New York and London:
D. Appleton & Co. 6" x 9". 417 pp. 48 plates, 30 Illustrations in Text.
$5.00.
Dr. Frank M. Chapman has stood high in my estimation since that far-off

day in my boyhood when someone gave me a copy of his "Bh'ds of Eastern
North America." That is a great book for a New England bird-lover, boy or
man, and is still one of my treasured possessions. The admiration and regard
engendered by that book now gain an almost personal touch through the reading
of Dr. Chapman's latest production-"My Tropical Air Castle." For I too have
served a tour on the Canal Zone, and welcome the book as a reminder of happy
hunting days in the Panama jungle.

Dr. Chapman, as all the world knows, is Curator of Birds at the American
Natural History Museum in New York City. As an ornithologist he has travelled
over much of the Americas and has given to the world the results of his studies
in a series of interesting books, ~he scene of the present work is laid on Barro
Colorado, that large island opposite Frijoles in Gatun Lake which the Govern-
ment has reserved as a sanctuary for all kinds of wild life. On this island
is a laboratory of the Institute for Research in Tropical America, a branc1\
of the Federal National Research CounciL In his "Air Castle" a typical Canal
Zone shack near the laboratory, Dr. Chapman has spent several months in
studying the fauna of the island. This book tells what he saw, did, and learned
during his sojourns.

The book begins in an admirable way: by means of one sketch map and two
airplane oblique photographs the author thoroughly orients the reader and leads
him to the door of the Air Castle-evidently a naturalist's paradise, on one side
the primeval forest and on the other the waters of Gatun Lake.

In general, the author is naturally most concerned with the birds of the
island. He devotes considerable space to studies of the Oropendula, the bird
that builds those queer, long, hanging nests-like elongated nests of our Balti-
more Orioles. He adds evidence on both sides of the long-mooted question-
"Do buzzards hunt by scent or by sight?" And, for a few chapters, he leaves
his beloved birds and writes entertainingly on monkeys, coatis, and other in-
habitants of the island.

He describes interesting experiments in photographing wild animals at
night, and many of the forty-eight halftone plates show the results of his en-
deavors. Pumas, peccaries, coatis, ocelots, and even hawks recorded their pres-
ence by these auto-portraits. How many passengers on the liners which traverse
the canal realize that they have passed within a stone's throw of a real live
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wild tapir, that queer beast pictured in our old-fashioned "Joggerfy"? Yet
Dr. Chapman produces the tapir's portrait-three of them, in fact.

"The Trop'ics, where the flowers are scentless and the birds are songless."
As far as birds aI'e concerned, it is with evident satisfaction that the author
pricks this fallacy, showing that some of the world's finest songsters may be
heard in tropical jungles and savannahs. And, after all, musical quality is but
a matter of taste. Personally, the cooing of a Mourning Dove, reminiscent of
Philippine mornings with bamboo fronds rustling dryly in the breeze, is far
more "musical" to me than the twitterings of a tame canary.

In the last chapter the author bids good-bye to his island and, exploring
the marshes of Pacora, brings back to us, among other treats, another of our
childhood friends-that walker of the lily pads, the spraddle-footed Jacana.
The penultimate sentence of the book refers to the view from Ancon Hill, where
"the airplanes above their field, the troops at Amador, the fortified islands
beyond, and the men-of-war at anchor in the bay are symbols of protection and
hence of peace." We commend that sentence to all Pacifists. Pretty darn
straight thinking, for a scientist.

We can easily believe that this book will be welcomed not only by the Old
Timer on "The Line" (as they used to call the Canal), not only by those of us
who have spent happy sweating hours hunting in the jungles and over the
savannahs of Panama, but also .by the wide circle of nature-loving Americans to
whom this book will be a revelation.-P. D. B.

The Aircraft Handbook. The Construction and Care of Planes,
Aircraft Instruments. By F. H. Colvin and H. F. Colvin.
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1929. 5%" x 7"h". 690 pp. $5.00.

The authors have assembled into one compact volume a vast fund of in-
formation pertaining to things aeronautical ranging from "Simple Airplane
Theory" to "Air Traffic Rules." There seems to be no phase of this subject
that is not covered. One may learn how to repair a hole in a metal float, the
details of construction and operation of the Wright Whirlwind, methods of
trouble shooting, or the use of the earth inductor compass. Over two hundred
pages are given over to the most detailed explanations of the different types
of air plane engines now in service. There is a very full glossary of terms,
and finally an excellent index. Plainly' this is a technical text for practical
airmen. A copy can now be found in the Library of the Coast Artillery School-
H. C.
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